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The United Nations Confer-
ence on Deserlification 
(UNCOD) was held in Nai-
robi from 29 August 109 Sep-
tcmberl97l.This was the first 
worldwide effort initiated to 
consider the global problem 
and responsibilities posed by 
the spreading menace of 
desertification. 95 States, 50 
United Nations offices and 
bodies, S intergovernmental 
org an isalions and 65 non-gov-
ern mental organ isations par-
ticipated. The United Nations 
Conference on Desertification 
prepared and adopted a world-
wide Plan of Action to Com-
bat Desertification (PACD) 
with 28 specific recommen-
datinn The PACI) Was ap-
proved by the United Nations 
(cncral Assembly at its 27th 
sessi000n 19 December 1977. 

Recommendation 23 of 
the PAd) invited all relevant 
United Nations bodies ED sup-
port, in their respective fields, 
international action to combat 
desertification and to make ap-
propriatc provisions and allo-
cations in their programmes. 
Recommendation 27 gave the 
responsibility for following up 
and coordinating the ixnple-
mentation of the PACD to the 
United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) with its 
Governing Council (OC) and 
Admittistrative Committee on 
Coordination (ACC). 

Immediately after ap-
proval of the PAUl), the 
Desertificaliun Unit was es-
tablished within UNEP to as-
sist the Executive Directorand 
ACC in can'ying out their tasks 
to implement it. 

In 1985 theDesertilication 
Control Programme Activity 
Centre (DC/PAC)was created 
on the basis of the 
Desertification Unit by 
UNEP's Executive Director 
with approval from the Gov-
erning Council. DC/PAC is a 
semi-autonomous office with 
increased flexibility to respond 
to the demands of following 
up and implementing the 
PACD. 

One of the main functions required 
by the PACD from 1he Deserti-
flcafion Unit is to prepare, compile, 
edit and publish at six-monthly in-
tervals a bulletin to disseminate in-
formation on, and knowledge of, 
desertification problems and to 
present news on the programmes, 
activities and achievements in the 
implementation ofthePAdD around 
the world. Articles published in 
Dese tuft earl on Control Bulletin do 
not imply expression of any opinion 
on the part of UNEP concerning the 
legal status ofany country, territory, 
city or area, or its authorities, or 
concerning the dalinmitation of its 
frontiers or boundaries. 

Material not copyrighted may 
he reprinted with credit to 
Desertification Control Bullrin. 
UNEP. Enquiiies should be am!-
dressed to: 

The Editor 
Desrinfwation Cohl !hillethi 
UNEP 
P0 Box 30552 
Nairobi, KENYA, 

Cover 

Photographs 
The Editor of Desenifiintk'n Con-
zrolBolkiin is seeking photographs 
for consideration as bulletin covers. 
All subjitissions shouhl be addressed 
to the editor at the shove add tess. 

Technical requirements 
Photographs must be colour 5 rant-

parencies olsubjects related directly 
Eodesertification,land,animals. hu-
man beings, structures affected by 
desert jfication. control of 
desertification, reclamation of 
desemlifted lands, etc. Suhriiisiorts 
must be of high quality to be en-
larged to accorisnmcmdrte a .sqtian IX 
cmx 18 cm (8 inxSmn). 

Captions 
A brief caption roust accompany 
each photograph giving a descrip-
tion of the subject. place and coun-
try. date of photograph and name 
and address of photographer. 

Copyright 
It is assumed that all submissions 
are the original of the photographer 
and all the rights are owned by the 

photographer. Deserr!ficasion Con-
iroLOulletin gives full credilto pho-
tographers for the covers selected 
but does not provide remuneration, 

Articles 
Dese tuft cation Control Bulletin in- 
vites articles from theworld't scien-
tists and specialistt interested in the 
prthlemt arising from or associated 
with the spread of desertificalion. 

Audience 
The bulletin addresses a large audi-
ence which includes decision mak-
ers, planners, administrators, spe-
cialists and technicians of countries 
facing deserfification problems, as 
well as all others interested in arrest-
ing the spread of de.sertification. 

Language 
Thebulletin is published in English. 
All manuscriptt for publication must 
be in English. 

Manuscript preparation 
Manuscripts should be clearly type-
written with doublespacing and wide 
margins, on one side of the page 
only. The title of the manuscript, 
with the authors niune and address, 
shoulti be given in the upper half of 
the first page and the nuniber of 
words in the main text should ap-
pear irs the upper right corner. Sub-
sequent pages should have only the 
author's name in the upper right 
hand corner. Users of word-proces-
sor.s ate welcome to submit their 
articles on diskette in MS-DOS for-
mat, indicating the prograsim roe used. 

Metric syem 
All measurements should be in the 
nietric systent. 

Tables 
Each table should be typed an a 
separate page, should have a title 
and should be numbered to corre-
spond to its point in the text. Only 
etsential tables should be included 
and all should be identified as to 
source. 

Illustrations and photographs 
Line drawings of any kind should 
each be on a separate page drawn in 
black china ink and double or larger 
than the size to appear in the bulle-
tin. They should never be pasted in 
the text They should be as clear and 
as sitiiple as possible. 

Photographs in the bulletin are 
printed black and white. For satis-
factory results, high quality black 
and white prints IX cm x 24 cm (8 in 
x lOin) on glossy paper are essen-
tial. Dia-positi ve slides of highqual-
ity may be accepted; however, their 
quslitywhen printed hlackaad white 
in the bulletin cannot be guaranteed. 

All line drawings and photo-
graphs should be numbered in one 
sequence to correspond totheirpoint 
of reference in the text, and their 
descnptions should be listed on a 
separate page. 

Footnotes and references 
Foot noteS and references should be 
listed on separate pages at the end of 
the manuscript. Foot notes should be 
kept to an absolute minimum. Ref- 
erences should be strictly relevant to 
theamliete and should alsobe kept to 
a minimum. The style of references 
should follow the format conimmion 
for scientific and technical publica-
tions; the last narime(s)oftheauthor(s) 
(each), followed by hislherinitials, 
year of publication, title, publisher 
(or journal), serial nsmiimber and 
number of pages. 

Other requirements 
Desertmficmition Control Oulleiin 
publishes original articles which 
have not appeared in other publica-
tionS. However, reprints providing 
the possibility of exchange of viewt 
and developments of basic impor-
tance in desertification control 
among the developing regions of 
the world, or translations from lan-
guages of ii mitedautliences. are not 
ruled out. Short reviews ilmtftxlticing 
recently published book.sin the sub-
jects relevant to deseriification and 
of interest to the readers of the bul-
letin are also accepted. Medium-
length articles of about 3,000 words 
are pretèiretl. 

Editors: 
Maiti Colley 
Shane Cave 

Technical advisor: 
Leonid Kmunjkatchev 

Layout 
Francisco Vásquez, IPA/UNEP 

Adnsi nist ration 
Prestia Murthi 
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Govenidng Council 
Special Session 
Decision I 

A special session of UNEP Governing 
Council was held in Nairobi from 3-5 Feb-
mary 1992. One of the aims was to examine 
the reports on the status of desertification 
and progress in implementation of the Plan 
of Action toCombat Descrlification, which 
were prepared as part of UNEPs State of 
the Environment report which is to be pre-
sented to the UN Contrciicc on Environ-
ment and Development, to be held in Brazil 
in June 1992. These reports were also 
presented to IJNCED' s fourth preparatory 
committee which met in New York from 
March-April to discuss the drawing up of 
Agenda2l. This is the overall UN plan for 
managing the environment into the 21st 
century. 

The Governing Council 
Recalling General Assembly resolution 

32/172 of 19 December 1977 on the United 
NalionsConference onDesertificalion, spe-
citically paragraph 8 thereof whereby the 
General Assembly, interalia, entrusted the 
Governing Council and the Executive Di-
rector of the United Nations Environment 
Programme with the responsibility of fol-
lowing up and coordinating the implemen-
tation of the Plan of Action to Combat 
Dcscrtification, 

Recalling also General Assembly reso-
lution 44/172 A of 19 December 1989, by 
paragraph 6 of which the General Assem-
bly, interalia, invited theGoverningCoun-
cit of the United Nations Environment 

Prograimne to contribute substantially to 
the discussion on desertification at the 
United Nations Conference on Environ-
menu. and Development, inleT alia, by un-
dertaking a general evaluation of the 
progress achieved in implementing the Plan 
of Action, 

Recalling furl her its decision 12110 of 
28 May 1984, by paragraph 28 of which it 
decided that an overall asscssment 01 
progress in the implementation of the Plan 
of Action should be carried out in 1992, 

Taking note of the iport of the Execu-
tive Director on the status of desertitication 
and implementation of the United Nations 
Plan of Action to Combat Desertification, 

Recognizing that dcscrtilicaiion is a 
process of land dcgradationresulting mainly 
from adverse human impact in the specific 
conditions of arid, semi-arid and thy sub-
humid climates and from complex inter-
Uons among physical, chemical, biological. 
socio-cconolnic and political factors which 
are of local, national and global nature, 

Recognizingfurther that desertificalion 
is a global phenomenon requiring a global 
response and thatitoccurs in all continents, 
directly affecting more than 60 per cent of 
the countries of the world in both northern 
and southern hemispheres, 

Noting that desertitication might have 
an adverse impact on global climate change 
and hiodivcrsity, besides diminishing the 
world tbod security base and contributing 
to the growth of poverty, 

Recognizing that the cost of anti-desert- 

itication measures is escalating from year 
to year because the areas aftcted are grow-
ing, the degree of damage is increasing and 
world prices and costs of preventive, 
corrective and rehabilitative measures are 
rising, 

Aware that existing studies and esti-
mates indicate that failure to combat desert-
ification has resulted in the loss of vast 
amounts of income, 

Aware also that the annual costs of 
combating desertifIcation have been esti-
mated to be less than half the annual costs of 
inaction, 

Concerned at the continuing and ex-
panding rates of land degradation and de-
sertilication. estimated to involve about 73 
per cent olthe rangelands, 47 per cent olthe 
niinfed croplands and 30 per cent of the 
irrigated lands in the drylaiids, thus affect-
ing more than 3.6 billion hectares of the 
total world area of arid, semi-arid and dry 
sub-humid lands, orabout25 per cent of the 
total world land area and about 900 million 
people, or one sixth of the world popula-
tion, 

Alsodeeplyconcernedabout the impact 
of desertification on Africa in particular 
where it is a serious contributory factor to 
famines, such as those which occurred in 
1984 and 1985, aflëctiuig between thirty 
million and thirty-five million people, and 
in 1991, when some thirty million people 
were threatened by lamine and needed iii-
gent external food aid in order to survive, 

Recognizing that it is imperative toaxnbat 
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dcseitification in all parts of the world's arid, 
semi-arid and thy sub-humid areas, 

Also recognizing that sustainable socio-
economic development and the protection 
and enhancement of the environment are 
inseparable prerequisites ofhuman survival 
and hence anti-deseilification campaigns 
should be managed as integral parts of 
soci 0-economic development of the tenito-
nes and societies of the drylands, 

Further recognizing the significant 
differences in implementing the Plan of 
Action to Combat Desertification in indus-
trial ised countries, Where development gcii-
emily does not depend on drylands, and in 
developing countries, particularly in the 
Sudano-Sahetian belt of Africa, where the  

development process relies almost entirely 
on the natural resource base, 

Notes with appreciation the report 
of the Executive Director on the 
status of desertification and implc-
mentation of the Plan of Action to 
Combat Dcscriification; 

2. Reaffirms that deserlification is a 
global environmental andsocio-eco-
nomic problem requiring special 
attention and global international 
cooperation in implementing the 
United Nations Plan of Action to 
Combat Desertilicatiun; 
Affirms its conviction that the 
prionues set in combating desert-
itication should nonnally be site- 

specific and should be decided upon 
by the people concerned in accord-
ance with the actual situation in 
each particular country and 
locality; 

4. Stresses the importance of integrat-
ing the policies for combating 
desertilicalion into national devel-
opmenlplans, strengthening capaci-
ties at the national level krresearch, 
planning, monitoring and imple-
mentation activities, and intema-
tional support for these purposes; 

. Recommends, bearing in inindpara-
graph 3 of the present decision, that 
the Governments participating in 
the United Nations Conlirence on 
Environmentand Development con-
sider, with a view to combating 
desertilication with maximum cost-
effectiveness, the tbllowing actions 
and their required resources, in the 
following order of priority; 
(a) The lust priority action nit a 
global scale, estimated to cost be-
tween $1.4 billion and $4.2 billion 
per year for twenty years, should 
involve relevant preventive incas-
tires to halt the advance of desert-
ification in non-degraded or only 
slightly degraded drylands; 
(h) The second priority action, esti-
mated to cost between $2.4 billion 
and $7.2 billion per year for twenty 
years, should involve implement-
jug corrective measures in and sus-
taining the productivity of, 
moderately degraded drylands: 
(c) The third priority action, esti-
mated to cost between $6.2 billion 
and $11 billion per year for twenty 
yean, should involve the rehahilita-
lion of severely and very severely 
degraded Uryland.s; 

ñ. Recommends that Governments 
identify ways and means to provide 
adequate new and additional finan-
cial resources and technical assist-
ance, as well as the iransfer of 
environmentally sound technology 
on most favourable terms,*  in par-
ticular to the developing countries, 
to deal with he problem of 
desenification; 

7. Further invites the countries par-
ticipating in the Global Environ-
u neiu Facility Lu tavourablyconsider 
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UNEP Governing Council Special Session III Resolution I 

financing programmes to combat 
desetlification; 
Strongly recommendr thai Agenda 
21, being prepared within the con-
text of the United Nations Confer-
ence on Environment and 
Development, should address the 
problem of desertification and that 
the necessary attention is given to 
special financing measures to corn-
bat desertification; 
Also strongly recommends that co-
operation at the international level 
to combat desertificalion should be 
strengthened in the following areas, 
particularly with a view to assisting 
countries, especially developing 
countries, that cannot cope with the 
problem by themselves: 

Development of pricing and 
trade policies that would promote 
sustamable land use and productiv-
ity of drylands; 

Provision, when required, of 
technical assistance and appropzi-
ate training programmes; 
(C) Development of appropriate 
anu-desertification technologies; 

Development of appropriate 
management systems for dryland.s 
and iransferand adaptation ofexist-
ing and traditional systems; 

Monitoring of desertitication at 
the global and regional levels; 

Monitoring and coordination of 
anti-desertification activities at the 
global and regional levels; 

bilbnnaUonexchangcand tnuisfer 
Development of necessary 

national legislation; 
10.Requesrs the Executive Director to 

transmit his report on the status of 
deserlifluition and the implementa-
tion of the Plan of Action to Combat 
De.scrtification, together with the 
presentdecisiori, totheSntaiy-C*n-
end of the United Nations Con fërence 

on Environment and Development 
for it to be made available to the Pm-
peratofy Committee for the Confer-
ence at its fourth session; 

11. Invites the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations Conference on En-
vironment and Development to 
bring the report of the Executive 
Director on the status of desert-
iticauon and implementation of the 
Plan of Action to Combat Desert-
ilication, together with the present 
decision, to the attention of the Con-
ference through its Preparatory 
Committee; 

12.Further requests the Executive 
l)irector: 
(a) To give strong emphasis in the 
work programme of the Desert-
ilication Control Programme Ac-
tivity Centre of the United Nations 
Environment Programme to: 

(i) Refining the assessment of 
the status of desertification 

especially at the regional and 
national levels; 
(II) Promoting the adoption and 
the mon torrig and evaluation of 
the effectiveness of the policy 
guidelines and course of action 
presented in chqiier 111 of the 
report of the Executive Dü-eduE 
(iii) Assigning benchmarks and 
indicators of progress; 

(b) To report on the linpicmnentation of 
the present decision to the Govern-
ing Council at its seventeenth 
regular session. 

51h meeting 
5 February 1992 

In accordance withsectionl, paragraphs 
150) and (in), ofGeneralAssembly resolu-
tion 441228 of 22 December 1989. 
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]Implementation of the 
Plan of Action to 
Combat Desertification 
(PACD) 1978=1991 

By KS. Odingo 
Departnwn.t of Geography 
University of Nairobi 
Kenya 

This report was prepared in response to the 
UN General Asscmbly resolution 441172 
which called on UNEP to assess progress in 
the implementation of the Plan of Action to 
Combat Desertification, 

The recommendations contained in the 
Plan of Action to Combat Desertitication 
(PACI)) were wide-ranging and called for 
action from ruml populallons, governments, 
sub-regional and regional institutions and 
the international community. Such expec-
tations raised significant problems for an 
accurate evaluation of achievements and it 
is only possible to speak in general terms in 
a review of what has been done. 

In 1984, as a result of IJNEP's first 
asscssment of progress in the implementa-
tion of the PACD. Governing Council noted 
that measures taken in the seven-year pe-
riod since it was adopted had not produced 
substantial results in any of the countries 
and regions affected by desertification. 
Moreover, no countries had implemented 
the PACE) in its entirety. 

In 1987, on the 10th anniversary of the 
adaption of the PACD, the United Nations 
system tried to evaluate what had been 
achieved during that decade. This served 
only to confirm that desetlification was still 
progressing virtually at the same rate as at  

the time of the UN Conference on Desert-
ification (UNCOD) in 1977. Thc process 
stillaffected all continenLs with countries in 
the ajid, semi-aiid anddry sub-humid areas 
of Allica and Asia the most seriously af-
fected. In Africa, after a 20-year series of 
droughts, the Sudano-Sahelian region cc-
mained the most perrnancntly vulnemble 
area and desertification had advcnely af-
fected the well-being of some 80-85 per 
cent of the population of the region. 

Role of the UN and the 
international community 

At UNCO!) (1977), the UN as a whole 
participated actively, bringing in the spe-
cial expertise oleach of its agencies to help 
solve the problem of desertilication. In 
drafting the PACE), lessons were learnt 
from the experience of these agencies and it 
was assumed that they would participate 
actively in the subsequent implementation 
of the PACE), as envisaged by the relevant 
General Assembly resolutions. Some of 
the pre4 TNCOD initiatives which were tac-
itly subsumed in the PACE) included the 
following: 

The FAO/UNEP Project on Eco-
logical Management of Arid and 
Semi-Md Rangelands (EMASAR) 
in Africa and Western Asia (started 
1975) 

System (GEMS), using the satellite 
imagery interpretation established 
in 1972 

• UNESCO/Man and the l3iosphere 
Programme (MAB), launched in 
1968, which featured important ac- 
tion for the management of and 
lanth, such as the Integrated Pro- 
gramme on Arid Lands (IPAL). 

Upon UNCOD's recommendation, the 
General Assembly decided to establish the 
Inter-Agency Working Group on Desert-
itication (IAWGD) which reported to the 
Administrative Committee on Coordina-
tion (ACC) and to UNEP's Governing 
Council. This body was to serve as a forum 
for coordinating the work of various UN 
bodies, including the regional commissions, 
in implementing the PACD. Regular an-
nual sessions of IAWGD were held from 
1978-1991 and the Group assisted UNEPin 
c(x)rdinaflng activities. 

The PACD was explicit in recognizing 
that whereas the main anti-desertilication 
thrust was expected at national level, there 
would be many other areas where support 
from regional or international organiza-
tions would be called for (recommendation 
26), including projects that could be carried 
out only within the framework of regional 
or international cooperation, Since 
UNCOD, !AWGD has been used success-
hilly to ensure a tiered action programme 
that begins with activities at the grassroots 

Relevant components of UNEP'S level and continues through the national. 
Global Environmental Monitoring regional and global levels. At the regional 
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Implementation of the Plan ofAction to Combat Desertfication (PACE)) 1978-1991 

and global levels, UN activities have been 
complemented by those of non-govern-
mental organisation.s (NGOs), notably the 
international Council of Scientific Unions 
(ICSU) and the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Re-
sources (IUCN). 

The Consultative Group for Desert-
ification Control (DESCON) was estab-
lished by the General Assembly in 1978 as 
a mechanism for mobilizing resources 
needed for implementing the PACD. Its 
mandate was later expanded to include the 
exchange of information and policy guid-
ance. By 1991 there had been eight 
DESCON meetings but the total funding 
made available through this mechanism for 
approved projects remained minimal. The 
changing roleofDESCONhasdisappointed 
the developing countries and, indeed, all 
those who felt that more financial resources 
would make possible additional field pro-
gramnines for the control of dcseriification. 
But despite problems with DESCON, there 
have been some limited funds to enable 
recipient countries to carry out certain anti-
desertificauou projects. Between 1978and 
1985, some 50 projects costing US $15 
million were completed, and in 1985 there 
were some 20 projects under implemetna-
lion at a cost of US $51 million. These 
projects are parts of national programmes 
and the funding was provided through bi-
lateral arrangements catalyzed by 
DESCON. 1-lowever, the past and present 
assessments have indicated that the prob-
lem of desertification is so immense that in 
the absence of massive financial resources, 
it could only become worse each year. In 
1991 it can be concluded thattherchas been 
a failure to respond adequately to the re-
quirements of the PACD, despite 
DESCON's activities, because of the ap-
paient unwillingness on the part of the 
aftècted countries and the donors to make 
the PACD work as originally conceived. 

Setting up of DQPAC 
By its resolution 32/172 of 19 Decem-

ber 1977. the General Assembly decided to 
entrust UNEP Governing Council, the Ex-
ecutiveDirectorofliNEP and the Environ-
ment Coordination Board (ECB) with the 
responsibility of following up and coordi-
nating the implementation of the PACD. 
Based on the Executive Director's reports, 

UNEPS Governing Council has consid-
ered various aspects of the problem of 
deserufication and of the progress in imple-
menting the PACI) at each of its regular 
sessions since 1978, periodically reporting 
the resu Its to theGeneral Assembly through 
the Economic and Social Council. Within 
UNEP, a Desertification Control Branch 
wasestahlished which waslatertransformed 
into the Desertification Control Programme 
Activity Centre (DC/PAC). This unit also 
provided a secretariat for IAWGD and 
DESCON. 

With the PACD in place and supported 
by the IAWGD, UNEP saw its pmimaiy role 
as: 

• Assisting countries to formulate 
national PACDs 

• Stimulating and coordinating ac-
tion within the international com-
munity and the UN in particular; 

• Assessing desertilication at a global 
level and developing a methodol-
ogy for the assessment; 

• Monitoring the implementation of 
the PACD at the global level; 

• Building a computemized data base 
on deseililicalion and disseminat-
ing inthnnation for its use in desert-
ilication control; 

• Promoting national, regional and 
global cxperaiive action through 
the esrnhlislunent of networks of 
institutions and NGOs engaged in 
desertification control; 

• Cooperating with national, regional 
and international institutions in the 
assessment and monitoring of dc-
sertification thmugh the application 
of relevant methodologies within 
the means of developing countries; 

• Creating and coordinating a net-
work of regional and international 
training courses on desertification 
control, particularly for personnel 
from developing countries; 

• Sponsoring a Few pilot projects to 
test and demonstrate technologies 
for desertiuication control and inte-
grated development in dryland.s. 

IJNEP has sponsored and financed the 
above skeletal programme areas from the 
EnvironrnentFund. But themainaciviijcs, 
including major field projects, had to be 
fundedthroughdiflèrent mechanisms, such  

as the Trust Fund administered by UNSO, 
funds administered by the UN specialized 
agencies, the World Bank, regional devel-
opmnent banks and bilateral aid agencies. 

Members of the IAWGD have been 
particularly helpful to UNEP in the techni-
cal aspects of implementing the PACt), 
such as deriving criteria and techniques for 
the assessment of desertification (FAO, 
UNESCO, WMO), holding training work-
shops and seminars, and the preparation of 
field manuals for use in various anti-desert-
itication activities. 

UNEP has worked with the UN re-
gional commissions quite successfully and 
has succeeded in coordinating those as-
peeLs of their work that are relevant to the 
recommendations of the PACt). One jim-
poriant achievement has been the establish-
mflent of several regional networks since 
1984, when UNEP's Governing Council 
recommended stronger regional action and 
supported the establishment of regional 
networks primarily for training and demon-
stration purposes (decision 12/10). The 
following networks have been established: 

• Network on Sand-Dune Fixation - 
North Africa and Middle East (Eco-
nomic and Social Commission for 
Western Asia (ESCWA)); 

• Network on Affoitsiation - Latin 
America (Economic Commission 
for Latin American Countries 
(ECLAC)); 

• Regional Network of Research and 
TraifflngCentrcsforDescrtification 
Controlin A.siaarid the Pacific (Eco-
nomic and Social Commission for 
Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)/ 
UNEP/IJNESCO); 

• NG{) Network on Research and 
Information Development of Sus-
tainable Livelihoods in the Arid and 
Semi-Arid Utnds in Africa (Eco-
nomic Commission for Africa 
(ECA)); 

• Watershed Management Network - 
Southern African Development Co-
ordination Conference region of 
Africa (ECA); 

• Chaco Arid Zones Network - Ar-
gentina (ECLAC); 

• Dendro-energy Network - Peru 
(ECLAC). 

The ACC noted in 1988 that the 

- 
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Overgrazing is one of the causes of desertfication. As the population rises, so the number of animals feeding off already limited 
vegetation increases. Photo: UNEP 

networking approach constituted an effec-
Live means of implementing the PACE) 
(UNEP/GCSS.1/51 1988). Them are other 
networks at the global level established by 
one or more agencies working together. 
These include the MAB National Commit-
tees of UNESCO and the MAB Interna-
tional Network of Biosphere Reserves. 

At IJNCOL). attempts were made to 
find suitable camlidates for large anti-dc-
sertification projects involving international 
action. These were transnational projects, 
such as the Trans-Saharan Green Belt in 
North Africa, that helped emphasize that 
desertification is not limited by political 
boundanes. This international approach 
has recently been reinforced by several new 
projects based on better research and more 
realism. These incIudeAMCEN's African 
Deserts and Arid Lands Committee 
(ADALCO) projects, which involve true 
deserts such as the Sahara, adjoining river 
basins, economic cornniunities (Common 
Market partners) and the African NGO 
Network. These international collalxrative  

projects also include the development of 
sub-regional data bases, monitoring sys-
tems for the Sahara, Somali-Chalbi and 
Kalahaji-Namib deserts and the selection 
and implementation of regional projects 
suggested by the Cairo Programme in line 
with the PACE). 

Socio-cconomic issues are central to 
international cooperation in responding to 
the PACD which has specific recominen-
dattons on dealing with some of these as-
pects. However, they have been the most 
difficult to quantify. Itis important at both 
the national and international levels to sen-
sitize planners, project managers and tech-
nical persons to these issues so as to ensure 
their receiving the priority required for ad-
equate funding. Despite certain achieve-
ments in this area, their importance is 
difficuk to determine, as is their impact for 
the implementation of the PACD. 

The rehabilitation of the national wealth 
of natural resources in the fonn of land 
deserves far more attention, particularly 
through appropriate land surveys as a first  

step. In the past, donor governments, inter-
governmental organizations, aid agencies 
and NGOs have often läiled to accord high 
priority to restoring degraded land and lend 
to favour agricultural, projects, even when 
the land resource base is fast being depleted 
by degradation. They were usually reluc-
tant to fund pastoral areas where nomadic 
or semi-nomadic peoples are rapidly de-
grading rangeland by overgrazing. 

UNDP has made the largest contribu-
tion of financial and technical support for 
anti-dcscrtificalionprojccLs as contained in 
the PACE) through its normal process of 
funding various progi -animes in the devel-
oping countries. Many of these projects 
were executed by the appropriate UN agen-
cies but the greatest number were under the 
auspices of the UN Fxd and Agriculture 
Organisation (FAO), particularly in the ar-
eas of rainfed croplands, rangelatid and 
range management improvement, soil 
degradation and secondary salinization of 
inigate1i cropland. 

International efforts to combat desert- 
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ECA 10 Africa 

ESCAP 3 Asia and the Pacific 

ESCWA 8 West Asia 

FAO 82 At rica, Lattn America, Asia 

UN[)TCD 12 Africa 

UNEP 24 Global, regional, national 

UNESCO 8 Global, Africa 

UNSO 202 Africa - Sudano-Salielian region 

WFP 158 Global 

WMO 12 Global 

Total 529 Global 

Table i 

Implementation of the P/an of Action to Combat Desertfi cation (PACD)1978-1991 

ification are illustrated by the following list 
of projects implemented or executed by IN 
agencies between 1978 and 1990 (table 1). 

The UNDP-UNEP joint venture, the 
UN Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO), as-
sisted 22 developing countries in the 
Sudano-SahelianregionofAfricawith their 
national programmes to combat desert-
iflcation. These countries, many of them 
the least developed, are most seriously af-
fected by desertification. Such activities 
included coordination of arai-desert-
jficaticn programmes within the region. 
promotion and encouragement of regional 
cooperation, provision of general policy 
guidelines for the direction and coordina-
tion of anti-desrtification programmes, 
support for efforts undertaken to combat 
desertification at national level, working 
with various donors, mobilizing financial 
resources, assisting governments in trans-
lating the PACT) reconimendations into 
concretepiujects, helping govenimentspre-
pare national PACDS, and monitoring the 
implementation of the PACD in the region. 

Between 1974 and 1989 more than US 
$200 million had been channelled by UNSC) 
to projeeLs in the region. Pmgranimes that 
benetuited from these funds included affor-
estation and reforestation, fuclwood con-
servation and the utilization of alternative 
sources of energy, rangeland conservation, 
soil management and sand dune stabiliaa-
lion, integrated land management and plan-
ning and programming for natural resources 
conservation. 

Although the funds mobilizedhyUNSO 
are far from aderu ate, the UNSO example 
demonstrates that if greater funding were 
available, anti-desertitication programmes 
within the framework of the PACD would 
have been more substantial world-wide. 
The Sudano-Sahelian region of Africa thred 
better than the other regions in respect of 
resource mobilization for anti-desert-
ification activities. Some consideration 
was given by the international experts con-
cerned to the possibility of replicating the 
IJNSO experience in other badly degraded 
lands of the world. The UNSO experience 
in Africa is now being shared by such sub-
regional intergovernmental organizations 
as the Intergovernmental Authority on 
Drought and Development (IGADD). 
SADCC, Economic Comniissioii of West 
African States (ECO WAS) and the Dakar 
Ministerial Conference on L)esertification 

Agency 	No. of projects 

(COMIDES), which are dealing with anti-
desertilication programmes in the coun-
tries they include. 

Another example of UN efforts to cope 
with the problem is the current provision 
through the World Food Programmne(WFP) 
of some half billion dollars worth of food 
aid to projects aimed at reducing the impact 
of desertification on affected populations. 
The WFPprojects focus mainly on provid-
lug food for work in such activities as tree 
planting, the building of soil and water 
conservation structures, and the construc-
tion and rehabilitation of irrigation/drain-
age systems. From 1980-1990, WFP 
supplied about US $700 million in emer-
gency food aid for victims of drought and 
crop failure in drylarids. Some US $127 
million in emergency food aid was pro-
videdin 1991. 

One of the most successful interna-
tional actions catalyzedand coordinated by 
UNEP has been the sponsorship of training 
courses, seminars and workshops in col-
laboration with anumberofcowuiies. Many 
of these training courses have been re-
peated during the last ten years and have 
included specialists from developing coun-
tries (tables 2 and 3). 

In addition to the training courses listed 
in tables 2and 3, the southern India training 
courses on atforestation, organized by the 
NGO Millions of Trees Club, were at-
tended by 1,600 local participants at the 
grassroots level. Various training courses 
related to combating desertification were 
also organized by members of IAWGD as 

Region of primaiycv.rage 

well as by different intergovernmental 
regional organizations. 

Thus a total of some 700 specialists, 
practically all of them from developing 
countries affected by deserlilication, have 
received their additional anti deseilification 
training through various international 
courses, seminars and wodishops during 
the years since implementation of the PACD 
began. Some 1,600 trainees at the grass-
roots level in India should be added to this 
number. Although this is far below wliatis 
required at the global level, it is nonetheless 
a good start. 

Several recent international initiatives 
related to the anti-dcscilification campaign 
deserve particular mention. One is FAO s 
large-scale International Scheme for the 
Conservation and Rehabilitation of African 
Lands (1990), wiuich is specifically de-
signed to enable countries to tailor pro-
grammes to meet their individual needs in 
fighting land degradation. The sccond, also 
undertaken by FAO in 1990, is the Interna-
tional Action Prognunme on Water and 
Sustainable Agricultural I)eveloprnent, 
which hasastrongdrylands water manage-
ment component. The third initiative was 
launched by the Internalianal Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD) under 
its Special Programme for Sub-Saharan 
African Countries Affected by Drought 
and Desertificalion. This gave priority to 
improving food security through inea.curcs 
in preserve the environment and to restore 
existing productive capacity, as well as to 
ensure thatprqjects,aocecornpletcd, would 

- 
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yield lasting benefits. Subject of training course/workshop 	No. ot times repeated 
The international community has as- 

Sand dune fixation 6 sisted several countries struck by desert- 
ification to solve their environmental and Reclamation of saline irrigated soils 5 
developmental problems. The Keita bite- Ecology, productivity and management of rangelands 10 
gaied Development Project in Niger was Combating desertification through integrated development 4 
launched by FAO in 1984 with the support Physics of desertification 1 
of the governments of Niger and Italy. As 
stated by the Director-General of FAO: Desertification control 5 

"The Keita Integrated Development Zootechnobgy in drylands 2 
Project testifies to the dramatic achieve- Creating desertification awareness 2 
rnenLs that can result when human energy Drylands agriculture and machinery use I and innovation are applied to tackle the 
challenges of rural development, 	In ,jUt Protection of oasis and other lands from sand dune encroachment 1 
live years, the people of Keila have trans- Role of forests and afforestation in combating deserlification 1 
formed their district from a banen bud- Soil erosion and water conservation 2 
scape 	unable 	to 	meet 	basic 	food Ecological studies in dtylands 'I 
requirements to a flourishing environment 
for crops and livestock. The Keita project Afforestation techniques and suitable species 1 

has put into practice FAO's objectives for Use of aerial photographs and satellite imagery 1 
integrated, sustainable development." Rainfed agriculture and soil conservation 1 

The project involved typically Sahelian Assessment of desertification 6 
semi-and land with an area of some 257,000 
ha, 205 villages and 156,0(X) inhabitants. Soil laboratory techniques 1 

Unfortunately, however, such examples are Agricultural development in drylands 1 
scarce on a world-wide scale. Role of women in combating desertification 6 

The role of regional and Diagnosis, reclamation and conservation of gypsiferous soils 1 
Eco-farming villages 1 

subregional cooperation Anti-desertification projects formulation 1 

Thble 2: UNEP training courses held since 1980 
Deserlification as an environmental phe- 
nomenon cuts across national boundaries 

Country 	Number of courses 	Number of trainees 	Number of countries and hence it calls for cross-boundary 
cration, particularly at the subregional level Algeria 	2 	 108 8 
where experience and technologies can be Argentina 	2 	 67 10 
shared by neighbouring countries with simi- Botswana 	1 	 27 7 lar problems and ecological conditions. 

In addition to the activities of the IJN Brazil 	 1 	 44 14 
regional commissions, several subregional China 	 5 	 122 21 
intergovernmental institutions and pro- Ethiopia 	1 	 100 1 
grammes were established, all specifically Italy 	 1 	 80 - 

directed towards tariding thedeserlification 
problem throughout developing countries Libya 	 1 	 33 3 
affected by desertilication, especially in Mali 	 1 	 27 7 
Africa. Mauritania 	1 	 34 4 

Even before UNCOD, African drought Senegal 	1 	 43 11 
and famine problems had led to the estab- 
lishment in 1973 of the Pennanent Inter- Syria 	 2 	 64 13 

State Committee for Control of Drought in Tanzania 	1 	 80 1 
the Sahel (CILSS), sponsored by the Club Tunisia 	11 	 228 5 
du Sahcl, which unites several industrial- USSR 	29 	 793 64 
ized countries and the developing countries 7 of the western part of the Sudano.Sahelian Zimbabwe 	1 	 24 

region. CILSS was followed in 1973 by Total 	 61 	 1,874 - 

UNSO, a joint UNOP/UNEP venture to Txihle 3: Participation ofdjfferenl  countries and specialists in training courses, seminars 
coordinate UN efforts to assist Saheliari and workshops sponsored by UNEP from 1978-1991 
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Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertiflcation (PACD) 1978-1991 

Overgrazing is one oft/me causes of desertification. As limited land resources are depleted, so the people and livestock are firced to 
move in their search for food and sustainance. Photo: UNEP 

countries in combating drought. Later on, 
the mandate of UNSO was expanded to 
cover the tight against desertification in the 
Sahel and now covco 22 countries of the 
entire area affected by deserlificatiori. 

Other subregional mechanisms with 
important mandates to contribute to the 
unplementation of many PACD recom-
mendations include COMIDRS, with its 
headquarters in Dakar; IGADD, covering 
the East African subregion; SADCC; and 
relevant activities of such subregional or-
gamzatlons as the Arab Maghrcb Union 
(AMU) and ECO WAS. 

The African Ministerial Conference on 
the Environment (AMCEN) includes an 
important mechanism for the implementa-
tionofthePACD- the African Deserts and 
Amid Lands Committee (ADALCO). This 
Committee has decided to udde such PACD 
projects as the Nubian Sandstone Aquifer, 
the North African Green Belt, Kalahari-
Namib Action Plan, and 'savannization" 
and "sahelizalion" problems in Africa. 

TheAfricanEnvimnmnentAgendauf 1980 

reflected the enviminnental aspirations en-
shmined in the Monrovia Dcxinne of 1979. 
The Lagos Plan of Action adopted in 1980 by 
the Assembly of Heads of States and govern-
ments of the Organisation of African Unity 
(OAU), set out the long-cern development 
objectives of Africa, giving priority to it-
ginnal food sdllsuffidcncy, the elimination 
of poveny through the satisfaction of basic 
needs, and national and regional self-reliance. 
th Cairo Plan of Action, approved by 
AMCEN in 1985, aims at strengthening co-
elation to halt and reverse the degnJation of 
theAtmicanenvirunment. In 1986, in response 
to the deepening crisis, the OAU adopted 
Athca s Priority Programme for Economic 
Recovery 1986- 1990 and the UN General 
Assembly adopted this programme as the UN 
Plan of Action forAllica Economic Recovemy 
and Development 1986-1990. All these re-
gional cooperative initiatives gave high jxicw-
ity to cimuglu and desertilication. 

One good example of regional and 
interregional cooperation is the initiative 
taken by the EEC within the framewoii of  

the Lomé Convention, through which as-
sistance is provided to the African countries 
struck by desertification. Under the Third 
Lomé Convention, 1,000 million Interna-
tional European Currency Units (IECU) 
were devoted to direct and indirect actions 
to light against desertification through the 
European Plan of Action which combined 
EEC environmentldevelopment funds and 
individual conuihutions by member states. 

As a result of past years' experience, it 
is recognized that there isa need löra much 
broader strategic approach todesertification 
than one limited solely to dealing with the 
most visible phenomena. In the past 3-4 
years a number of projects related to coin-
bating desertification were implemented in 
different African countries, among which 
18 per cent were specifically designed for 
management of natural resources and land 
use, 19 per cent were sectoral pnRluction 
projects with at least 70 per cent of funds 
devoted to controlling the deterioration of 
natural resources, and 63 per cent were 
integrated rural development projects with 
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at least a 50 per cent component related to 
combating desertilication. 

In the region covered by the Economic 
and Social Cxnmissiou for Western Asia 
(ESCWA), IJNEP has been cooperating 
with various intergovenunental organiza-
tions, some of them members of different 
networks intemsied in coninbuting to the 
PACI) implementation. One such coop-
erative venture is with the Arab League 
Educational, Cultural and Scientific Or-
ganization (ALECSO) for the implemenla-
tion of the Green Belt Project of Noith 
Africa. The original feasibility study for 
this project wascarriedout by ALECSO for 
presentation to UNCOIl). Further links 
with ALECSO were established when a 
joint UNEP/ALECSO sponsorship led in 
1986 to the convening of the first Arab 
Ministerial Conference an Environmental 
Considerations in DevekipmcnL Coopera-
tion with the Arab Centre for Studies of 
Md Zones and Drylands (ACSAD) cen-
tied on the preparation of national PACI)s 
in Western Asia. Countries that have 
benctitlesi front this effort include Syria, 
Jordan, Iraq and Yemen. Several other 
ESCWA countries have shown interest in 
extending the Green Belt concept in keep-
ing with the moninniendations of the PACE). 

Iliese exaniples clearly show that the 
regional and subeegional approach that has 
developed recently is most promising and 
should be folIowcd in the implementation 
of the PACD throughout the world. 

Actions at national level 
The PACE) mxleilincs that effedive action 
must be taken at national level since success at 
this level is reflected at the regional level and 
ultimately on a gd level. Where funds for 
anti-ckealitiea&ii nieasizes are limited, any 
arilon will depend on national priorities. Al-
thoughientionoughnddeseniflc-atkmn 
incuasc4J steadily throughout the 1980s, na-
tional gonrwtt ptiaritie.s were little con-
cerned with marginal lands or tong-term 
conservation activities. The acute econcouc 
crisis of the decade fonrii governments to 
concentrate on such affairs as energy pnwi-
s urwletia&Inicesanthermsof 
tnkie., indmawl &t* rescheduling. By 
einphasthngthcseains,stnictmal ust-
rnentplansoftaiincivascdiessweon natural 
resources by stressing exptit prixliictioa and 
foreign exchange earnings. This practice has 

often led to timber degradation of the natural 
resourCe be.se, and thus desertificalion. 

As recommended by the PACD, coun-
tries affected bytlesertiilcalion should prepore 
national plans adapted to their specific natural, 
economic, social and cultural conditions. So 
far only some 20 countries of the 99 affected 
tiavedeveWWnationalpmgranmestDcum-
bat deseilificanon. 

In poparing such plans, the governments 
requesicri UNEP's assistance and were also 
aided by other concerned UN agencies. At-
tempts were marle to inoorImle these na-
tional PACDs into national development 
prugninmes or stnilegies. The following 
situation can be reported: 

Argentina, Mall, Mauritania, Senegal 
and Tunisia have developed National 
PACDS which are at advanced stages 
of iniplementailon; 
Benin, Boiswana (National Nature 
Conservation Strategy), Burkinafaso, 
Chad, Jonlan, Kenya (partial), Paid-
stan, Somalia. Sudan, Syria. Tanzania 
and Uruguay have developedNational 
PACDS which they are beginning to 
implement; 
Mongolia. Peru and Yemen are pie-
puring National PACTh. 

Action at the national level presupposes 
that plans have been approved and funds set 
aside forapomprialeaclivities. Unkxtunately, 
however, most developing countries allected 
by desenilicajion also struggle concurrently 
with major drought and other pressing eco-
nomic and social pitibterns. Under these 
circumstances, there has been a strung prefer -
encelbrshiul-Ienn investments with immedi-
ate returns rather than for long-term and 
low-yield investments, such as those envis-
aged for 25 years or more to deal effectively 
with descitilication and to restuie badly de-
graded land to an acceptable level of produc-
tivity. Furthermore, areas affected by 
deaeilificatkxi are often inhabited by paslemi 
noinad.sorscmi-nomaji.s who, in scx.io-polihi-
cal terms, are usually marginalized, In these 
cases, failure is paniy caused by neglect over 
king perixis and the lack ofadequate mnchhii-
cry on the ground. 

The luck of financial resources to under -
take such large-scale activities as those pro-
posed in the PACD was a mjor cause for 
failure at the national level. Because donsi 
countries and agencies showed a clear prefer-
ence for bilateral aid, developing countocs 
that tried to marshall resources for an ti-desert- 

ification activities Ihund themselves changing 
to skit-term piujcc*s, usually those dealing 
withagricultintil development,thatweremore 
easily fiIFKIaIilC. 

Land degrarmaxlonas a development issue 
cuts acmss many ministries in most govern-
ments in both developing and industrialized 
countries and therefore calls for coonlination. 
However, the absence of coordination has 
often led to a dispersion of eftörts at the 
national level. SonLedevelopmetu funds were 
available nationally for affected countries of 
Africa, Asiaand Latin America, and thereare 
examples of successful [Injects in almost 
every country. Eflbri.s to coonlinate some of 
thesedispamieprojecisal the sub-regional and 
regional leveLs produced the series of net-
works that have been established overihe past 
few years. 

The active participation of the people 
themselves in the implementation ufthe PACD 
at the national level has not been achieved in 
the majority of countries affected, although 
there are certain examples of massive public 
piulicipation in some campaigns, such as the 

insstatiun campai dfi 	 gns in Algeria. India and 
Kenya. In 1988-1989, giassrmxils participa-
tion or •'ll-help prcjects were sponsored by 
mnemtersufIAWGDinCjibouti, EgypcEthio-
pin. Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Mali, Mainitanin. 
Senegal, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. Several ceo-village 
pnjeCLs have been launched in China and 
throughout Africa The potential for signifi-
cantandsuccessful action at thenationallevet 
has now been increased in Africa thraugh a 
series of demonstration village projects set up 
under AMCEN. This innovative Wouch is 
beginning toattract funds, even though donxie 
still insist on bilateral negotiations. 

Implementation of specific 

recommendations of the 

PACD 

Recommendations 1-3: Assessment of 
desertilication and improvement of land 
management 
Assessment of desertification is essential 
for each affected country. This requires 
national machinery, especially to evaluate 
how desertification affecLs the people, and 
a programme of land use planning and 
management based on ecologically sound 
methods. Many developing countries 
plagued by poverty could not accord the 
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priorities required to act upon these recom-
mendations appropriately. A shortage of 
human and technical resources prevcnted 
many countries from mounting proper as-. 
sessmenunachineries. Some countries have 
gone much further than others simply be-
cause they have a tradition of land use 
planning that has long been operative for 
other purposes, such as irrigation or com-
mercial fanning. Although some achieve-
ments have been made in increasing public 
awareness and participation since 1JN COIl). 
much more remains to be done. 

Recommendation 4: Combination of 
industrialization and urbanization with 
the development of agriculture and their 
efTects on the ecology in arid areas 
Industrialization and urbanization, if prop-
erly conceived and pursued, can reduce 
ecological pressures on drylands, thereby 
ameliorating deserlilication in such land.s. 
During the last 14 years, a series of work-
shops and training courses enabled people 
fromdcveloping countriesto study the prob-
lems associated with urbanization and in-
dustrialization and their impact on 
desertilicatien in the USSR and China. A 
number of publications were issued by 
UNEP in this connection. Sufficiently in-
dustrialized and urbanized countries, such 
as those in Latin America, are nevertheless 
succeeding in providing relief to the hard-
pressed rural environment, in the Middle 
EasL the development of the oil industry 
has helped relieve rural areas. Much more 
needs to be done by UNEP in cooperation 
with the UN Commission for Human Set-
Element (UNCHSIHabItat) and the UN In-
dustrial Development Organisation 
(UNIDO) to tulill this recommendation, 

Recommendations S-ID: Corrective anti-
deertificatiou measures 
Corrective anti-desertification measures at 
the national level areof primary importance 
in determining success or failure. A great 
deal of international support has been ex-
tended during the last 14 years in the form 
of disparate projects, particularly in Africa, 
but they are completely incommensurate 
with the magnitude of the problem. An 
examination of the projects shows that the 
majoiityarestudies, planning andprogram-
ming missions, and seminars and work-
shops with VCt)F few field-based actions. 
The assumption is that once sensitized, the 

governments themselves. should idcniity 
and plan the anti-desertification field 
projeCts. The most impressive recent field 
projects concern sand dune stabilization 
(China, Iran, Mauritania), water improve-
merit (I3urkina Faxo), and rangeland reha-
bilitation, retiresiaiion and integrated rural 
development (Niger). Action to restore 
degraded thigated lands is difficult and 
costly; it is easier to institute Corrective 
measures in newly established irrigation 
schemes. Failure will always result at the 
national level where a tradition of manage-
ment has not hitherto existed and future 
efforts should be directed at assisting the 
couci tries concerned Ioacquiresuchknowl-
edge. Frequent and prolonged droughts, 
especially in Africa, and rapid population 
growth and unplanned demographic 
changes, including the refi.igee problem, 
remained serious obstacles to notable 
progress. The results so far achieved seem 
to suggest that abroad-based rural develop-
ment strategy is the real answer. 

Recommendations II and 16: Monitor-
ing physical conditions of the land and 
human population characteristics 
(demographics, health, land use, settle-
n-writs, ctc) 
Certain provisions of these recommenda-
tions were recently carried Out in various 
parts of the world by establishing different 
monitoring or early warning systems at the 
international, regional and national levels. 
Global level initiatives include UNEP's 
Global Environment Monitoring System 
(GEMS) and Global Resource Information 
Database (GRill)), several appropriacemoni-
coring systems of FAO (including the Glo-
bal Information and Early Warning System 
on Food and Agriculture publishedas Food 
Outkiok, and the Desert Loeust Bulletin), 
and the monitoring systems of the World 
Health Organixation and World Meteoro-
logical Orgarmisation. 

At the regional level, there is regular 
FAO infirmation on weather, foxl and 
agricultural conditions in Africa and in the 
Sahel in particular. 

l'hern are various examples of national 
level initiatives, for example, the Early 
Warning Sysiem Bulletin of Turkana Dis-
trict in Kenya; and in Senegal the Ministry 
of Nature Protection has established the 
National Ecological Monitoring Centre. 
Another development is France's initiative  

10 establish apermaricntmonitoring system 
for North Africa in a large region coveting 
areas both north and south of the Sahara. 
These activities are insufficiently coordi-
nated, particularly from a methodological 
point of view, and do not provide acompre-
hensive picture of the state of afthirs on a 
regular basis. However, this is a promising 
beginning and efforts to this end should be 
expanded. 

Recommendations 12-15: Soclo-eco-
nomic aspects of combating desert-
iticalion 
As numerous reports have shown, social, 
pobtical and economic axpecis of desert-
ilication have becn addressed both nation-
ally and internatiutiatly over the Last 14 
years, but not sufficiently to make asignuti-
cant impact on the problem. Much work 
remains to be done if land degradation is to 
be baited. 

Recommendation 17: Insurance against 
the risk and effects oFdrought 
l)rought is so closely related to desert-
iiicatioii that even within the scientilic corn-
niunity therc is a risk ot'confusing one with 
the other. Foriridusuializedcoumries which 
have large amid, semi-arid and dry sub-
humid stretches of land areas plagued with 
recurrent drough(, elaborate drought insur-
ance schemes have been put into practice to 
cushion rural communities from these natu-
ral disasters. Since I. JNCOD, drought early 
warning systems and grain reserves (im-
ported most of the lime) have been estab-
lished, particuLarly in Aftica, It,) tide afLcted 
populations over the drought spell. There 
have been elThrLs to institute even more 
elaborate crop insunuice schemes in many 
of the threatened developing countries, but 
the economiC basc oii which these are built 
is weak. 

The notion of drought risk in.swance in 
drylands should be even more applicable to 
livestock and rangelarmds because ultimately 
pastoral people.s rely more on their live-
stock than on their crops. Fourteen years 
after IJNCOD, there is little evidence of a 
breakthrough in livestock and rangeland 
insuranceagainst drought risk. For many of 
the countries concerned, particularly in 
Africa, foreign aid is still the main insur -
ance against famine during the drought 
years. 
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Ricmnendationc 18-20: Strengthening 
science and technology at the national 
level 
The PAU) clearly identifies the lk of 
scitiflc and technological canbilities in 
many developing cotmtiies as an obvious 
obslk to successful national campaigns 
against deserti&atioa This issue seems to 
have received adequate attention. The larg-
esi rainber of anti-desalificalion projects 
apiw to have been devoted to training, 
education, infonnation and institution-
building. Agriailtmal research, which is 
the key to nnal devckinent in diylands, 
has also received much attention. Assist-
ance to developing countries has come in 
the bait of advice, technical and financial 
support, and training. In the area of energy-
related science and technoLogy, some suc-
cess has been recorded, paiticularly in 
respect of fuel-efficient stoves and solar 
heating to relieve pressure on fuel wood 
restaws, and the search for alternative 
SO(W&S of erwigy. 

RccoinerMlation 21: Establishment of 
national InaChHWIiCS to combat desert- 

2tIOO 
Only a few countries have established spe-
cial mnchineiies for implementing the 
PACE) at governmental leveL Tlx respon-
sibility was given largely to existing minis-
tries or departments concerned with the 
environment, forestry or agriculture. Focal 
points were designated in many co.mthes 
to iuvide the liaison and coonlination with 
both regional or international and national 
1ILSUIUIItIIS ctxicenied with the implemen-
tation oldie PACD. Nowhere in the world 
was a hierarchical national machinery es-
iabhsbed that would Include provincial and 
local authaities. Indeed, local authorities 
are often mnrware of any national plan or 
progranmietocoinbatdesauificalion. How-
ever a positive example of forthcoming 
xngress may be found in Kenya where the 

Ministry of Reclamation and Development 
of Arid, Semi-Arid Areas and Wasteland 
wasesiablishedin 1989. The Ministry is to 
be responsible for integrated development, 
protection and rehabilitation of the envi-
njnmait in 88 per cent of such Kenyan 
territory, which involves 25 per cent of the 
axmliy's population and 50 per cent of the 
national livestock. At local level, the miii-
isiryispinnning toestablisli aiid and semi- 

and lands centres for management, train-
ing, demonstration and adaptive research in 
each of the districLs, and to complement 
these with multi-disciplinary mobile exten-
sion learns which are envisaged as the key 
tool in stimulating dialogue between land 
users and decision-makers. This process 
was set in operation in 1991 when the 
Environmental Action Plan for Arid and 
Semi-Arid Lands in Kenya was developed. 

Recommendation 22: Integration of 
anti-desertification programmes into 
development plans 
Land degradation (desertification) is multi-
sectoral in its extent so all action against 
desertificatmon should be included in appro-
priate sections of general development pro-
grammes or strategies. The recent 
assessment of desertification and discus-
sions in successive sessions of UNEP's 
Governing Council and the Consultative 
Committee on Desertification Control 
(DESCON) provide guidance in this tield. 
Several countries, including Mali,Maurita-
nia, Senegal, Syria and Tunisia have since 
developedNPACDs and have succeeded in 
integrating them into national plans of de-
velopment. Programmes of action to im-
plement these plans were submitted to 
round-table meetings of donors forsupport. 
Unfortunately, no support was found for 
considering these plans in their entirety. 

Recommendations 23-28: International 
action 
There has been more success in implement-
ing international actions during the past 14 
years at both a higher rate and on a broader 
scale than at regional and national level. 
Although the PACD recognizes that action 
Ls primarily the responsibility of govern-
ments and their national institutions, it also 
emphasizes that coordination of national, 
regional and international programmes in 
the gencralcampaign againstdesertification 
is essential. This role was entrusted to 
IJNEP and the Desertihication Control Pro-
grarnme Activity Centre (DCIPAC). In this 
sense it was understood that tJNEP would 
work closely with other UN bodies, through 
the IAWGD, ACC and DESCON. In the 
Sudano-Sahelian region of Africa this co-
ordinating role was largety played by UNSO 
through the UNDPIUNEP Joint Venture. 
UNSO' srole was toelaboratedeseitification 

assessment and control methodologies, 
coordinate and support scientific and tech-
nological research and training, facilitate 
exchange of information, and provide fi-
nancial and technical support for the imple-
mentation of the PACD recommendations. 

Conclusion 
Unfortunately, little evidence of progress 
has emerged from the numerous reports 
concerned directly or indirectly with de-
sertiticatiun control, either in relation to the 
state of natural resources or to agricultural 
production in the affectedregions andcoun-
tries. Despite all the development and 
desertification control programmes 
launched during recent years, the situation 
has not improved although there are some 
local examples of success. 

Major efforts in implementing the 
PACD were directed to support measures 
rather than to concrete corrective field op-
erations. As the most recent assessment 
shows, the area 01 lands affected by desert-
ilication is not decreasing although some 
trees were planted throughout the world 
and some areas of shifting sands were sta-
bilized. Neither a major improvement of 
degraded irrigated croplands. nor control of 
soil erosion in rainfed croplands, nor sub-
stantial improvement of rangelands were 
achieved. The entire rural environment in 
the dryland.s of the world continues to dete-
riorate and is adversely affecting the socio-
economic conditionsofthose who live there. 

- 

The material used in compiling this article 
was summarizedfro?n  derailed reports ob-
tained from relevant agencies and organi-
wtions both within and outside the UN, 
including UNEP, UNDP, UNSO, the Work! 
Bank, FAO, IFAD, WFP, UNESCO, 
UNIcEF, UNIFEM. WMO, WHO, 1W, 
UNCTAD, IUCN, UN Regional Commis 
rions (ECA, ELAC, ESCAP, ESCWA, 
ECE, CILSS, IGADJ), OAU, AMCEN, 
SADCC and EEC. Unavoidably, space 
constraints mean that the detailed contri-
hut ions .vupplied cannot he reprinted in full 
)ere so only a summary of major trends is 
outlined. A world-wide compendium of 
anti-desertfi cation actions and projects is 
maintained and permanently updated by 
UNEP. 
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Global Situation 
Throughout the world, mining activities 
generally have a marked environmental 
impact and cause a number of changes in 
key characteristics and processes of the 
ecosystem. For example, mining schemes 
may spark off changes in the structure, 
fertility and stability of soils, the quality of 
air, the quantity and seasonality of water 
supplies, the abundance or scarcity of biota 
and the areal extent of particular types of 
ecosystem. etc. 

UNESCO's Man and Biosphere Pro-
gramme,roject 10, has undertaken loevalu-
ate the undesirable effects of major 
engineering waits of global conumi, in-
cluding mining', which have resUlted in 
serious environmental problems. For ex-
ample, theproblein of soil delerioraLiun due 
to gold mining in the lake country of Cali-
fornia isofsenous concern2 . The amauntof 
dust containing MgO that is generated from 
a magnesite factory in Austria has had a 
serious effect on the wax tube of plant 
leaves: the crystalline structure of the wax 
tube fuse is lost and results mdamage to the  

vegetation cover3 . Mining has also seii-
ously affected the Kawerong-Taba river 
system in Papua New Guinea due to exces-
sive sedimentation and clearance of 220 
hcctares of tropical forests4 . Saline water 
inirusion, vibration and dusts from the 
Neyveli Lignite Mining Project of India 
have also also contributed to degradation to 
the ecosystern. 

Mining scenario in India 
In India, the total lurid ania under mining is 
estimated at about 7,854 km 2, which coosti-
tines less than 0.24 per cent of the land area of 
the country. In 1982, there were about 4,052 
working mines in India, excluding those pro-
ducing oil, gas. alxuiic energy, mineraLs and 
mincvmincrals. Of these, 2,854 weremining 
non-metallic minerals, 720 were mining me-
tallic minerals and the remaining 478 were 
mining coal and lignite. Among the non-
metallic minerals, magnesite mining plays an 
important role because of its major use in 
India's steel industry. 

Mining must be one of the most de-
struclive of all of man's activities on the 
environment. It destroys the original eco-
system and replaces it with only an empty 
pit, a sterile wasteland, or both. Cause-
quenfly, mined land represents a fascinat-
ing challenge to scientists who are 
attempting to lind ways of restoring the 
original ecosystem. 

This present study was undertaken to 
rehabilitate a damaged, mined ecosystem  

using an ecological approach for sustain-
able development. 

Project Background 
The magnesite industry in the environmen-
tally sensitive Himalayas was initialed in 
1971 with the immediate objective o(min-
ing magnesite by the open-cast method and 
processing it in shaft kihis topnxlucc "dearl 
burnt magnesile" or magriesite sinsier. The 
mine is located at Jhimli village in Almora 
district, Uttar Pradesh State, Central 
Himalaya. It lies between latitude: 290  45' 
30 N and 290 47 30" N and kiigmiie: 790  
44' E and 79° 46" E (Figure 1). The area has 
a proved magnesite reserve of 3.9 million 
((Hines and this rich deposit stnilches be-
tween the river Kali in the East and 
Alaknanda valley in the West6 . llw.deposil 
is kxated on the western mid-slopes of 
ihiroli ndge which is 1.888 metres above 
mean sea level and extends over 2.9 km. 

Terrain 
The magnesile project is located in a hilly 
region where the elevation is 1.354-1,750 
metres above mean sea level. The LIII slope 
of the area is generally concave to aivcx 
with a general slope inclination range be-
tween 34° to 70". 

Socio-cultural setting 
The land is presently used for agriculture, 
grazing, forests, human seUleznent and as 
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LOCATION MAP OF 1JHIROLI MAGNESITE MLMNG AREA 
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Figure 1.' Map showing location of magnesite mining project in Indian Central Himalaya. 
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fallow ground. The main agricultural crops 
grown are rice, followed by wheat and 
coarse grains. Thereare29 villages aijoin-
lug the project site and the area is iürly 
remote and unsophisticated. 

Flora and Fauna 

The main mining area is dominated by 
reserve forests, particularly pine (Pinus 
roxburghii): the hill Lop is mosLly covered 
with xerophytic plant species. Wild fauna 
were once rich in the area but, after the 
mining industry was set up, ruthless denu-
dation and changes in habitat forced the 
fauna to migrate to the opposite hill side 
adjacent to the mined area. 

Climate 

The area falls under what UNESCO would 
define as a temperate zone. Annual rainfall 
varies from 100cmto330cmandgeneiaJly 
occurs during the monsoon period from 
mid June to September. Winier sets in im-
mediately after the monsoon and continues 
up to the end of February. In summer, 
nights are always cool and day tempera-
tuies range between 7.9 5C to 30.2 1C. In 
winter, wind speeds range between 1 km/h 
and 20km/h with an average of 8 km/h. 
During the summer, wind speeds vary be-
tween 2.5 km/h and 12 km/h with an aver-
age of6km/h. The wind direction is from 
north-west to south-east in winter and from 

west to east in summer. The prevailing 
direction is from west to east. 

Geo-hydrology 

Presently, there is a general shortage of 
waler apart from in the rainfed drainage 
channels, although even most of these re-
maui dry except during rainy periods. The 
only aquiferpreseni in the area is one natu-
nil perennial stream (Billori Nala). 

The magnesite deposits in the project 
site are confined to the carbonate rocks. 
Magnesite dolomite are usually massive 
cryplo-ciystalline rocks and very dark to 
pale grey in colour. Magnesite itself is 
white to dirty white with a specific gravity 
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Environmental Degradation and Possible Solutions for Restoring the Land 

of 3 and a heterogenous texture. Chemi-
cally, magnesite is 40 per cent Mgo; 2.0 per 
cent S102 ; 1.77 to 2.82 per cent Fe203; and 
1.01 to 4.09 per cent CaO. 

Environmental Impact 
Assessment of Mining 
M environmental impact assessment (ELA) 
olmagnesite mining operations in the envi-
ronmentally sensitive Himalayas has been 
made. The main environmental impacts 
are on the physical and chemical environ-
ments, ie, earth's aunospticre, water and 
processes; biological components, ic, flora 
and fauna, andsocio-economic andcultural 
environments, ic, land use, recreation, aes-
thetic and human use value, and cuhural 
status (Figure 2). One of the most serious 
environmental impacts in the Himalayas is 
soils impoverishment and loss which leads 
to biological desert since the environment 
already has a very low biological potential, 
ie, the plant and animal production and 
overall situation exceeds the natural capac-
ity of the ecological conditions. 

Soil iinpoverislunent 
and loss 
Soil quality, land use and the beautilul 
landscape have all been radically affected 
by open-cast rnagnesile rniningusing power 
shovels and bulldozers. The first 25 cm of 
top soils have been ruined by the operation 
of bulldozers and by getting mixed up with 
dolomite over-burden and rejects. Because 
of the steep slopes, the excavated scree and 
fine silt easily roll down and remove the soil 
cover. Ukirnately it is deposited on the 
agricultural fields at the bottom, which 
leads to a reduction in plant biomass, in the 
land's carrying capacity for livestock, in 
crop yields and in human well-being and, 
eventually, to the intensification of sterile 
biological desert. The rate of erosion (4cm! 
d to 16 cm/d) and sedimentation (9 cm/d to 
26 cm/d) are based on measurements made 
by installing two erosion pins (Table 1). 
The data represent mainly the month ofluly 
when signiflcant rainfall occuired: rainfall 
in other peiiods of the year was scanty and 
insignificant. This means that data taken at 
four day intervals for both erosion pins have 
been used to draw the following 

conclusions. The data show clearly that the 
rate of sedimentation is higher than the rate 
of erosion at both recording stations. The 
main reason for this higher rate olsedimen-
tation than erosion isthe addition of soil that 
iscanied from other, unrecorded, sub-drains 
in the area during the rains and finally gets 
deposited as silt in the main drainage chan-
nel. The development of a fan-shaped 
structure of eroded materials following the 
destruction of highly fertile agricultural 
land ((erraces) clearly indicates the severity 
oi'thc erosion. On the other hand, the heavy 
amount - 1,000 to 2,000 r&/d - of solid 
wastes such as overburden, waste rocks, 
tailings, etc, mainly generated during min-
ing, is leading to the siltation of perennial 
water resources and agricultural lands in 
Billori and Matcla villages, leading to a 
decline in agricultural production. 

The project operation has also utilized 
62.31 hectares of land from several villages 
located in the vicinity (Table 2). The local 
people were mainly dependent on agricul-
tural practices for their livelihood and the 
utilization of this land has decreased the  

total crop production and increased food 
problems among the local inhabitants. 

r 

The disfigurement of/he  landscape follow-
itg open-cast magnerile mining in the 
Indian central Himalayas. (Phoio: Afroz 
Ahmad) 
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Restoration of damaged 
mined ecosystems 
The growth of the world's population espe-
daily in India, and the associatedprobiems 
this brings, such as nutrition and supply of 
other essential goods, makes it necessary to 
cultivate all available areas to give high 
yields and simultaneously maintain soil 
fertiliLy. This means it is necessary to 
rehabilitate all ecosystems that have be-
come degraded as a result of mining activi-
lies. 

In view of this, strategies have been 
developed and launched to restore dam-
agedminede.cosystcms in theCentrai 1-lirna-
layas using an ecological approach which 
takes into account the inter-relationship 
between water, land, airajid all hying things 
including people; and involves all user-
groups in the management and use of 
locally designed, suitable and acceptable 
strategies for resolving environmental 
problems to ensure ecologically sustain-
able development. 

Execution of 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment 

A detailed environmental impact assess-
ment (EIA) was carried out and an environ-
mental impact statement (EIS) prepared as 
an independent project of the GB Pant 
Institute of Himalayan Enviromnent and 
Development. On the basis of the EIS, it 
was inferred that environmental degrada-
tion is of serious concern in the area and 
therefore rehabilitation of the critically de-
graded ecosystem is urgently needed. In 
view of this, ajoint project between the GB 
Pant Institute and Almora Magnesitc 
Limited was launched in 1989,tobccqually 
funded by both organisations. A mining 
rehabilitation review conimittee (MRRC), 
consisting of experts from various field.s, 
was also constituted in consultation with 
both parties to give advice on successful 
rehabilitation programmes, monitoring of 
the work and also for resolving conflict (if 
any arises) between the two participating 
parties. 

The restoration programme was di-
vided into two sections: 

I Selection of a site for restoration 

Erosion 	Date Width of cross 	Erosion 	Sedimentation 
pin no. section(m) 	(cm) 	(cm) 

01 	3.7.90 2.28 	 16 	 26 

7.7.90 05 	 11 

02 	3.7.90 43.50 	 04 	09 

7.7.90 04 	 18 

Table 1: Erosion and sedimentation raze of a drainage channel in mined area. 

Land (Acres) 

Village Acquired 	Proposed 

Jhiroli and Naini 102.45 0.63 

BIIon 1.20 11.83 

Matela 1.55 1.18 

Sinduri (Kafligair) 19.65 11.86 

Baskhola 21.30 NIL 

Karasibunga 7.14 1.36 

Check Sakar Palhan 1.75 NIL 

Total 153.91 2662 

2,47Acre.c = 01 tlectare Source Afrnora Magnexite Lmited LwidRecordi (1986). 

Table 2: Land acquired by mining industn'from villages during project execution. 

2 Restoration approach. 	 this category is the least degraded 
from mining although vegetation 

1. Selection of a site for 	cover is still poor. 

restomtion 	 Site selection 
On the basis of topography and degree of 
degradation, the mined area was catego-  A spoil dump of 2 bectares in area was 
rized as follows: 	 selected for restoration out of land catego- 

a Very highly damaged land or very rized as very or highly damaged. The sali- 
highly sterile biological desert: this ent features of this land are: 
includes the landscapes created af- 	• Rainfallis scanty, undependable and 
ter over-burden and ore-rejects were 	confined to a few days during July 
dumped them, which are devoid of 	and August. 
phuit cover. 	 • Poor soil moisture due to the pres- 

h I Iigbly degraded landorhighly ster- 	ence of boulders and coarse solid 
ile biological desert: this includes 	particles which are very influential 
land which has been disturbed by 	in increasing the infiltration rate. 
toxic emissions generated from the 	• L)rainage is excellent: about % per 
dead burnt magnesite plant where 	cent of the rain waterisdrained into 
the raw magnesite is processed. 	the Billoti stream water table by 
These processes have seriously af- 

	
deep percolation. 

tèctcd vegetation cover as well as 	• The soils are poor in nitrogen and 
the top soil layer. 	 organic matter and alkaline in na- 

c Much less degraded land or living 	ture due to the high percentage of 
biological desert: the land under 	magnesium present. 
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Manuring 25,990.00 NIL 

Nursery 1,950.00 NIL 

Water management 13,578.75 NIL 

Micellaneous expenses (video, 6,819.00 NIL 
filming, photography, etc) 

Board and lodging NIL 5,000.00 

Part time man power expenses 61,655.90 32,307.50 
(plantation, land husbandry, etc) 

Mining Rehabilitation NIL 10,000.00 
Review Committee 

Total Rupees 109,993.65 107,307.50 

Table 3: Amount spent (July 1989 - 31 May 1990) by GB Pant kstitute and A/more 
Magnesite Limit edfor different rehabilitation activities. 

Envi ron mental Degradation and Possible Solutions for Restoring the Land 

• Irrigation facilities are 1)001 : 	 Amount (Rupees) 	Spent/contributed 
• Temperatures are lugh dunng the 

summer months. 	 Activities 	 GB Pant Institute 	Almora Magnesite Ltd. 
• Un-controlled grazing and lopping 

by the villagers are common Preparation of land (terracing 	 NIL 	 60,000.00 
levelling, contour) features.  

2. Restoration approach 

On the basis of the environmental impact 
assessment (ETA), it became evident that 
the landscapes affected by mining may not 
be developed directly for agricultural pur-
poses due to poor soil cover, poor organic 
matter, the presence of big boulders, the 
alkaline nature of the soil and coarse soil 
particles - not less than 10 mm in size. 
Therefore, the first priority was toafforestate 
and to use the site for agriculture only after 
a few years' rotation of forestry and ün-
provement in soil physico-chemical prop-
erties. The whole restoration programme 
has been divided into the following sub-
categories: 

I Preparation of land 
2 Afforestalion of spoil dump 

2.1 Nursery development 
2.2 Stabilization of soil by grasses 
2.3 Plantation of suitable tree 

species 
2.4 Manuring and fertilization 
2.5 Irrigation 
2.6 Biological fencing 

3 Reviving fauna 
4 Control of erosion and 

sedimentation 
5 Control of air pollution 
6 Environmental awareness 

campaign. 
The costs involved in launching the 

different restoration measures, ie, prepara-
tion of land (terracing, adding fannyard 
manure and 5 cm of top soil), nursery 
irrigation, installing a rain water harvesting 
tank, part time manpower expenses and 
other miscellaneous expenses are shown in 
Table 3. 

Preparation olland: Approximately 2 
hectares of disturbed mined land was pre-
pared by terracing and maintaining slopes 
with a 200  to  300  steep gradient. As top soil 
cover was completely absent, a 5 cm thick 
layer of top soil and a unifomi 4 au thick 
layer of farmyard manure was applied over 
the entire area before starting the afforesta-
Lion programme. The whole process of 
land preparation was carned out by local  

people from vitlages adjoining the mining 
project. They were paid Rupees 24 per thy 
although some villages, including some 
NGOs, participated free of charge once 
they were made aware and understood the 
direct benefits for them of protecting their 
land and waler resources from further deg-
radation. 

AfThrestation on spoii dump The re-
habilitation area is under heavy pressure 
from grazing, browsing and environmental 
degradation. it was therefore decided to use 
only those tree/vegetation species that can 
grow under such harsh environmental con-
ditions. Fast growing tree species were 
given priority, taking into account local 
climate and theirvalne in meeting the grow-
ing demand for fuel and fodder, and in 
improving soil physico-chemical proper-
ties. Plaittations of the more valuable spe-
cies, especially in agro-foresiry 
configurations (possibly with food crops), 
play a significant role in rehabilitating de-
graded land. Under this afforesiation pro-
gramme, emphasis has been put on the 
objectives of keeping external inputs low 
and sustainable forestry. The whole affor-
estation programme has been divided into 
the following categories: 

Nursery: A nursery has been devel-
oped near the rehabilitation site with good 
irrigation facilities. The main aim is to  

provide saplings for the plantation site and 
to monitor the impact of dust generated 
from the dead burnt magne.site plant. 

Soil stabilizing grasses: The soil of the 
plantation site is highly inhospitable due to 
poor soil cover, poor moisture and the high 
content of MgO (40 percent) which makes 
the soil naturally very high in alkaline. 
Because of this, afforesiation was first pre-
ceded by gra.ssplanting,especially on slopes, 
to stabilize un-compacted soil and to pre-
vent erosion and landslides. As the rainfall 
in the area is undependable and mainly 
concentrated duringiuly-August. 18 tonnes 
of grass germules representing 3 species 
were transplanted during July 1989. The 
main species tried and found successful 
include: Love grass (Erogro stir curvula), 
Kutlju (Puraria nir.ruta) and Kikui 
(Pennisetuinclandesiutum). Besides these, 
Rumex (Rwnea hastatas) regenerated after 
one month of starting the plantation pro-
gramme. The pci-fonnancc of grasses was 
very promising and the first harvest was 
taken by the villagers after 6 months of 
planting. lnthistiincthesoils,includingthe 
unstable spoil dump, were stabilized. 

Plantation of suitable tree species: 
Trees were planted on a site of approxi-
mately 2 hectares in area, including slopes, 
on which over-burden, including big boul-
ders and verypooralkaline soil wasdumped. 

- 
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The choice of suitable species was depend-
ent on those that can survive under such 
harsh environmental conditions. 

Approximately 10,000 saplings were 
planted one month after the grasses were 
planted. The planting was carried out im-
mediately after a good showerof rain (ie, in 
July-August). Much emphasis was given to 
mixed forests rather than monoculture to 
avoid complete destruction of the forests in 
the eventof tree-specific pests. Mixed tree 
species are also better able to meet growing 
demands for fuelwood, fodder and for im-
proving soil fertility. About 5,000 saplings 
are now successfully showing good growth. 
The major tree species tried and found 
successful for plantation on degraded mined 
land include: Banj (Quercus 
leucou-ichophora), Kareel (Acacia ni/at/ca) 
and Pine (Pinus roxburghii) (Tahle4). Plain-
ing fast growing species oltrees and grasses 
will solve the villagers' problems of fuel, 
fodder and timber, besides improving the 
environmental conditions (Table 5). 

Use of fransphintation techniques: A 
new transplanting technique was used in the 
area for the tree species that have ooppicing 
propeilies and grow naturally in the vicinity, 
ie, Pine (Pinus rothurghü)and Banj (Querais 
leucorrichophora). This technique involved 
transplanting small uH from where they 

Vegetation 	Species under plantation 	 Survival (%) 

Trees 	 1. Banj (Quercus leucotrichophora) 10 

Kareel (Acacia ni/of/ca) 80 

Pine (Pinus roxburghii) 90 

Poplar (Populus ciliata) 50 

Panger (Aesculus indica) 30 

Bakain (Me/ia azedarach) 70 
Bhimal (Grevia optiva) 30 

Silver Oak (Gre ye/ia robusta) 75 

Tirnil (Ficus auriculata) 30 

Grasses 	1. Love grass (Erogrostis cwvula) 	95 

Kudju (Puraria hirsuta) 	 25 

Kikui (Pennisetun clandesitnum) 	90 

Rumex (Rumexhastatus) 	90 

Shrubs 	1. Rambansh (Agave sissiliosa) 	90 

2. Kilmora (Retheris asiatica) 	80 

Table 4: Tree species tried and their survival rare on ruined spoil dump. 
grewmiturally and from the mining site where to prepare a suitable pit and to irrigate well 
they were under threat from blasting and after transplanting, 
denudation, and replanting them at the reha- 	Manuring and fertilization: The spoi1 
bilitation site, with care taken not to damage dump is very poor in organic matter so one 
theirroocsystcms. Specinicare was also taken application of farmyard manure was made 

Vegetation 	Species under plantation 	 Environmental / Economic significance 

Trees 	1. Banj (Quercus leucotrichophora) 

Kareel (Acacia ni/ct/ca) 
Pine (Pius roxburghii) 
Poplar (Populusciliata) 

Panger (Aesculus md/ca) 
Bakain (Me/ia azedarach) 
Bhimal (Gre via opt/va) 

Silver Oak (Grevelia robusta) 

Timil (Ficusaunculata) 

Grasses 	1. Love grass (Era grostis cuivula) 

Kudju (Puraria hirsuta) 

Kikui (Pennisetun clandesitnum) 

Rumex (Rurnex ha stat us)  

fodder, medicine, soil fertility, soft wood 

timber, fuelwood, poles, tannin, soil stabilization 

limber, soft wood 

soft wood, fodder, shelterbelts 

soft wood, fodder 

timber, fodder, soft wood, soil fertility 

fodder, fibre 

timber, shelterbelts 

soft wood, fodder 

fodder, soil fertility 

fodder, soil fertility 

fodder 

soil stabilization 

Shrubs 	 1. Rambansh (A gave sissibosa) 	fibre, biological fertility  

2. Kilmora (Berberis as/at/ca) 	medicine, biological fencing 

Table 5: Aruicipated econornical/environnwntal uses of planted trees in nwgnesite ?nine spoil dump study area. 
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Environnwntal Degradation and Possible Solutions for Restoring the Land 

during the land preparation to help increase 
soil moisture capacity and to improve the 
soil's physico-chemical properties. A sec-
ond application of farmyard manure was 
made after 6 months of raising the planta-
tion. The farmyard manure was bought 
from nearby villages where the farmers use 
it as fuel. Consequently, alternative sources 
of energy, such as LPG (Light Petroleum 
Gas) were given to them at a subsidized rate 
by the government to ensure that manure 
would always be available for future use in 
the rehabilitation programme. Inorganic 
feitilizers were not applied, in line with the 
principles of keeping external inputs low 
and sustainable forestry. 

Irrigation 
It was observed that scanty and tindeperidable 
rains coupled with poor soil quality, excess 
mn-off and poor infiltration rates make the 
area poor in soil moisture. Irrigation under 
such conditions plays an important rule in 
successful plant growth. Rain water harvest-
ing was found to be the only solution for 
inigaling the plantations. One rain water 
harestingtank(Smelresx4meiresx 1 metre 
in size) was constricted to harvest rain water 
dining the monsoon piod. 

However, themonsoon coritributesonly 
27 per cent of irrigation to the plantation. 
Mechanical irrigation of the plantation area 
by drip or sprinkler methods is not possible 
due to the lack of available water. Water 
had to be applied manually which is labour 
intensive but the only solution under such 
harsh environmental conditions. The area 
was hand watered twice: first after the ini-
tial planting and again 6 months later. 

Biological fencing 
The rehabilitation site is heavily grazed and 
lopped due to poor vegetation cover in the 
area and the tradition of having as many 
goats and cows as possible as a source of 
income. Most animals depend on grazing 
and lopping and are seldom stall-fed. Under 
such conditions, protection of the planta-
tion area from domestic animals, especially 
goats and cows, was essential, particularly 
for the first few years. A living fence was 
plantedalong 95 per centof the periphery of 
the rehabilitation site using shrubs such as 
Kilinorn (Berberisasiatica) and Rambansh 
(Agave sissiliosa) together with one metre 
high,'1ocaIly available stones for checking 

The deposition of heavy amounts l(XX)mI 
(F to 20(01d) of solid waste in fertile 
agricultural land leading to biological de-
.rerrficalion. (Photo: AfrozAhrnad) 

the entrance of animals and for promoting 
natural regeneration of the vegetation. 

All these rehabilitation programmes 
were jointly implemented by Almora 
Magnesite Limited (Mining Industry) and 
the GB Pant Institute of Himalayan Envi-
fl)flrflent and Development. Other environ-
mental safeguard measures such as reviving 
fauna, control of erosion, landslides and 
sedimentation and control of air pollution 
have been implemented by the factory it-
self. All these measures had a direct effect 
on the economicperformanceof the factory 
but not significantly because the govern-
ment subsidised the environmental safe-
guard measures. The government also 
played an important role by implementing 
environmental legislation. 

An inspectorate known as the Pollution 
Control Board was set up at state level to 
monitor the environmental management 
plan (EMP) of the factory. The factory has 
to prepare an EMP each year and to have it 
approved by the Ministry of Environment 
and Forests before further land can be 
granted. Therefore a sound EMP for the 
factory is a pre-requisitc for further leases 
to sian mining. 

Reviving fauna 
To revive fauna in the rehabilitation area, 
the following measures were implemented 

The impact (JjerOSUm - development /ftv 
shaped structures from erorkd soil and 
deieriration of productive agricultural 
terraced land. (Phow: Afruz  Ahinad) 

by the mining industry: 
• Artificial nesting places were intro-

duced and berries, other fruit trees 
and shsubs were planted to make a 
suitable habitat to attract birds and 
wildlife from the adjacent forests. 
To revive fish fauna in Billort nala 
and other water resources available 
downstream, a stabilization pond 
was constructed to minimize the 
toxic effect of effluent discharged 
into the rivulets. 

Control of erosion, 
landslides and 
sedimentation 

The erosion, sedimentation and landslides 
problems associated with mining have seri- 
ously affected the productivity of agricul-- 
Lural land downstream of the project The 
following measures were implemented by 
the factory to combat these problems: 

A series of check dams and retain-
ing wails were constructed at cer -
tain places out of locally available 
rubble masonry to arrest rolling de-
bris and prevent sedimentation of 
perennial waler resources and agri- 
cultural land down-stream. 
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Very damaged land before afforeseation was started. (Photo: Afroz Ahinad) 

_,; 
Promising growth of grasses and trees six 
months after planting on highly damaged 
??uned land (Photo: Afroz Ahnwd) 

IMP 

I 	 4 .  

after one year of planting on highly 
damaged mined land. (Photo: Afroz 
Abmad) 
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• Garland drains are currently being 
constructed to prevent the uncon-
trolled flow of precipitation, topre-
vent village livestock from entering 
and to promote natural regeneration 
of vegetation. 

• The scale of open-cast mining and 
deep hole mining has been mini-
inized. 

• Substantial support is being 
provided to check the large scale 
movement of the over-burden dump 
slopes. 

- 	 r.-. 	 ---. 

- . 

, 

Control of air pollution 

The amount of dust generated during 
crushing and grinding of raw magnesite 
in kilns accounts for 6 tonnes/day. It is 
mainly composed of MgO, Fe, Al, SiO, 
and Ca, besides toxic emissions such as 
SO2  and NO which cause widespread air 
pollution and resulting degradation of 
agricultural land and vegetation cover. 
The following measures have been un-
dertaken to check the menace of air poi-
muon: 

• Thedust is being collected by fixing 
filter bags/blower cyclones for final 
collection. 

• The dust containing trace elements 
such as Mn, Fe, Al or Si is being 
used tomake bricksforhuilding and 
for levelling the pits. 

• The stack height of dead burnt 
magnesite plant has been increased 
to reduce the concentration of sus-
pended particulate matter. 

• To reduce the dust menace, wet 
scrubbers have been introduced at 
the rnagncsite hand loading site and 
water is sprayed on the mad and 
duinpyard. Water is collected in 
tankers from a nearby, glacier-fed 
perennial river which is about 13 
km from the site. 

• A shelterbelt of fast growing Poplar 
(Populus ciliata) and Silver Oak 
(Grevelia robusta) was planted near 
to the magnesite processing plant to 
reduce the spread of toxic emissions 
generated during the processing of 
raw magnesite and also to act as a 
sound-proofing barrier. 

• An absorption muffler is being used 

to reduce the noise caused by the 
blower and pump. 
The noise and dust generated dur-
ing blasting has been minimized by 
restricting the number of charges 
per day, keeping the delay intervals 
down to 17 mini-seconds, reducing 
the number of charges per hole, 
minimizing the blast size, limiting 
the number and size of blast holes 
and the frequency of blasting, and 
maximizing the charge depth, 

Environmental awareness 
campaign 
An environmental awareness campaign was 
launched by the Institute which invited 
non-governmental organisations to inlörm 
the local population about the management 
of resources in the hill area. Two cam-
paigns were organized in Matela village 
and the factomy compound to which chil-
dren, adults, farmers, pastoralists and 
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Cvnt,o/ uTdebrisflow and sills in nurud area liv n uin a 	u. •/ 1uL-dI/1L•. in 
order to revive productivir9 of agricultural land in mined area. (Pho(o: Afroz  Ahmad) 

Environmental Degradation and Possible Solutions for Restoring the Land 

mining personnel were invited to learn abeut 
the sustainable use of resources and envi-
ronmental conservation, with particular 
emphasis on the participation of local peo-
ple in the rehabilitation programme. 
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The term land degradation refers to the 
decline in the productive capacity of an 
ecosystem due loprocesses inducedmainly 
by human activity. 

'The processes leading to land degradation 
are gençrally triggered by increasing demand 
for food firim the growing population, which 
mtsinovcr-exptoiofnnwalresourees 
with little Consideration for maintaining 
sustair&'thility of the eco-balance. Human 
activities such as the introduction of large 
scale irrigation, deforestation or enhanced in-
dustrial growth, lead to various land degrala-
lion processes, including increased soil 
degradation through salinization, flooding, 
drought, accelerated erosion, water-logging. 
etc. These processes in turn reduce agricul-
tumi pnxhietivity, leatling to social insecurity 
andpoliucaJ instability. Llltimately,thealtera-
boo of water and energy balances affects 
overall the emission of greenhousegases into 
the atmosphere which, in nan, aftects the 
overall global environment and is a matter of 
serious concern to the world community. 

Over the past few decades, land degra-
dation processes have been greatly acceler-
ated. Unless adequatemeasures areadopted 
to halt and reverse these processes, the 
sustainability of our pmduclion systems 
will be seriously at stake. Tomeetthe threat 
arising from unwarranted degradation of 
natural resources, there is an urgent need to 
develop and extend technological meas-
ures that will help to reduce these proc-
esses. 

Any such anernplrequiresaknowledgeof 
the extent, kind and severity of various degra-
dation procc.cs so as to enable us to take 
appropriate measures for their control. In the 
pasi information on these aspects has been 
limited and sketchy. This study is an attempt 
tocollaie the existing infomiationon the stalus 
of various degradation problems in India to 
create a land degradation map to make deci-
sion-makers aware of the problems and to 
initiate measures for their control. 

Geography and climate 
The geographical area of India covers 329 
million ha. It lies to the northof the equator 
between latitudes 8 1025 and 371)6' N, and 
longitudes 681)6 and 97L25'  E. 

A distinct feature of the Indian climate is 
its three seasons: a cool and mainly dry winter 
from October to Febiiiaiy; a hot and mainly 
dry season from March to lime and a rainy 
season from mid-I une'to September. 

Rainfall is the most impoilant climatic 
parameter and falls during two distinct pe- 

riod.s. The dominant south-west monsoon 
is active during June to September and the 
north-east monsoon during the winter 
months. The Western Gliats and the East-
ern Himalayan Mountain ranges, because 
of their alignment across the summer 
monsoon winds, receive high rainfall: the 
areas on the leeward side of these moun-
tains receive comp ratively little rain. The 
Indo-Gangetic Plains receive moderate rain-
fall as the south-western monsoon is de-
tlectednorthwards. Rajasthan receives little 
rain because the moisture-bearing winds 
from the Anthian Sea pass unobstructed as 
the Aravallis lie along their path. The 
eastern parts of the Peninsula receive 500-
1,000mm rain annually during the terminal 
period of the south-west monsoon. A corn-
paratively dry zone with about 500 mm 
raintail is observed on the east, leeward 
side, of the Western Ghats. 

By comparison, temperature, isof lesser 
significance. It isa limiting factor for plant 
growth, especially in the winter months and 
mainly in northern lndiaarnlinthehills. AL 
the other extreme, high temperatures pro-
mote a high rate of evaporation during the 
summer and cause aridity which affects 
crop growth. Much of India enjoys a pleas-
ant warm winter but, in summer, several 
part.s of India can become unbearably hot. 
However, in the mountain regions such as 
Jamnmu and Kashinir, Himaclial Pradesh, 
north Uttar Pradesh, etc, elevation reduces 
temperature and makes the summers pleas-
ant. As a rule, the hottest months precede 
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Land Degradation Status: India 

the onset of the rains. Peak temperatures 
(40-4610 are observed dwing May-June 
then fall quite sharply with the arrival of the 
monsoon (July-September) and further in 
the winter months (December-January). 

Physiography and Soils 
Physiographically, India can be divided 
into three broad regions 

• The ancient plateau of PCn1flSUlff 
India, south of 23" N, representing 
Dcccan and south of the Vindhyas. 

• The Great 1limalayas and the asso-
ciated young fold mountains t,or-
dering India to the north, north-west 
and east - an area known as the Extra 
Peninsula. 

• The Indo-Gangetic Plain separating 
the above two areas and extending 
from the valley of the Indus and 
Stud, now in Pakistan, to that of the 
Brahainputra in Assain. 

These broad regions have been tuirther 
subdivided into 20 subregions based on 
elevation, slope and aspect. The distribu-
tion of major soil groups has been corre-
lated with the 20physiographic subregions 
and a synchronized map of soils-physiog-
raphy has been prepared (Figure 1). 

Agro-ecological Zoning 
The term agro-ecological zoning refers to the 
identification and demarcation of land units 
based on landfm, soils and climatic condi-
tions, including the length of the growing 
pcfl(xi 

Indian agiiculture is highly dependent on 
climatic conditioas Which, in combination 
with soil and Other facton, decide the agro-
ecological setting. Agroecological zoning is 
impoilant for macro-scale planning, paiticu-
lady in ibuc-411ths of the area where rainkd-
fanning is practiced. 

Based on relevant panimeters, the Na-
tional Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use 
Planning in 1990 prepareda2 I -agro-ecologi-
cal regions map (Figure 2), which has been 
found to be extremely useful fi macro-scale 
planning. The gmwing period used in the 
above mapping has een otwvWtocarrelate 
well withditlercntdlimaiic zones, forinstance 
the and zone generally crelalcs with a grow-
ingpaiod of less than 90 days, the semi-add 
region with agiDwing period of 90-150 days 
and the sub-humid region correlates more or 
less with the region ha'ing a giowing period 
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of 150-210 days. 	The humid and hyr- 	 Area 	Per Cent 
humid regkinscorrelaie well with agiowiag 	 (million ha) 	of total 
periodof2lo-27Oandmorethan27Odaysper 
year, respectively. 	 1. 	Water Erosion 	 85.9 	265 

Land Degradation 	
(a) Loss of top soil (Wt) 	 77.2 	 23.5 

According to earlier estimates based on 	(b) Terrain deformation (Wd) 	 9.7 	 3.0 

lepoils of the National Commission on 	2. 	Wind Erosion 	 17.7 	5.4 
Agriculture, of the 329 million ha of total 
geogrphicalaieaoflndia,nearlyl75inil- 	(a) Loss of top soil (Et) 	 7.8 	 2.4 

lion ha are subject to varying forms and 	(b) Terrain deformation (Ed) 	 4.0 	 1.2 
degrees of degradation: 150 million ha arc 
subject to serious water and wind erosion, 	(c) Over blowing (Eo) 	 5.9 	1.8 
over 6.0 million ha are salt-affected, 7.0 

3. 	ChemicalDeterioration 	 32.4 	9.9 million ha are waler-logged, 4.0 million ha  
areunderravineland,and3.Omillionhaare 	(a) Loss of nutrients (Cn) 	 26.2 	8.0 
under shifting agriculture.  

Recently, the National Bureau of Soil 	(b) Salinization (Cs) 	 6.2 	1.9 
Survey and Land Use Planning(1991) J)fC 	4. 	Physical Deterioration 	 7.0 	2.1 pared the first approximation soil degrada- 
tion (human-induced) map on 1:4 metre 	(a) Waterlogging (Pw) 	 7.0 	2.1 
scale by following the criteria and guide- 

5. 	Stable Terrain 	 38.0 	11.6 lines of the GLASOD methodology  
(Oldeman er a!, 1990). However, the 	(a) Under natural condition (Sn) 
GLASOI) category wa5ie lands were  
redesignated as lands notfrrforagricuhure, 	(b) Terrain stabilized by human 	 38.0 	11.6 
since none of the land resembles waste land 	intervention (Sh) 
and most areas have some Potential use. 	6. 	Land Not Fit For Agriculture 	 - 	- 	22.0 	6.7 Two categories of human-induced soil  
degradation processes are recognized. The 	(a) Active dunes 	 - 	 - 
first deals with degradation by displace-  
ment of soil material, principally by water 	(b) Salt flats (2) 	 - 	- 	 2.2 	0.7 
and wind. The second deals with internal 	(c) Rock outcrops (R) 
soil deterioration resulting from accumula- 
tion of chemical substances, such as saJts, 	(d) Ice caps (1) 	 5.6 	1.7 
los.s of nutrients or thmugh physical proc-  (a) Arid Mountain region (M) 	 14.2 	4.3 esses, including prolonged waterlogging.  

'Be following sources of information 	7. 	Balance Area Of Mapping Units 
were utilized:  

I 	Generalizedsoil mapoflndiaon 1:7 	1 to 4 
million scale (NBSS PuN., 1985), Grand Total: 2 	The 21 -agro-ecologiuti regionsinap 
of India (Sehgal eta!, NBSS PubI. 	(1 - 7, exceptS) 	 166.0 	50.5 
24, 1990). 

3 	Remote sensing data base for 	.. 	Table I: Status of human-induced soil degradation. Source: Sehgal Ct al, 1991 

sessing soil degradation in selected 
sample areas (RRSSC, Nagpur). is either stable land or is contained in different 	of sand dunes in 1.8% of the area 4 	Published infonnation on forestry land degnalation mapped units. 	 The iniluence of human-induced chemi- and difiCrent soil degradation prob- 	Wa1erCIOOH is the mnjorpmblem caus- 	cal&tetionitionobservedüi32.4millionha lems. ing loss of top soil or lenain deformation in 	(representing 9.9%) of the total area, causing 

Status 	
about 86 million ha (representing 26.5%) of 	loss of nutrients andkrorganic matter in 26.2 
the total land area throughout the counUy. 	million ha and salinization in 6.2 million ha 

Alxaitl66millionha,cwover50%oftheio(al 	Wind erosion is dominant in the western 	Waterlogging is observed in about 7.0 
geographical area in India, is affected by 	se 	andhasaflectedl7.7milliouha(5.4%) 	million ha, this includes areas affected by 
various human-induced land degradation 	causing loss of lop soil in 2.4%, tenain defer- 	floeding where fOrest trees have been ent in 
pmtilemns (fable 1 and 2). The rest of the area 	malion in 1.2% and overblowmg and shifting 	the catchmcnt area 
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Reservoir Catchment Annual rate of silting 
area (kin2)  , 	(ton neslha) 

Assumed Observed 

Bhakra Nanghal 56.88 6.43 9.21 

Hirakud 82.66 3.78 5.37 

Maithon 5.21 2.43 19.65 

Panchet 9.82 3.70 15.00 

Machkund 1.96 5.85 3.85 

Tungabbadra 25.83 6.43 9.81 

Mayurakshi 1.79 5.41 26.64 

Gandhinagar 21.87 5.41 5.56 

Ram Ganga 3.00 6.43 27.28 

Ghod 3.63 5.41 22.86 

Dantiwada 2.86 5.41 4.78 

Table 2: Sediment deposition in some Indian Reservoirs. Source: Dhn1vanarayana and 
Ranthabu (1983) 

Land Degradation Status: intha 

The land not fit for agnculture (senso 
wasteland in CILASOD), including dunes, 
salt flats, rock outueps, lace-caps, ctc, covers 
almost 22 million ha and another almost 20 
million haare undcrnids waterbodies, build-
ings, etc, (not separated out in the present 
study). 

An estimated area of 38.0 million ha 
(representing 11.6%), supporting dense for-
est.son geographical stable land, is considered 
under stable terrains where human-induced 
degradation pmblems are relatively insignili-
cani Such forested areas however show slight 
(to moderate) water erosion problems. 

However, the degree of land degradation 
vasies from slight to severe, depending on the 
slea,tnpophicposltion, wind speed 
and velocity of rainfall. 

L.oss of top soil resulting in reduced pru-
ductivity Lsthemost ionsdegmdationprub-
1cm in the Indiansubcontineni Erusiun due to 
water and wind occurs over large areas. Over-
population, harsh climatic conditions, over 
exploitation and uavri.se use of soil iesounvs, 
deftalion,etc, which resultin a soil-food-
population imbalance, have rendered most of 
the tropical and subtropical ecosystems ex-
trernely vulnerable to soil erosion and eiusion-
induced land degradation. 

Water Erosion 
Erosion by water is the single most serious 
degradation agent in India (Figure 3). The 
Himalayas are most severely degraded due 
to large scale deforestation, development 
activities such as construction olroad.s and 
big dams, mining, very steep slopes and 
cultivation of fragile areas. 

Amongst the soil groups undergoing 
serious degradation by water erosion are 
the red (mostly Affisols. Inceptisols and 
Ultisols) and the black(Veriisols and Vertic 
subgroups) soils. The Vertic subgroups and 
Vertisols, occupying nearly 71 million ha 
in the peninsular of India, are highly erod-
iNc. The annual precipitation in these areas 
varies from 500 to 1,500 mm; the runoff is 
often 40 to 50% or more depending on the 
amount and intensity of rainfall, and slope. 
According to Dhruva-Narayana and 
Rambabu (1983), these soils mainly sup-
porting rainfed agriculture are subject to 
severe sheet and rill erosion with soil loss of 
20 to over 100 tlha)yr. Even the soils under 
normal cultivation (for sorghum or cotton) 
on land slopes of 1-3% havebeen observed  

to erode at around 16 i/ha/yr. 
The red soils, covering about 90million 

ha, are another mor soil group subject to 
severe water erosion problems. The rain-
fall in these regions ranges from 750-2,000 
mm/yr. Mostred soils are shallow and have 
low intake capacity and therefore suffer 
from rapid surface runoffandcmsion. Major 
soil losses are due to sheet, gully and hill-
side erosion. The sheet erosion is a serious 
constraint in nearly three quarters of the red 
soils. The soil loss in these areas varies 
from 4-10 i/ha/yr. 

The latesitic soils occurring in areas of 
rolling and undulating topography where 
rainfall is high suffer from severe nil ero-
sion. Owing to high intensity rainstorms, 
these soils are reported to lose about 40 i/ha/ 
yr where soil conservation measuresare not 
prticed. The most spectacular erosion is 
in the förmofgullies and ravine formations. 
These occupy nearly 4 million ha along the 
banks of major rivers. 

The north-eastern slates of India have 
severe water erosion problems because of 
prevalent practices of shifting cultivation 
(jhumining). In the recent past, when this 
system olcultivation wa.sevolved, theprar-
tice of jhumzning worked well because of 
the long (20-30 years) fallow cycle. But 
due to increasing population pressure, the 
cycle has been narrowed to 3 to 6 years,  

which further aggravates erosion and deg-
radalion problems. 

lkxst cutting, burning, clearing and dib-
hUng of seeds causes nearly 4.0 t/ha/yr of soil 
inateiial to slide/roll down to the foot-hills. 
Soil erosion from hill slopes of 60-70 percent 
during the first, second and thitrl years has 
be nreportedto be 146.6, 170.2and3O.21/ha/ 
yr. respectively (Singh and Siagh, 1978). 

The siltation rate of reservoirs in India 
has been estimated to be much higher than 
the values assumed at the design time (Ta-
ble 2); this reduces drastically the life of 
projects involving huge investments. 

IL has been estimated thatatotal of more 
than 5,334 million tonnes of top soil is 
being eroded every year; of which about 
1,600 million manes, representing 29% of 
the total eroded soil, is permanently lost to 
the sea (Dhruvanarayana and Rambahu, 
1983) (Figure 4). Ten percent is deposited 
in reservoirs resulting in loss of storage 
capacity, and 61% of the eroded soil is 
transported from one place to another. On 
an average, soil loss from Indian land is 
estimated at 16.4 1/ha/yr, which is far above 
the peimissible limit. 

According to Table 1, human-induced 
water erosion due to loss of top soil and 
terrain deformation comes to about 87 mil-
lion ha, representing 19.2% of the total 
geographical area of the country. 
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Figure 3: Barren rocky landscape showing severe water erosion in part of Ba.crar district (M.P.) 

Wind erosion 
Wind erosion is a serious problem in the 
and and semi-arid regions including the 
states of 1-laryana, Gujarat, Punjab and 
Rajasthan. Removal of natural vegeta-
tive cover, excessive grazing and exten-
sion of agriculture to marginal areas, CLC, 
are the chief human-interventions lead-
ing to accelerated erosion. 

Wind erosion is also prevalent in the 
coastal areas where sandy soils domi-
nate, and in the cold desert regions of 
extreme north-western india. The area 
affected by human-induced wind ero-
sion, as shown in Table 1. comes to about 
17.7 million ha, representing 3.9% of the 
total geographical area. The loss of top 
soil (Et), terrain deformation (Ed) and 
over blowing sand represent 7.8, 5.0and 
5.9% million ha respectively. 

The dominant soils occurring in these 
areas are Psamments (57%), Orthents 
(16%), Fluvents and Orthents occurring 
in association with Psamments (15%) 
and others (12%). 

The major characteristics of the In-
dian Thar desert soils show a particle size 
diameter of 01-0.2 mm in comparison 
with those of the Sahara (0.1-15 mm), 
Kalahaji (0.1-0.4 inni) and of the Tarim 
basin in Central Asia (0.01-0.1 mm) 
(Petrov, 1967). The dune soils are single 
graiiied, non-coherent and structureless; 
their infiltration rate is as high as 30-60 
cm/hr. The available water capacity 
ranges from 3.0 to 4.5% (w/w). Such 
soils are generally deficient in plant nu-
trients and have poor water holding ca-
pacity. Owing to the low percentage of 
silt and clay, unstabilized dunes show 
hardly any crust formation. 

Chemical Deterioration 
Chemical deterioration of soils can occur 
through a number of processes; the main 
agents in India appear to centre around 
loss of nutrients and/or organic matter 
and accumulation of salts and pollutants. 

Loss of Soil Fertility 
(Nutrients and/or 
Organic Matter (Cn)) 
Over the past four decades, India has 
increased her food production from about 
50 million tonnes to more than 175mil-
lion tonnes annually. This increased pro-
ductivity also implies increased 
application and removal of nutrient ele-
ments from soils. Although, the use of 
nutrients through fertilizers has increased 
several fold during these years, the over-
all level of use is still very low in most 
parts of the country. 

Several studies have shown that in 
most regions there is a net negative bal-
ance of nutrients and a gradual depletion 
of the organic matter level. Since in 
future the required demand for food pro-
duction will have to be met through in-
creased intensity of cropping, the 
problems of maintaining nutrient bal-
ance and preventing the further emer-
gence of nutrient deficiencies will be a 
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major concern in most of the cultivated 
lands. 

According to the area shown in Table 
1, 32.4 million ha are degraded due to 
nutrient loss andlor depletion of organic 
mauer. This is most wide spread in the 
thdo-Gangetic plain and other inten-
sively-cultivated areas in the subtropical 
belt. 

Salin I zation/Alkalization 
(Cs) 

Expansion of irrigation has been one 
of the key strategies in achieving self-
sufficiency in food production. Indiahas 
increased her net irrigated area from about 
20 million ha in 1950 to more than 43 
million ha in 1986-87. A large fraction of 
the irrigation was achieved through ex-
panding the canal irrigated areas. In 
almost all cases the groundwater table, 
which used to be several metres deep, 
rose following the introduction of irriga-
tion. When the groundwater table is 
within two metres of the surface, it con- 

tributes significantly to salinization. 
lnmostcanalin-igatedareas. theprob-

lems of soil deterioration through accu-
mulation of salts have achieved serious 
dimensions. According to one estimate 
nearly 50 per cent of the canal irrigated 
areas are suffering from salinization and/ 
or alkalization due to inadequate drain-
age, inefficient use of available water 
resources and socio-political reasons. Ac-
cording toAbroand Bhumbla's estimate 
(1971), 7.0 million ha are salt-affected; 
of which 2.5 million ha represent alka-
line soils in the Indo-Gangetic Plain. 

Salt problems have also increased 
wherever saline grouiidwatcrs have been 
used for liTigation in the absence of good 
quality irrigation waters. 

In many coastal regions, exploitation 
of groundwaters have caused sea water 
to intrude, resulting in a rise in the 
groundwater table and soil salinity prob-
lems. 

Salinity problems are a major threat 
to the sustainability of irrigated areas and 
call for serious consideration to be given  

to provide the necessary ameliorative 
measures to arrest the problems. In India, 
there are broadly two kinds of problems 
encountered due to excess salts: 

(a) saline soils 
(h) alkaline SOIlS 
Although saline soils may be unpro-

ductive due to excess of neutral soluble 
salts such as chlorides, sulphates of so-
diuin, calcium and magnesium, alkaline 
soils contain appreciable quantities of 
saiLs, such as Na-carbonate and/or bi-
carbonate. 

Salt-affected soils occur widely in 
the arid, semi-arid and sub-humid (dry) 
zones of the lndo-Gangetic plains. Alka-
line soils dominate in areas receiving a 
mean annual rainfall of more than 600 
mm; saline soils are dominant in the and 
and coastal regions. 

In recent years, techniques have been 
developed to reclaim alkaline soils 
through the use of gypsum and appropri-
ate agronomic management practices. 
Saline soils with high and brackish 
groundwater need a drainage network 
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Figure 5: A series of sand-dunes resulting in terrain de/'ormaiion - Bikaner, Rajast/ran 

and fresh water to leach the excess salts. 
An total of 6.2 million ha are suffering 
from salinity and/or alkalinity; of which 
about 2.5 million ha occur in the lado-
Gangetic Plain alone. 

Toxic Substances (Cp) 
Although reliable estImates are not available, 
theaccumulauionoftoxic snbsticesofindus-
trial and wtnongin is inaeasthglycontiibut-
ing to land degradation prceses. 

In some intensively cultivated areas of 
the hido-Gangetic plains, where fertilizers 
and pesLicides use is high (400 kg or more 
of nutrients/ha), there are reports of nutri-
cuis teaching which results in ground water 
pollution, mainly due to the accumulation 
of nitrates. 

Physical Deterioration 
Problems of physical deterioraulon of soils 
generally retate to a reduction in the soils' 
organic matter content, making them more 
prone to crusting, increased nmoff, etc. In 
intensively cultivated areas, there are in-
creasing reports of subsoil compaction re-
stricting root growth. By far the most 
serious problem in this category is exces-
sive wetness due to waterlogging. 

Waterlogging (Pw) 
The term walertogging refers loacondition of 
shiui/long term waler stagnation caused by 
changes in hydrology, larxLscape, develop-
ment activities, silting up of riveiteils, etc. 

Problems of short or long term flooding 
have increased rapidly over the years. This 
is largely due to deforestation of catchment 
areas, changes in land use, increased ur -
banization and other development activi-
ties. The process of flooding is being 
accentuated due to increased sedimentation 
and the reduced capacity of the drainage 
systems. The adverse effects of temporary/ 
long-term water logging are reflected in 
overall ecology, reduced agnculture pro-
ductivity, limited choice of crops andahost 
of other socin-economic conditions. 

According to the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, about 8.5 million haaiesuffering. The 
most dominant areas affected by 
walerlogging are along the river beds; the 
Diara and Tat lands are typical examples. 

The physical deterioration of soil due to 
walerlogging has affected about 7,0 million 
ha, representing 2.1% of the total geo- 

graphical area in the country 

Impact of Land 
Degradation 

Managing soil resources to meet basic hu-
man nccd.s in terms of food, fibre, feed and 
fuel Continues to be a major challenge be-
fore the country's planners. Although in 
the past few decades India has successfully 
achieved self-sufficiency in food produc-
tion, the problems of resource degradation 
pose a serious challenge to our ability to do 
so in the future. Although quantitative 
estimates of the impacts of degradation are 
lacking, there are several pointers to the 
overall el'fects. 

irrigated areas which have been instru-
mental in increasing food-grain production 
are facing serious problems from therise in 
the water table and soil salinizalion. Cop-
ing with these problems would require large 
investments in drainage and reclamation 
prects. Increasing tood production in the 
rainfed areas is seriously constrained due to 
loss of soil productivity through erosion by 
water and wind. This has a serious socio-
economic impact resulting in regional dis-
parity and inequities. The offsitc effects of 
water erosion include siltation of reser-
voirs, etc.There isevidencetoshowthauhe 
capacity of several reservoirs has been de-
creasing much faster than envisaged. This 
will seriously affect India's capacity to 
sustain productivity gains achieved over  

the past decades. Wind erosion seriously 
affects activities such as the maintenance of 
roads, rail and other public and private 
structures. The frequency ofevenis such as 
fkxxis and droughts, considered as natural 
disasters, are increasing and their manage-
ment is becoming more difficult. Costs 
incurred by way of compensation have 
increased several told over the past few 
decades. 

Although in the past India had achieved 
self-sufficiency in food production, this 
was at the cost of degradation of her basic 
resource - soil. in other words, the past 
achievements in attaining self-sufficiency 
in food production have jeopardized In-
din's abilities to meet future challenges in 
the present scenario. There is practically no 
scope to increase the area under cultivation 
as it has already extended to marginal soils, 
thus accentuating the already-serious de-
forestation problem. 

Deforestation l'ollowed by intensive 
cropping and grazing results in accelerated 
erosion of soiLs with subsequent loss of soil 
and nuthenic out of the ecosystem. When 
such nutrients reacbrivers, lakes andstreanrs 
they become the cause of pollution. 

Evaluating the precise magnitude of 
soil degradationandits impacton theglobal 
environment are major challenges to soil 
scientists, environmentalists and meteor-
ologists. 

The impact of land degradation proc-
esses are not limited to national boundaries. 
There is much evidence to show that land 
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degradation processes are con thhuiing to 
global changes that adversely afkct hu-
Inanity at large. This wan'ants efforts not 
only at a national but also at international 
level. 

Future Projections 
India'spopulation of 843 million in 1990 is 
expected to touch 1,000 million by the turn 
of the century and is likely to stabilize at 
about 1,500 million by the year 2025 AD. 
The per capita availability of cultivable 
land by the turn of century will stand re-
duced to about 0,14 ha. Problems of land 
degradation are seriously affecting India's 
ability to sustain and increase agricultural 
productivity. These challenges demand 
that concerted cffort be made to optimize 
use of land resources and in minimize deg-
radatiun. There appears an urgent need to 
take out about 20-25 million haofcurrentLy 
marginal land under cultivation and put 
these under permanent vegetal cover. This 
will require a technological break-through 
to aimst and/or reverse the process of land 
degradation by developing a methodology 
for re.stoi-ation of productivity. This will 
also demand major efforts in the area.s of 

resource education and political awareness. 
Unless urgent measures are taken to 

arrest degradation processes and restore the 
productivity of degraded lands, we will not 
be able to fulfil our obligation for the grow-
ing population or leave a better heritage for 
posterity. 
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Introduction 
The processes that lead to desertitication 
are acombinationofdifferent factorscaused 
by environmental and human factors. Not 
all of these processes are essential, but most 
of them play some kind of role whenever 
and wherever desertificauion takes place. 

One such process is the salinization of 
soil and waler which occurs widely in the 
arid and semi-arid regions of the world. 
More than 50% of the approximately 10 
million km2  of existing salt-aflcted soils 
can be found in and and semi-arid areas, 
mainly in deserts. In accordance with the 
laws of geochemistry, it is in and condi-
tions that waler soluble salts accumulate 
most readily in the soil crust of weathered 
ground layers and soil horizons, as well as 
in waters. This leads to the formation of 
salt-affected soils. This is true both for 
environments which developed earlier, 
without human interference, and also for 
man-made deserts which are a typical mod-
em phenomenon. 

The accumulation of waler-soluble sal Is, 
mainly sodium chlorides and sodium sul-
phates withsomesodium nitrates, as well as  

some soluble calcium and magnesium saILs, 
notonly results in a reduction in soil fertility 
but also has an adverse effect on the envi-
ronrnent in general. Saline conditions pre-
vent both plant growth and the biological 
activity of microorganisms, impair the pu-
rity of drinking water and paralyze the 
metabolismbetween the compounds otsoil, 
atmosphere and hydrosphere which would 
supply the biosphere with nutrienLs. 

Salinization is not only one of the proc-
ess of desertificacion but also has a direct 
influence on its development, lithe soil and/ 
or wafers are saline the whole environment 
becomes less resistant todeserlilication than it 
would have been under perfectly identical but 
less saline conditions. Having escahlishcd 
this, it becomes evident that in combating 
desertificalion the control of soil and water 
salinization plays an important role. 

A greaqrt of the world's existing deserts 
are already salinized. I jowever, salinization 
also contributes on a large scale to recent 
fwoces.ses of desertilicajjon. This means that 
whenman-mak desertsareat issue, the man-
marlesalinization of soil and waler should also 
be taken into consideration. 

Desertification and 
salinization throughout 
the world 
About one tenth oithe surlaceof the world's 
continents is covered by different kinds of 
salt-affectedsoils, the majority ofwhich are 

saline. Table I shows the extent of such 
soils (Szaholcs, 1989). 

Table 1 clearly shows that salt-affected 
soils are far from evenly distributed through-
out the continents and that the salinized 
areas fall predominantly in and regions. 

Table 2 shows the extent of slightly, mod-
erately, severely and very severely descalitied 
and lands of the world (Dregne, 1986). 

Table 3 shows the criteria used for 
estimating the degree of desertificaiion and 
clearly indicates that all degrees of desert-
ification are associated with a certain de-
gree of salinization - indeed that there is a 
positive correlation between the extent of 
desertificaLion and salinization. This leads 
to the conclusion that the two processes are, 
in fact, directly related environmentally. 

Map l shows deserililcation in arid 
lands. Map 2 demonstrates the global dis-
trihulion of salt-affected soils. A compari-
son between both maps confirms what has 
already beeti slated above. I lowever, there 
are certain differences between the tenito-
nal occurrence of deserlification and 
salinization, mainly because salt-affected 
soils are widely distributed, not only in and 
and semi-arid regions but also in moderate, 
sub-humid, or even humid climatic belts. 

The reason for the joint occurrence of 
salinization and desertitication can also be 
explained according to the geochemical 
and environmental laws which describe the 
development of both processes. It is well 
known that salinization occurs as a conse-
quence of the accumulation of water 
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soluble salts in the soils, subsoils, surface 
and underground waters and eventually 
develops when the climate is dry and the 
leaching processes are retarded. 

in order to correlate the salinization and 
desertification processes it is necessary to 
define exactly what is meant by salinization 
processes. In spite of the great number of 
different publications and projects, misun-
derstaridings often exist, even in profes-
sional circles, on the nature and definition 
of salinization. Despite this, the facts and 
main characteristics of salinizaLion are 
unanimously accepted. 

Both the natural and man-made 
salinization processes should be taken into 
consideration because both processes are 
closely related to the appearance and to the 
extension of desertification. 

Salinity and secondary 
salinization in desert 
agriculture 
Irrigation is as old as agriculture itself, 
particularly in and and semi-arid regions. 
The lack of rainfall meant that irrigation 
was imperative in many ancient agricul-
tural systems. The problem is that such 
systems developed mainly in such arid re-
gions where, owing to the landscape 
gecchemistiy of deserts and semi-deserts, 
this promotes salt accumulation. This was 
a problem for nearly all of the ancient 
cultures that used irrigation. 

The effect of litigation on salinization 
during the whole history of imgation use in 
dry countries has never been fully elabo-
rated in a comprehensive volume although 
many books and papers describing the ad-
verse effect and its consequences have been 
published over the years. 

It is well-known that, for example, in 
the valleys oftheriversligrisandEuphra-
tes in old Mesopotamia, fertile soils sup-
plied abundant quantities of grain and 
other produce for a long time and fed large 
populations in places thatin modern times 
have been covered by bare deserts. it is 
also well-known than in ancient China, 
the Indus Valley and South America, vast 
territories turned into saline-affected 
deserts after they had been irrigated by 
ancient societies. The problem of second-
ary salinization runs through the whole 

Continent/Subcontinent Area (thousand ha) 

North America 15,755 

Mexico and Central Amenca 1,965 

South America 129,163 

Africa 80,538 

South Asia 87,608 

North and Central Asia 211668 

South EastAsia 19,983 

Australia 357,300 

Europe 50,804 

Total 954,834 

Table 1: Salt-affected soils according to continents and subconiinents 

Desertification class Land area km 2  % of and land 

Slight 24,520,000 52.1 

Moderate 13,770,000 29.3 

Severe and very severe 8,773,000 18.6 

Total 47,063,000 100.0 

Table 2: Deseri:fication of world's and lands (Dregne, 1986) 

Deseitification 	Plant cover Salinization of Crop yields 
irrigated land 
ECx1O3  
(mmhos) 

Slight 	Excellent to <4 Crop yields 
good range reduced by less 
conditions than 10 % 

Moderate 	Fair range 4 - 8 Crop yields 
conditions reduced by 
class 10-50% 

Severe 	 Poor range 8- 15 Crop yields 
conditions reduced by 
class 50-90% 

Very severe 	- 	Land essentially Salt Crop yields 
denuded by efflorescence reduced by 
vegetation on the surface more than 90 % 

Table 3: Criteria for estimating degrees of deserttficaiion 

history of mankind. Evidently there was and, in consequence, the degradaLion of 
neither sufficient knowledge nor the tech-  soil fertility and other adverse effecLs were 
nical means to predict, explain and com-  recognized only when it was too late to do 
bat satinization for many thousand of years anything against their development. The 
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Map 2: Global distribution of salt-affected soils 

process forced people to leave the land 
that become saline and others to cease 
production or to shift their irrigation to 
new places which, in many cases, also 

became salinized later. As long as new 
territories were available the shifting of 
irrigated agriculture temporarily solved 
the problem. But either the population 

expansion or the exhaustion of new land 
led to tragic consequences. More than one 
such example is known from history. 
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River 	Catchment 	Airborne 	Discharge to 
area km2 	salts, t/km 2 	sea, t/year 

Volga 	1402,949 	2 	 8000000 

Amu Darja 	308,804 	10 	 226,000,000 

Table 4: Annual sail accumulation in the caichment area of two rivers 

Main aspects of 
secondary salinization 
and alkalinization 
As science developed so, step by step, the 
causes and methodology of salt accumula-
tion have been understood. Modem soil 
science and other branches of science can 
almost fully explain the processes and haz-
ards of salt accumulation in irrigated agri-
culture. Unfortunately in spite of 
comprehensive knowledge in this respecL 
the processes ofsalinizationandalkalinaiion 
have not been arrested nor even substan-
tially diminished; on the contrary, even 
today they continue to appear in new tend-
tories and to cause enormous harm to a 
growing number of countries. 

Salinization and 
irrigation 

Soil sails often originate in salty surface 
waters which have been used for irrigation 
purposes. The extent and degree of this 
type of salinization varies in and and semi-
arid regions. Mthough in many places, 
particularly in big rivers, the water is of 
good quality (with low salt concentration), 
in other places, particularly in small tribu-
tailes, lakes, lagoons and swamps, saline 
water often exists. Evidently if this water is 
utilized for irrigation it will result, soon or 
later, in secondary salinization and/or alka-
linization. On sea shores and in related 
areas the salt content of sea water can have 
a direct or indirect effect on the salinity of 
adjoining territories. 

In and and semi-arid regions the main 
cause of secondary salinizalion is irrigation 
- more precisely, the application of un-
proper methods of irrigation and drainage 
in the given area. If the goal is to harvest 
ample arnounis of agricultural products ir-
rigation is indispensable in deserts. But if 
the irrigation brings about sairnization it 
will trigger a chain reaction and result in 
further dcserti[icatinn. The main causes of 
secondary salinization are 

I) High salt content of irngation water 
2) Rise of ground water table bringing 

up salts to the soil profile. 
Inadequate drainage systems aLso result 

in salt accumulation in the irrigation system 
and in its environment because the outflow  

of saline water is prevented or hindered. 
Tremendous amounts of soluble salts can 

be found in the water of some rivers traversing 
deserts and semi-deserts. The waier quality 
problems must be studied individually in such 
cases in order to control the chemical compo-
sition of iriigaxion waters. 

Table 4 indicates that in many regions 
the quantity of airborne salts should also be 
taken into consideration. However, when 
comparing this with the amount of salts 
collected and transported by waters we find 
that, with the exception of some seashore 
districts, the quantity of air-borne SaILS is 
negligible. 

Inaiidregions theashofbiimedhalophytcs 
may contribute to the salinity of soils and 
waters. However, in terms of landscape 
geochemistry itis difficult to say whether this 
is a cause or a consequence of sails' ation 
since halophyics grow as aresultofiruensive 
salinity in their environment. 

In deserts adserni-deseris theinain reser-
voir of saline wafer is the ground water. As a 
result of the geochemical woces.ses described 
above, the bulk of water soluble salts causing 
salinity during inigalion accumulate in the 
ground water. As long as the ground water 
table is deep and the moisture cannot come up 
through capillary flow to the soil pniilc,evcn 
saline ground wterMionotuaIelmIned1ate 
salinization. Butcneeffectofirrigatboo is to 
causethegroundwaterlevel torisesohigh that 
it can reach the surface layers and cause 
saliniialion even where good quality water is 
used toinigate. Unfortunately this simple fact 
is often not taken into account during the 
planning and exploitation of many modem 
irrigation systems. One reason for under-
estimating this hazard is that often the water 
table isatgreatdq'ths(10-20metresbelowthc 
surface) before the coustnictioo of the iniga-
lion system. However, itmustbe remembered 
that it can easily be elevated to 1-2 metres 
below the surface, paniculaily  where the 
age syslem,s are not as efficient as they might 
be. 

It can be concluded that in deserts and 
semi-deserts, with the exception of the few  

places with good natural drainage, the lack 
of artificial drainage leads, sooner or later, 
to secondaiy salinization. I'Icre the term 
secondary .cahnization is used as distinct 
thm pritnary satini.',wion, which develops 
without human interference, and refers to 
salinization that develops as a result of 
human activities, mainly irrigation. 

Other Causes of 
Secondary Salinization 

Improper irrigation and drainage are re-
sponsible f(r more than three quarters of 
sccondary siilinizatiun in arid and semi-arid 
areas. There are also other ways in which 
Marikintl mistreals Nature which also lead 
to the intensification or initiation of desert-
itication. 

The most important are: 
I) Deforestation 

In arid and semi-arid conditions, 
and even somctime,s innon-aridcon-
dilions. intensive delorestation tunis 
a firest into hare land or plantation 
which oI'ten results in changes in the 
water economy of the landscape. It 
results in changes in the flow and 
metabolism of compound.s, particu-
larly of soluble saLts, in soils and 
waters, and often in considcmble 
salt accumulation which is brought 
alxxithy the elevation of the ground 
water Eahic. This can also after 
biological processes in plants and 
soil micro-organisms. For exam-
ple, in the 1970s and SOs in north-
east Thailand large territories were 
salinized even without irrigation 
following deforestation. The cut-
ting olforest is dangerous where the 
hazardofdesertification exists, even 
without salinization, but in many 
cases these pr( are inter-re-
lated. 

2) Overgrazing of pastures is another 
factor which often leads to the in-
tensification of both salinizationand 
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Saline conditzors preen1 bout plirni growth and the biological 	tiit of ?fll&rO- 

organisms, impair the purity ofdrinking waer and pa ralyze the mesaholi;n between the 
compounds ofsoil, atmosphere and Fr,tdro.vphere which would .cupptv the biosphere with 
nutrEents. 

the surface of the land isexposedto 
eflccts initiating and furthering de-
sertification processes. Due to the 
mineralization of organic matter, 
considerable amounts of water solu-
ble saiLs accumulate in soil layers 
and cause salinization in many 
places. The extensive practice of 
utilizing manure for fuel in many 
and and semi-arid countries results 
in the same consequences because 
the burning ofmanurealsoadvcrsely 
changesthebalanceof organic corn- 

poun(hs in the given territory and 
leads 10 the accumulation of waler 
soluhlc salts. 

Salinity hazard 
In order to control the possible hazard of 
sailnization and/or alkalization in irrigated 
areas, or areas to be irrigated, the following 
factors should be studied and determined: 

1) Climatic factors, such as tempera- 
ture, rainfall, humidity, vapour pres- 
sure and evaporation, and their 
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desertification. Again, desert-
ilication caused by overgrazing is 
not always associated with 
salinization but, ma similar way to 
theotherprocesses describedabove, 
interrelation is thxjuent. One result 
of overgrazing is to alterthe original 
balance and metabolism of com-
pounds between the natural plant 
cover and the soil. Salinization of-
ten develops at the same time due to 
the decomposition of organo-min-
eral compounds. This is followed 
by the accumulation of water solu-
ble salts. One further consequence 
of over-grazing is that the ground 
water table often rises and brings 
large quantIties of salts into the soil 
profile. 
Similar problems may arise when 
the type of cultivation is changed. 
For example, by turning natural 
meadows into amble land or utiliz-
ing them for plantation, the water 
and nuttient balance in the soils is 
depleted and initiates a chain reac-
tion of desertilicatlon. In many 
cases, annihilating the natural plant 
coverofpasturesand meadowscon-
tributes to the decomposition of or-
ganic matter in the soil, which again 
furthers the processes of desert-
ilication. Parallel with such proc-
esses theelevati(>nofthemineralized 
ground water table may be another 
source of salt accumulation. 
Depletion of fresh water layers near 
the surface of the soil and their 
replacement with saline ground 
water from deeper layers. This may 
happen through irrigation ((ube 
wells) or by the utilization of fresh 
walerreserves fordiinking, animals, 
house-hold purposes, etc. The ef-
fec of these courses of action is 
adverse in two respects: they result 
in both the salinization of soil and 
water as well as in the promotion of 
de-%ertificatim processes. 
tltilization of wood and shrub re-
serves in and areas for fuel. It is 
well-known that this practice is 
widespread in many dry countries 
of Africa, Asia and Latin America. 
By burning the organic matter of 
plants growing on arid soils, further 
plant development is hindered and 



Salinizatwn of Soil and Water and its Relation to Desertfi cation 

fluctuations and dynamics; 
Geological, geomorphological, 
geochemical, hydrological, hydro-
geological and bydrocliemical fac-
tors, such as: natural drainage, the 
depth and fluctuation of the water 
table, the direction and vetocity of 
horizontal ground water flow, the 
salt contents and composition of the 
ground water, etc; 
Soil factors, such as: soil profile, 
texture, structure, saturated and Un- 

During irrigation, soil and water prop-
erties should be monitored in a systematic 
way in order to record changes, if any, and 
to underlie the need to take precautions. 
Monitoring methods and the timing and 
location of sampling depend upon local 
conditions. 

In order todevelopareliablemethod for 
the prediction of salinization and alkalini-
zation, in the course of making the swvey 
and monitoring the following problems must  

subsequent surveys into maps is not only a 
good way todisplay soil and environmental 
conditions of the imgaled areas, or areas to 
be irrigated, but also to draw up guide lines 
for proper irrigation and land protection. 

The way the monitoring system of irri-
gated areas is elaborated and/or adapted is 
closely related tolocal cutumstanccs. Soils, 
irrigation water and ground water must be 
studied regularly and, whenever discrepait-
cies occur with the predicted salt remine, 

be solved: 	 the necessary measures should be taken 
saturated water conductivity, solu- 	I) The main sources of water soluble either to diminish the acreage orthe inten- 
ble salt contents, salt composition 
and salt profiles, exchangeable cati-
ons, p1-f, etc.; 
Agrotechnical factors, such as: land 
use, crops, cultivation methods, etc.; 
Irrigation practices, such as: the 
amount of irrigation water, the 
method, frequency and intensaty of 
irrigation, salt content and compo-
sition of irrigation waler, natural 
and artilicial drainage, etc. 

Table 5 gives various recommended 
methods for the control of salinity and 
alkalinity in irrigated areas. This table 
shows that predictions of secondary 
salinizatiun and alkalinization of the soils 
to be irrigated should beba.sednna prelimi-
nary survey of the landscape and soils be-
fore the constrtxiionof the irrigation system. 
In this way, it is possible to take the neces-
sary steps for the prevention of adverse 
processes. 

Before construction of 
irrigation system 

During irrigation  

salts (irrigation water, ground wa-
ter, surface waters, deep salty soil 
layers, etc) must be identified. 
The main features of the salt regime 
must be characterized (salt balance) 
and the whole range of natural fac-
tors influencing the saltregime must 
be analyzed. 
The effect of irrigation on the water 

Consequently, an exact salinity and/or 
alkalinity prognosis must be based on the 
evaluation of many natural and human fac-
tors anda thorough knowledge of the exist-
ing soil processes. 

Total saltcontenLsofiriigalion waler 
Sodici(y (Na) of irrigation water 
Alkalinity of irrigation water 
Mg contents of irrigation water 
Boron contents of irrigation water 

Turning the results of preliminary and 

Preliminary survey 

Landscape 

Climate 

Hydrology 

Hydrogeology 

Geomorphology 

Monitoring 

sity of irrigation orto improve the drainage 
of the land. 

Dregne, H.E., 1986. Extension and Distil-
bution of Desertification Processes, in: 
Reclamation of Arid Territories and 
combating Deserljfication.  A com-
prehensive Approach, CIP, Moscow, 
pp. 10-16. 

Szabolcs,1, 1989. Sali -affectedSoiis,CRC 
Press, Inc. Boca Raton, Florida. 

Rnzanov, B.G., 1990. Assessment of glo-
bal desert (tication.  Siatus and Method-
ologies, UNEP, Nairobi. 

planned irrigation 

available irrigation water quantity 
and quality 

ground water depth and quality 

technology of irrigation 

cropping pattern tolerance 

and salt regimes of the soil must be References 
determined. 

Salinity and alkalinity of soil and ground water table 

Chemical composition of ground water 

Chemical composition of irrigation water filtration 

Physical soil properties 

Toxic elements, if any, in soil and water 

Table 5: Methods recommendedfor the control of salinity and alkalinity in irrigated areas 
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Desertification 
Assessment and 
Mapping in the 
PremAral Region 

By G. S. Kust 
Moscow Stale University 
Moscow 

This article is intendedto dentonst rate how 
UNEP 's new definition  of desertficaiion 
can he usedfor mapping purposes, both as 
a basis for assessing desertificazion and 
generafing legends. New approaches to 
desertification assessmentandinapping are 
suggested based on distinguishing between 
factors, agenls, processes, conditions and 
results of desertfication. The main con-
tour-forming featw-es for the purpose of 
mapping are classes, subclasses and types 
of deserttficatwn  which correspond to 
trends, eaents and causes of this phenom-
enon. 

Approach to 
methodology of 
desertification 
assessment and mapping 

A working concept of the methodology for 
desertificalion assessment in the Southern 
andEastemPre-Aral Region (SEPAR) has 
been developed by the Soil Science Faculty 
of Moscow S tate University and was ap-
proved at the technical meeting in Moscow 
in October 1991 at which scientists from 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and 
Karakalpakistan participated. The defini- 

lion of desertification that was adopted by 
UNEPinFebrnary 1990wasatthcbasisof 
this methodology. According tothisdefnil-
lion: Desert ificalion is land degradation in 
arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas 
resulting from adverse human impact. In 
this context land includes soils and local 
water resources, land surface and vegeta-
lion or crops; the temi degradation implies 
reduction of resource potential by one or a 
combination ofprocessesacting on the land 
(including water or wind erosion and sedi-
mentation by these agents, long-term re-
duction in amount and diversity of natural 
vegetation where relevant, and salinization 
and sodication). A careful study of this 
definition will show that it includes several 
methodological aspects that can help in the 
asscssmcnt of overall aspects of desert-
ification. 

In part, this definition implies that arid-
ity (or increasing dryness, which is the 
same as aridization) of climate by itself 
does not lead to desertification. In this 
scn,se desertification conies only when hu-
man inflocnccs provide an opportunity for 
the existing or increasing dryness of macro, 
mezo or microclimate to influence actively 
soils, ground and surface waters, topogra-
phy, vegetation and cause them to steadily 
change. 

In this connection the aridity of climate 
or its aridization must be perceived as the 
major factor (precondition) of desert-
ification. Different kinds of human influ-
ences must then be treated as the direct  

agents of desertificationand - together with 
the physical processes they initiate which 
lead iodcseriific.ation - as causes (orfl'wees) 
of de.sertification. 

Figure 1 shows a first approximation of 
the inter-relation between factors, causes 
and conditions of desertification. As is 
shown, the main constituents of the desert-
ilication phenomenon are: climate - which 
acts both as a cause and result of desert-
ilication, and soil, geotnorphology, biol-
ogy and hydrology, which similarly act as 
conditions and results of desertification. 

The conditional division of the desert-
ification phenomenon into these constitu-
enLs has some advantages. First of all it 
provides a possibility for better prediction 
of desertitication extent, rate and depth. 
Each component of -a desertifying ecosys-
tem (soil, vegetation, dc) can be controlled 
by its specific indicators that pennit desert-
ification to be assessed as a complex series 
of relatively independent phenomena, in-
cluding degradation of soils, vegetation 
and other components. according to differ-
ent trends, extents, rates and depths of the 
degradation of each component. For in-
stance, changes in soils - a more stable 
component - compared with the changes in 
vegetation - a less stable component - pro-
vides the possibility toeslablish thereal rate 
of desertification using only actual indica-
tors rather than monitoring the phenom-
enon. 

The second advantage is the possibility 
to assess the real resource potential of the 
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Human impact 
Agents of 

desertification 

Factors of — 	Processes of 
dose rtiticatlon 	- 	- Conditions of desertification - -. 	desertification 

Aridity and Objects of 	I 	Regulators of 'salinizalion 
aridization of: deserlitication 	desertification • reduction in 

amount or 
• macroclimate, diversity of 
• mezoclimate, SOILS vegetation 
• microclimate • etc... 

LOCAL WATER RESOURCES  
LAND SURFACE 

VEGETATION 
(or crops) 

I / 
/ I 

I 	 I 
I 	 I 
I 	 I 

I I I I i 	i 
I 	 I 

/ 
Results of desertification 

(consequences of actors and factor)  
Changes in the soil Changes in the Changes in the Changes in the 
status status of local water status of vegetation status of land surface 

resources 

• accumulation of • drying of lakes, • reduction of amount • formation of dunes, 
salts, • lowering of the level and diversity • formation of 

• formation of crusts, of groundwaters • xerophytization, takyric surface, 
• degradation of soil (GW), • halophytization etc.. 
structure, • Salinization of • etc... 

• humus reduction, (GW), 
• etc.. - • increase of toxic 

components in 
•soil regimes (GW), 
(soil climates) etc... 

• water and moisture 
regime 

• temperature regime, 
• gas regime, 
• etc... 

> direct effects 
- - - (> indirect effects 

Figure 1: Interrelation offactors, causes, conditions and results of desenficagioz. 
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land according to the quality of each com-
ponent. In the definition no integral param-
eters of the resource potential of the land as 
a whole are defined. But since this term is 
used, we must assess it by assessing the 
status of each component of the laud with 
the help of soil science, botany and hydrol-
ogy methodologies, etc. For instance, in 
soil science there are a number of character-
istics of soil fertility: soil structure, organic 
matter, content and quality of humus, type 
of salinization and total salt content, thick-
ness of humus horizon and others. Biologi-
cal productivity of vegetation can be 
assessed by such characteristics as: total 
biomass, annual increment of the bLomass, 
intensity of the biological turnover, etc. 

The use oIthcse two main sentences of 
the desertification definition as a methodo-
logical basis for desenitication assessment 
and mapping in the Pre-Aral region pro-
vides a possibility to formulate approaches 
for the ways and means that desertification 
is caused in the region and also diagnostics 
and indications of the character (or trends), 
extent (or degree) and depth of desert- 

The challenge for 
desertification 
assessment 
The SEPAR project is a part of the UNEP/ 
USSR project A sssstance for the Prepara-
tion ofthe Plan ofActionforRehahilirazion 
ofr/zeAral Sea. Itsiartedin May 1991 and 
its first objective was to develop a simple 
methodology for desertification assessment 
and mapping in the specific conditions of a 
closed salt lake basin, for the needs of 
medium and large scale cartography. 

The Southern and Eastern Pre-Aral re-
gion is a good choice to deinonsuate the 
methodology since desertificalion assess-
ment in the region calls for a variety of 
factors and conditions tobe taken into con-
SKIC1aIJOn, including: 

1 Desertification affects a vast teni-
tory with diverse soil and vegeta-
tion cover, hydrological and 
geomorphic features. This is one 
reason why desertificalion might be 
caused and intensified by a combi-
nation of factors and proceeds at 
different rates and with different 
extents and depths of impact. The 

main tenitories subject to recent 
intensivc desertification are con-
nected with the presentdclus of the 
Amu-Daiya and Syr-Darya rivers. 

2 historically, the Pre-Aral region has 
been desertified on several occa-
sions before this most recent cycle 
of desertitication began. The most 
extensive territories that were pre-
viously affected by descitification 
are located in the Sarykamysh and 
Akcha-Daiya parts of the Amu-
Darya delta, and also in the dry 
river-bed anddeltaoftheJana-Darya 
river (Figure 2). 

3 Recent desertification affects natu-
ial reserves most of all - the so-
called former "living" deltas of 
Ainu-Darya and Syr-Darya. The 
consequent pmgressofsalinization, 
loss of soil structure and soil 
dehumification bring the risk of 
desertification to the irrigated 
delta lands. It leads to intensive 

development of desertified areas 
where irrigation is stopped or wa-
tering rates are decreased. 

4 Recent desertification in the region 
is caused by different factors. The 
most important are: 

sahinization of river waters, 
which leads toan increase in the 
soluble salts content of soils and 
ground waters of the deka 
the regulation of river flow re-
sulting in lowering of the level 
of the Aral seaand drying of the 
delta lakes, as well as in a short-
age of productive water re-
sources in the delta. This 
eventually leads to overall in-
creased drainage of the tenitory 
as a result of deliberate deepen-
ing of the river-beds and chan-
nels in deltas. 

It is characteristic of recent desert-
ification in "living" deltas that the main 
causes of desertification are located at 
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considerable distances from the desertifying 
areas proper. 

5 Recent desertification in deltas has 
been caused by the domino effect: 
ie, the changes in the water balance 
of deltaic ecosystems initiate a new 
chain of desertification factors for 
the territory. The main factors are: 
sharp changes in the soil salinity 
balance tending towards increased 
salinity. Without regular flooding 
the deltas turn into an area where 
salts accumulate. The soil salinity 
balance is futher increased by the 
aeolian salt transfer from the drying 
AraJ Sea bottom. The drying and 
salinization of the territories conse-
quently leads to the reduced resist-
ance of the ecosystems to human 
impact - such as the periodical de-
crease of biomass due to woodcut-
ting and grazing. This triggers off 
the pastoral digression and the (op-
soil is destroyed. It encourages fur-
ther development of aeclian 
processes on sandy and light-loamy 
sediments of deltas. The rate of 
deflation sharply increases. It is 
more evident if human pressure on 
the landscape continues at a con-
stant level without taking into ac-
count decreases in stability of the 
ecosystem caused byde.seriification. 

6 All the landscape components -soils, 
ground waters, hiota, topography - 
are involved in the desertification 
process in the le-Ara1 region, par-
ticularly in the deltas. Due to the 
fragility of and ecosystems, factors 
which lead to decreased resistance 
of any of these components to hu-
man pressure lead to degradation of 
delta ecosystems as a whole. 

7 A unique form of desertification 
takesplaceon young, newly fonned 
swfaces of the postaqtiaticdry lands 
of the Aral Sea. 

Recent enviromnental 
changes in the Pre-Aral 
Region 
The AraJ Sea level has dropped from the 
absolute elevation of 53 metres in 1960 to 
30metresin 1991. Theareaofthescahas 
decreased from 68,000 to 37,000 kmz  and 

the volume is down from 1,090 to 340ki&. 
The sea water salinity has increased from 
10 to 30g/l. Total inflow into theAral Sea 
decreased from 40 km 3  in 1960 to 0 in the 
1980s andslighdy increased in thepast few 
years up to I0km3 m 1987-1991. 

Since 1960, the input of soluble salts to 
the Amu-Darya delta has increased from 
2.8 to 5.3 million tonnesper year. The input 
offcrtilewaterbornesiltdecreased from 12 
to 0.4 million t/ycar. Large areas of un-
gated lands are subject to secondary 
salinization due to the rise in the ground 
water table. Mineralization increased, on 
average, from 1-3 to 10 g/l. At the same 
time, the ground water table has dropped 
from 1-2 metres to 3-5 metres and, in non-
irrigated areas, up to 30 metres deep. The 
mineralization of the ground water varies 
widely from 2 to 57 g/l. Mineralization of 
the Amu-l)arya river increased from 0.3-
03 g/l to 1-1.4 g/l and, in the channels, up 
to 24.4 gIl with SO, Cl - and Na ions most 
prevalent. Theareaofwatersurfacesin the 
region has decreased from 45 to 3% of the 
total delta area. Meadow and bog-meadow 
alluvial soils, which had previously occu-
pied about40% of the tenitory, have almost 
disappeared from the soil cover. Reeds 
which used to occupy an area of 220,0(X) 
hectares and tree-shrub valley törests have 
been replaced by halophyte and xerophyce 
shrub communities; ephemers are spread-
ing widely. biological productivity of the 
hydrophytic delta communities has de-
creased by more than 5(X) per cent. 

The ecological situation in the S yr-
Darya delta is very similar. 600 hectares of 
bog and meadow-bog soils forming a strip 
25 to 100 metres wide along the river-bed 
have undergone excessive drainage and 
degradation. Around 13 to 27 lonnes per 
hectare of organic matter was lost from 
meadow soils; in bog soils, the loss was 
around 30 to 35 tonnes per hectare. The 
area of fishable lakes decreased from 1,600 
to 250 km2  The area of reed growths 
decreased from 170,000 to 20,000hectares. 
The level of ground water has lowered and 
us mineralization has increased. 

Causes of Desertification 
As was mentioned above, the main causes 
of the environmental changes in the present 
deltas of Amu-Darya and Syr-Darya are: 

1 salinization of river waters as a 

result of drainage waters coming 
from irrigation systems in the upper 
and middle reaches of the rivers; 

2 overuse of river flow upstream that 
leads to a lack of available water 
resources in deltas. These regional 
causes initiate or enhance a number 
of local processes ofdesertitication. 

In general, most of the deltaic processes 
have a physical character and, as a rule, 
have always taken place as a result of the 
surface-forming processes. The first of 
these processes is the drying and salinization 
of land attached to the dying water chan-
nels. This leads to a decrease in the area of 
hydromorphic soils and LU the 
xerophycization of the vegetation. In turn, 
periodic or sporadic floods and migration 
of river beds and water channels lead to the 
perkxlical renewal of the cycles of land-
scape evolution and provide for a continu-
ally shifting pattern in the dynamic 
equilibriurn of the terntory. 

However, nowadays these processes 
take place almost everywhere and are not 
intemipted by alluviation and flooding. The 
result of reduced moisture is that the dy-
namic equilibrium isdisnipted so that arid-
ity is increasedwhich leads todeseililication. 

As these processes become more in-
tense, desertification sometimes leads to 
changes in other processes that are charac-
teristic of normal delta ecosystems, and 
even leads to some of the steps in ecological 
transfonnation being missed out altogether. 
For instance, Popov eta!, 1985, pointed out 
that alluvial soils no longer play a part in the 
chain of evolution. They also pointed out 
that there are no transitions between 
bydromorphic meadow and bog soils which 
usually occur under "normal" conditions. 

l3esides the usual processes that used to 
lake place in deltaic territories in the past, 
recent humnan impact in the region can also 
induce new processes which may have a 
regional or even global character. One 
example is acolian salt and dust transporta-
tion from the dried bottom of the Aral Sea. 

The initiation of regional and local proc-
esses of desertitication also leads to a re-
duction in the ddtaic ecosystem's resistance 
to the influence of local agents of 
desertilicatiun, which would not have had 
disastrous consequences if the ecosystem 
had greater natural resistance. 

So, we must divide the causes of recent 
desertification in the Pre-Aral region into 
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distinctgroups: first, thebumanageutsand 
physical processes of desertification; sec-
ond, the basin, regional and local causes of 
deserufication: third, the main and imtiated 
causes of desertification. 

Methods of generating 
map legends 

The causes of desertification are closely 
linked to the character (or trends) of this 
phenomenon. Bearing in mind the variety 
ofintennediate forms of desertification tak-
ing place on different types of territories, 
we may clearly distinguish two main direc-
tions of desertification in the Pre-Aral re-
gion: 

1 formation of abiolic landscapes 
(badlands) represented by shifting 
sediments of coarse texture and sa-
line lands without vegetation; and 

2 formation of desert ecosystems with 
a deep level of ground waters. This 
is shown by the sandy deseit.s with 
fixed sands and also xerophytic 
semi-shrubs on grey-brown desert 
soils. 

An intermediate position is occu pied by 
zakvrs which have no higher vegetation but 
only algae crusts on the land surface. 

To diagnose these directions, first the 
main processes or combinations of proc-
esses which lead to the formation of bio-
genic landscapes of desert character (desert 
ecosystems) or to the formation of able tic 
landscapes must be identified. We named 
these main processes the trends of desert-
ificalion. For the purpose of mapping, the 
trends of desertilication coiTespond to 
classes of desertiflcauon. Subclasses are 
characterized by the exteut(degmc)of each 
trend of desertification. For example, if the 
desertificalion class is takyrization then the 
extent of desertilicalion expressed in terms 
of slight, ma de rate or severe shoutd reflect 
how similar the observed landscape is to 
that of a takyr. The same applies to 
sahriization and other desertification classes 

It is useful to establish the evotutional 
chains of various landscape components as 
they become more desertified as a basis for 
choosing indicators to assess the extent of 
desertification. For example, one of the 
possible evolutional soil chains in the class 
ofta.&yrizationcouldbeas follows: bog and 
meadow-bog soils - residual bog - takyric  

residual - takyr residual bog - takyrlike soil 
- takyr. 

Evolutional chains may differ accord-
ing to the initial state of the soils being 
transformed (ie, bog, meadow or meadow 
valley forest), or according to the simulta-
neous flow of several trends of desert-
ification. However, in spite of the wide 
range of all possible evolulional chains, 
they may be described by constructing the 
facette matrix legend, taking into consid-
eration all possible trends and extents of 
deseilification. 

Similar evolution chains, which should 
likewise be reflected in the matrix legend 
for a map of the status of desertification, 
may also be created for vegetation, ground 
waters and topography. For example, the 
evolution of the Amu-Darya delta vegeta-
tion falls into the following pattern: 
hygrophytes-hydrophytcs - mezophytes-
(halophyles) - xerophytcs. Topography 
transformations due to desertilication gem-
emily follow the same order: initial forms 
of delta micro- and mezo-reliel (natural 
levees, depressions and channels) - new 
forms of nano- and micro-relief (land sub-
sidence deflation hollows) and gradual 
smootheningof initial forms- growth of the 
new forms of nano- and micro-relief, disap-
pearance of initial forms of nab- and ml-
cm-relief- fonnationofnew forms ofdesert 
micro- and meso-relief (small dunes, defla-
tion mounds), beginning of levelling of 
deltamezo-relief forms - formation of desert 
mezo-relief (sand dunes, big deflation 
mounds), vanishing of delta micro- and 
mezo-reliel. 

The extent of deserufication can also be 
estimated with the help of so called territo-
rial indeces and, first of all, soil and vegeta-
tion indeces. For example. it was shown 
that different stages of deseniflcation are 
characterized by the changes in the diver-
sity of soils. So, if a sharp increase in soil 
diversity takcsplaceduring the initial stages 
of the desertification of delta territories, 
along with the reaching of the equilibrium 
with the and climate the gradual homogeni-
zation of the soil cover can be observed. 

The types of desertification refiectedon 
the map of the present status of desert-
ification are characterized by the main 
causes of ecosystem transformation (low -
ering of ground walef table, increase in the 
mineralization of ground water, deflation, 
pastoral digression, etc.). 

Supplementary map contour-forming 
features (for example, rate and depth of 
desertification impact), used in environ-
mental prognosis, may be reflected on the 
same map or on a special supplementary 
map. The rate of desertilication may be 
estimated either directly - on the ba.sLs of 
dynamic annual observations of the state of 
dcscrtifying ecosystems, or indirectly - by 
comparing the similarities or disparities 
between the evolution of different land-
scapes components. These components 
differ in how long they take to form. For 
example, the appearance of dominant 
xerophyticplant communhtieson lands with 
residual-bog or residual-meadow soils in-
dicatesahigh rate of desertification in these 
territories. Soils have not had enough time 
to be transformed to the state of those in 
desert-like ecosystem.s, but features of veg-
etation indicate these changes. The depth (?1 
desertification means the ratio of reversible 
and irreversible changes of landscape com-
ponents. For instance, deep desertification 
can be characterized by changes in soils 
such as transformation of mineralogical 
composition, soil density, texture, etc. 

For the purpose of mapping it as pro-
posed to divide the whole Pre-Aral region 
into five types of territory, according to 
different aspccLs of desertification: 

I the present Amu-Darya and Syr-
Darya deltas which were subject to 
reccnt intensive deserutication; 

2 thedryAralSeabcdwhichiswhere 
natural, desert-type complexes are 
forming; 

3 the ancienuleltas and irrigated lands 
which were desertified at difl'erent 
time periods; 

4 the present deserts which have not 
been subject to the addition ofmois-
tore, flooding or irrigation in the 
historical past; 

5 the irrigated lands with various risks 
of deserlification. 

It is suggested that within these five 
types of landscapes, areas with similar spec-
tral and structural features as revealed by 
remote sensing data (phutotone, stRicture 
and texture of images) can be indentified. 
Experience shows that the identified 
boundaries correspond in general with the 
main elements of desert and delta topogra-
phy (depending on the type of mapped 
territory).The leading role of topography in 
moisture redistribution, which influences 
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soil and vegetation cover formation, is stipu-
lated. The identified area boundaries should 
be verified on the basis of their comparison 
with the existing landscape, soil and other 
maps and should also be supported by field 
studies of key plots. 

For each of the five types of territory it 
is proposed to develop a separate legend 
which includes all the relevant contour-
fomung features. From ourpointof view, 
the legend should be based on sufficient 
and supplementary criteria for each of the 
five territones. The number of characteris-
tics must reflect the present state of desert-
ification and the way the causes are 
diagnosed must take into account specific 
properties of the individual landscapes. The  

more criteria taken into account, the more 
accurate the prognosis will be. 

These main methndological principles 
behind deseiiiiication asscsent, mapping 
and legend gerkaaLiou may, to aceilain extent. 
be  used to create a single legend for all types 
of tenitoty, but they should be modified ac-
cording to specific local features. For exam-
ple, for the territories 3 and4describedabove, 
it is useful to pay special attention to the 
transformation of landscapes from biogenic 
into abiotic, and also to the depth of these 
lranskxrnalions. For the 3rd cenitosy it is also 
useful to consider the amount of time passed 
since deseitificanon began. Tenitosy 5 calLs 
fortheiisk-fonningparamelers to be carefully 
observed, along with their inter-relations, and  

possible ways totranskwm land ixnderaltcrna-
live land-use systems. 
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES IN AFRICA 

African Deserts and 
Arid Lands Conunittee 
(ADALCO) 

hitergovernxnental Authority on Drought underlined the need to exchange experi-
and Desertification (IGADD). I-Ic also ence in this field. 

The fifth meeting of the African [se1ts and 
Arid Lands Committee (ADALCO) took  
place in Harare, Zimbabwe. from 25-27 
November 1992. The meeting was attended 
by ADALCO focal points from BoLwana. 
Central African Republic, Chai, Ghana, 
Guinea, Mauritania, Sudan, Swaziland, 
Tanzania and Zimbabwe. Representatives 
from UNEP, UN Dcvelonent Programme, 
UN Economic Commission for Aibca, UN 
Food and Agnculwre Organization and the 
Organization of African Unity were also 
presenL 

The meeting was operied by the Honour-
able Ms Fay Chung, Acting Mimer for the 
Envuuninent andTourismofzirnbabwe. She 
described the elfoils mndc in Zimbabwe to 
coinbughtanddesertificalionandstressrtl 
that despite the amount of financial resources 
allocated to deseiliflealion control in Africa, 
and no matter how much financial suppoit 
was foilhcoming from the international corn-
munity, without national and regional corn-
initment to solve the problem, the situation 
was liable to delerkrale. 

The FAO representative described the 
efforts mnde by FAO and trnderlaJren jointly 
with other organizations to combat desert-
itication. 

The UNEP representative highlighted 
the progress achieved in ADALCO pro-
grarnmes related to the North Saharan Green 
Belt, the South Saharan Zone, the Nubian 
Sandstone Aquifer, the Central African 
Republic and the Southern African sub-
region, as well as cooperation with the  

described the activities proposed for 1992-
1993. 

Transnational Green Belt 
Project in North Africa 
Both UNEP and ADALCO are assisting in 
implementing this. ADALCO felt that it 
was necessary to establish a green belt 
south of the Sahara; long discussions have 
already been held with Japan regarding 
this. 

'Be focal points emphasized the need to 
wOtk closely with the Southern African 
Desertification Control Committee 
(SADCC) on implementing asimilarproject 
in the Kalahari-Namib area They stressed 
that exchange of experience could prove 
very useful and considered that the Green 
Belt Project should establish a stronger 
institutional structure. 

Central African Republic 
The representative of the Central African 
Republic described the progress achieved 
in the Plan of Action forCombating Desert-
ification in his country. It was proposed 
that ADALC() should recommend that a 
meeting of experts be held to transform the 
programme into projects to combat 
savanizationandsahelizalion in the Central 
Africa Sub-region. 

The fbcai points then discussed the cr1-
lena for environmental monitoring and 

Nubian Sandstone Aquifer 
for Combating 
Desertification (Sudan) 
The Sudanese focal point highlighted the 
mainelemenLs of the three projects aimed at 
halting desertification and promoting food 
and energy production by using the Nuhian 
Sandstone Aquifer. 

AI)ALCO members drew attention to 
the need to seek Financing to implement the 
projects. 

B otswana 
The Botswanarepreseiitativedescdbcd the 
four pilot areas and activities carried out in 
his country. Preparations are being made to 
formulate an organizational structure for 
implementing these activities, comprising 
a task force of government agencies cur-
renuiy implementing land resources man-
agement and environmental protection 
programmes. 

It was suggested that some of the Kala-
hari-Narnib project's components could be 
integrated in national plans but there is a 
problem with funding. 

Guinea 
The representative of Guinea described the 
currentenviroiuncntal situation in his coun- 
uy and drew auen lion to the consequences 
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Funding 
One of the major constraints to implement-
ing formulated ADALCO projects is the 
lack of available funds. The tcal points 
strongly recommended that the ADALCO 
Secretariat and other UN agendes be in-
volved in the procurement of funds for the 
implementation of anti-desertification 
projects and activities. It was agreed that 
the search for financing to implement 
projects already submitted should continue 
and that ADALCO should keep those 
projects under consideration. ADALCO 

focal points agreed that it would be usdiil to 
compile an inventory of all ADALCO 
projects needing financing. It was proposed 
that ADALCO should transmit to the joint 
ECA/OAU/UNEPIAfrican Development 
Bank (ADB) Secretariat a recommenda-
tion that the projecLs should be included in 
the overall programme for Africa. It was 
also proposed that a new fund should be set 
up and administered by ADB within the 
framework of the common African posi-
tion at the UN Conference on the Environ-
mentandDeveloprnent(cobe held in June 
1992 in Brazil). 

Regional Actit•ities in Africu 

that environmental degradation might have 
on neighbouring countries. He enumerated 
the efforts made to combat land degrada-
tion, which involved local populations and 
organizations as well as the international 
community. 

Ghana 
The representative of Ghana described the 
various activities undertaken to Combat 
desertification as well as the existing 
national machinery for the sustainable use 
of land and water resources and their 
conservation. He emphasized the impor-
tance of participation by the local cominu-
nity in programmes aimed at combating 
desertification, 

Swaziland 
The representative of Swaziland reported 
that a programme for the rehabilitation of 
earth dams had been initiated with assist-
ance from the European Economic Com-
munity andanetwodc tomeasure soilero.sion 
and to undertake soil erosion hazard map-
ping had been established within the frame-
work of SADCC. 

Tanzania 
The Tanzanian representative said that his 
country had drawn up a comprehensive 
desertificatiori control programme but had 
unfortunately not been able to obtain the 
necessaiy financing. He proposed that on-
going projects with a strong bcaiirrg on 
desertilication control be incorporated us-
der ADALCO activities in respective coun-
tries and serve as pilot projects and stock 
raising projects. 

Regional activities 
At the regional level,UNEP/ADALCOtra.s 
assisted SADCC member countries to for-
mulate the Kalahari-Namib plan of action. 
It was proposed that machinery should be 
established to promote harmonious coop-
eration between ADALCO and SADCC's 
Environment and Land Management Unit 
and that serious consideration should be 
given to the possibility of establishing an 
organization for the Kalahaji-Nainib desert, 
perhaps making use of an existing organi-
zttion such as the UN Sudano-Sahelian 
Office. The focal points requested that both 
SADCC and the ADALCO Secretariat ap-
proach UNSO to examine this possibility. 

A 
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The focal points also appealed to all 
countries and organizations to make in-
creased efforts to obtain funds. 

Follow-up Activities of 
ADALCO 
African countries were urged to submit 
trnational rather than national projects 
since the former are more likely to receive 
financing from the international 
community. 

It was recommended that the following 
new projects should be accepted by 
ADALCO and the necessary funds sought 
for their implementation: 

* one project in the Central African 
Republic (adopted at the third meet-
ing); 

* five projects submitted by Egypt 
(adopted at the fourth meeting); 

* three projects submitted by Sudan 
(adopted at the fifth meeting); 

* one project on the Kalahari-Namib 
desert (considered as approved at 
the fifth meeting); 

Support was alsoexpressed for the con-
tinuation of the project on the integrated 
managementandrehabiitationofthe Fonta-
II)jailon Massif. 

It was recommended that important 
documents that could be useful to certaiii 
countries should be translated either by the 
ADALCO Secretariat or by the African 
countries themselves. 

The Committee drew attention to the 
need to harmonize relations among 
ADALCO, the Aflican Ministerial Confer-
ence on the Environment and UNEP's Re-
gional Office for Africa. The need for 
ADALCO to keep abreastof developments 
in desenification control in Aizica was also 
stressed. 

-'-: 	 - 	 - 

Wind erosion in Sudan. The wind whips up the top layer ofsoilanddeposirs it elsewhere, 
where ii may cause rivers to silt up or encroach on human SettlefllelUS. Photo: T. 
Darn hafer 
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DesertWication Control in 
Asia and the Pacific 
(DESCONAP) 

The UN's Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and the Pactfic 
(ESCAP) is the first regional 
conunmission to use a "networking' 
approach to combat desertification, 

UNEP cooperates closely with 
ESCAP to realize DESCONAP Network 
programmes, particularly in the 
following three main areas: 

(a) Assessment of the current slams of 
desert ijication 

(Ii) Training and education 
(c) Assistance to developing countries 

in preparing National Plan of 
Action to Co'nbat Deserlification. 

Landdcgradation/dcsertification continues 
to be a major env ironmen tal problem in the 
A.sialPacificregion. Desertification in Asia 
is extensive in rainfed croplarids, iirigated 
lands and rangelands, affecting about 1,341 
million hectares with a population of about 
150 million. 

The Third Regional Consultative Mcct-
ing and Tripartite Review Meeting of the 
ESCAP/UNEP Project on Strengthening 
of the Regional Network of Research and 
Training Centres on Desertification Con-
trol in Asia and the Pacific (DESCONAP) 
was held from 5-7 Febrnaiy 1992 inPhuket, 
Thailand. 

The aim of the meetings was to bring 
together senior network focal points, non-
governmental organizations and interna-
tional organizations to review progess to 
date and to draw up a blueprint for the 

DESCONAP network to the end of the 
century. 

The regional meeting was attended by 
representatives from DESCONAP focal 
points in Afghanistan, Australia, Bangla-
desh, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mon-
golia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Russian 
Federation, Thailand and VietNam. Non-
governmental organizations were repre-
seated by the Society for Promotion of 
Wastelands Development (SPD), India; 
Worklview International Foundation (WIF, 
Sri Lanka). International organizations 
present include the Centre for International 
Projects (CIP) from Moscow, UN Devel-
opment Programme, the South Asia Coop-
erative Environment Programme(SACEP) 
and UNEP. 

The meeting noted that two phases of 
the DESCONAP project have been satis-
factorily implemented. The focal points 
emphasized that the project has provided 
beneficial inputs to the work on 
desertiticalion control in Asia and the Pa-
cilic. 

Froiri a regional perspective, the con-
straint on funds and the diversity of land 
degradation problems liavemeant thatmany 
Pacific countries have not been able to 
participate in most of the project's aclivi-
ties. Most of the group of countries repre-
senting the humid and sub-humid regions 
felt that the DESCONAP activities were 
tailored more towards the and and semi-
arid zones. Because of this, the first re-
gional meeting of the Consultative Group  

held in ChiangMai in September 1988, had 
recommended that DESCONAPdividc into 
two groups, namely PROJECT ARID (At'-
ghanistan, India, Iran, Mongolia and Paid-
stan) and PROJECT SUB-HUMID 
(Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, the Philip-
pines, Thailand and VietNam). 

A series of activities undertaken for the 
humid and sub-humid countries such as soil 
conservation, Land use, deforestation, af-
forestation, social lbresLry, involvement of 
NGO/media and gmssroot level organiza-
tions in dcscrtification control were well 
received. Similarly, seminars/workshops on 
sand dune stabilization, wind erosion con-
trol, range management and desertificalion 
mapping and assessment also proved to be 
beneficial to participating governments. 

The meeting noted that an institutional 
framework and strategy for the Network 
should be developed. Future programmes 
should have a clear management plan and 
monitoring arrangements, tightly wniten 
objectives and be adequately directed to 
attain these. 

The various local points provided an 
updated status of desertificatiun/land deg-
radation and us control activities in their 
respective countries. They also provided 
suggestions and comments with regard to 
their involvement in past activities of 
DESCONAP and new directions for future 
DESCONAP programmes. The meeting 
adopted the Plan of Action on Desertification 
Control in Asia and the Pacific to the year 
2000 as one of the long-term objectives of 
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the DESCONAPNeLwoiI, On the basis of 
the Action Plan, the DESCONAP short-
term programme for 1992/93 was also con-
sidered. 

The Regional Consultative Meeting 
expressed its appreciation to IJNEP/DC-
PAC for the financial support provided so 
far to strengthen the Regional Network of 
Research and Training Centres. 

The national focal pointsexprcssed their 
willingness to support joint UNEPIUNDP/ 
DESCONAP activities in 1992-93 which 
are mainly related to: 

• assessment, monitoring and 
mapping of deserufication; 

• training and manpower develop-
ment on desertilication control 
Iechnoogy; 

• involvement of NGOs, women's 
groups and media in the network 
activities; 

• promotion of technical cooperation 
among member countries of 
DESCONAPand UNccganizations; 

• assistance in preparation of 
NPACDs. 

In order to meet the objectives of the 
DESCONAP umbrella programme, the 
governments participating in the 
DES CONAP Network should also provide 
the necessary financial resources toimple-
meni this programme. Stronger linkages 
between research and training institutions 
of government and non-govcniincntal or-
ganizations, women's groijrand iic II1L -

dia should be built up. 
Furthermore, in addressing lrnd dceoi-

dationldescrtiflcaiion problems, it is im-
perative to promote awareness and to 
involve grassrooLs populations. Toachieve 
this, it is important that NGOs, including 
women's groups, media and other relevant 
organizations participate with vigor and 
conimitmentso Lhatpcuplc at all levels can 
be reached. 

The regional network ofresearch andtrair - 
ing centres on deserlificwion control in 
Asia and the Pacific (DESCONAP) was 
established by ES CAP and the UN Dew!-
opment Programme in response to deci-
sions of UNEP Governing Council in 
October 1985 and of the 43rd session of 
ESCAP in 1987. 

- -. .- - 

Participants at the Tripartite Review Meeting ofESCAPIUNEP Project on Strengthening 
of the RegionulNetwork ofResearch and Training Centres on Desert jfica!ion Co nirol in 
Asia and the Pacific. 
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NEWS OF INTEREST 

Ilves and Forests in the MiaWement 
of Rural Areas in the West Aftican 
Sahel.0 Farmer Nlanaged Nahwal 
Regeneration 

By Geoige F. Taylor II 
Chiej Agricultural Development Office and 

Ban-y C. Rwids 
Natural Resources Management Specialist 
(IS Agency for bueniational Deve1oprwiu, 
tIP 11201 Niame', Niger 

SununaryfResume: 
Rumegednatumlregeneniion(Hv1NR) 
is an agiofontiy practice involving the man-
aged natural regeneration of ligneous plant 
species by farmers in their fictds. FMNR has 
been included in sever-al recent projects in 
south-central Niger. The experience of one 
such project is described here. A r&tge of 
management options are noted aixl reasons 
for acceptance of FMNR outhned, including: 
it is simple, inexpensive, produces relatively 
short-tenn benefits, requires only aminiinum 
of erxnmtmity organization, and there has 
been effective extension and appropriate gov-
eminent support. 

134NR requires no nuneries, no vehicles 
and no special tools. TM basic techniques am 
easily understtxxlandarebusedon indigenous 
knowledge of agricultural and silvicultural 
practices. Although mastering FMNR tech-
niques does require intuitive and practical 
skills, these can be learned by experience and 
through tralitional channels of irifonnation  

exchange, such as from farmer to tiumer. 
Because costly inputs are not required, the 
projects can easily be replicated and their 
sustainahility Lsviflnally assured. 

FMNR must be supported by efforts to 
remove disincentives and to build the precon-
ditions necessary fur successful private initia-
tive in local level natural resources 
managerneni The authtws condude that 
FMNR is a viable, local-level natural re-
sources management technique with signifi-
cantpotential both in Ngerand,moretxdly, 
t.ms the West African Sahel. 

Local-level Foresiry and 
Natural Resources 
Management 
Over the last lew years a lot of aucntion has 
been focused on local level forestry and natu-
ral resources managemere initiatives in the 
West African Sahel in an effort to Lmderstand 
why certain initiatives have been successful 
and others have not (Shaikh et a!, 1989; 
Rochette, 1989; Kcrkhof, 1990). Several of 
these reviews served as background material 
for the C ILSSIClubdu Sahel Segon Regional 
Encounter on Local-level Natural Resource 
Management (ay 1989) which outlined 
imlxltint,  general guiding principles and hi-
ture dituctions f( - r natural resources manage-
ment in the Sahel (C[LSS/Cluh 1990, Shaikh 
1989). One type of initiative not included in 
these studies is fuimer managed natural 
regeneration. 

Fanner Managed Natural 
Regeneration (ITvINR) 
Fanntnnanaged natural ntgcnenition(FMNR) 
is an agrotbnrstiy practice which calLs on 
farmers to manage the natural regeneration of 
ligneous plant species in their fields (Rands 
and Rinaudo, 1990). HviNR has been in-
cluded as a central component of several 
recent pni!jeCLs  in south-central Miger and the 
protection and management of natural regen-
eration is an increasingly important theme in 
mial forestry extension (CARE, 1989). Key 
species which farmers are choosing to regen-
erate include Acacia albida, Bauhinia 
reticubita(Piliostigma reticulalum, Guiera 
senegaiLen.ris, Cothretwng!utinosuin, Alhizjja 
chevalieri, Annona senegaiensi.c, Prosopi.c 

fricana, 7.rzipIwS mauratwtia and Bajai(es 
aegyptwca. 

But is farmer managed natural regenera-
tion something new? Fanned prirkiand is an 
important traditional production system across 
considerable areas of West Ahica (Pélissier, 
1966; Pullan 1974; PtSissier, 1980). Acacia 
aihida (Cino), Butyrospermumparkii (Kanite) 
and Parkia biglobosa (Nere) are the main 
species generally associated with these 
pruiclands. Effists toaeate,orrecreate, fanned 
parkiand have been undertaken in various 
parts of the Sahel. In Niger, these efforts have 
focussed on Acacia alhidà and have included 
important tree planting elements in addition to 
the protection ofnatuialregeneration, Where 
these efforts include the active pailic-ipolion of 
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tanners in the selection and management of 
the natural regeneration they constitute a spe-
cialized and important example of fanner 
managed natural regeneration. Cursory ex-
amination reveals significant areas of young 
Acacia albkla regeneration in several areas of 
Niger, including the area south of 7iridcr that 
had been extensively cleared for groundnut 
pnxhiction during the colonial and early post-
colonial periods. 

The significance of the cases of fanner 
managed natural regeneration rerxrted  here is 
that they are using species that are not trail-
lionally considered fanned parkland species 
and the natural regeneration is being protected 
and managed in diierand more marginal areas 
than those inwhich faimedxirklandisgener -
ally found. Moreover, although tree planting 
was tried in the early stages of the joint Evan-
gelical Church of Niger (EERN)/Sudan Inte-
riorMission (SIM) prnjectdesciihed below, it 
was deemed to be slow and impractical. Now 
natural regeneration is the pretëmsi tech-
mquc. These cases also provide clear cvi-
denceof the failure of an earlier generation of 
agricultural development "productivity 
pnjects" which insisted that fann remove 
ligneou.s vegetation [rum liekLs so as to elimi-
nate competition and allow törplougliing and 
the other elements of so-called "improved" 
a oduc packages which proved 
unsuited to local conditions (Koelin 1988; 
Pouliri 1988). Rather than "clean fiekis" 
tiinners are now choosing "dilly fields" as a 
preferred method of vegetation managtmcnt. 

Rands and Rinaudo have desciibed the 
experience of the EERN/SIM project which 
pioneered farmer managed natural regenera-
tion north of Marali in central Niger (Rands 
and Rinaudo, 1990). Their findings note a 
range of management options and several key 
reasons why the practice of FMNR gained 
such widespread acceptance. 

Management Options 
A detailed survey of the species being regen-
crated and the management techniques being 
used in the EERN/SIM project has not yet 
been carried out. llowever, a striking !èature 
of initial visits to fanners' fields is both the 
range of species being allowed to regenerate 
and thevariety of management options being 
pursued. For example, one fanner has fore-
gone the traditional cultivation of millet and 
devoted an entire field to wood production 
with sesame as a secondary Crop. His trees are 

well cared for and densely spaced Most 
tanners are cager to prime as early as possible 
so as to have the benefits of firewood or 
construction ITiaterials. Others leave the prun-
ing until well into the growing season so that 
the trees and hushes will have the greatest 
positive impact in protecting young mifiet 
plants. Some farmers only prune trees, others 
have harvested whole trees and then tended 
the coppice sprouts. 

One important potential constraint to 
FMNR is government regulations that require 
formal approval by government foresters be-
fore trees can be cut Although these regula-
tions have not yet been changed, an 
understanding has been rehed between 
farmersandlocal forestiyagentswhich allows 
tanners to prune tree.s that they have managed 
while permission is sought before whole trees 
are harvested. 

As a result of the EERN/SIM pr*ct  it is 
estimated that over a million trees are now 
growing where previously they would have 
been desuyed by tanners "cleaning" their 
fields. 

Reasons for Acceptance 
There are avaiiety of reasons why the praiice 
of allowing natural regeneration of titcs in 
fanners' fields has gained such widespread 
acceptance in the prqjecl zone. Among the 
most significani 

H4NRpro'idesze1atively quidc short-
term benefits. Tree planting pro-
grainmes are hampered by the !at 
that retum.s are often five to ten or 
more yearsdown the raid. Mostoithe 
farmers practicing FMNR in the 
EERN/SIM project zone art reaping 
significant benefits after only 2 to 3 
years. Many [aimers claim that the 
wood they get from pruning is suffi-
cient for household needs for fuel and 
constniction wood. They also recog-
nize the potential benefits for increas-
ing sustainable crop yields. Eannem 
Lite the lowering of wind velocities, 
increased organic matter through leaf 
fall, and decreased soil temperatures 
asafewofthepositiveimpactsofthis 
practice. Recent research at the Inter -
national Ciops Research Institute for 
Uti-AiidTmpiesSahelianCenter 
confirms the fundamental iniponiance 
ofdecreasedsoiltemperaturetOrplant 
establishment (Williams, 1990). The 

rapid realization of these benefits is 
the chief selling point for FMNR. 
Getting stazied in FMNR is simple: 
The basic techniques of FMNR are 
based on iixligenous knowledge of 
agricultural arid silvicultural practices. 
Consequently they are easily under-
stood and information aixiut FMNR 
can be passed thxn farmer to farmer. 
Although mastering FMNR does re-
quire intuitiveandpracticalskilLs, these 
can be learned by experience and 
through traditional channels of 
information exchange. 
FMNR is cheap: FMNR kxs not 
require the nurseries, vehicles, special 
tooLsorsuppkinentaiy watering meth-
ods needed in many other tree plant-
ing programmes. Because costly 
inputs are not required, FMNR can 
easily be copied and introduced else-
where and sustainability is virtually 
assured. 
FMNR requires only a minitnuin of 
community organization: Because 
FMNR is practiced by famiers on 
their O%%1I fields, success does not de-
pend to any large extent on coopera-
tion with others, unlike natural forest 
management or other local land use 
management (anenagenenz or 
gestion du rermir) initiatives. I low-
ever, theentire community must agree 
to respect the right of individual farm-
ers to gain the benefit of their [MNR 
efforts. 
Effective extension and appropriate 
Government support: In both the 
EERN/SITM and CARE projects, ex-
tension agents have been hired from 
the local population and so relate to 
farmers as their peers rather than as 
experts. Key individuaLs in EERN 
and SIM have been particularly im-
portant in tirstrielining projectojcc-
tives and then getting the me&'age 
across to the people they woric with. 
At the same time, local authorities and 
technical agents have provided im-
portant back-up support by not en-
forcing archaic forestiy regulations 
and by prosecuting outsiders who 
"poach" wood from private fields. In 
addition, FMNR has been supported 
through radio broadcasts and a system 
of prizes. One farmer who allowed 
over 2000 tines to regenerate on his 
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farmland received a prize from the 
local agricuhure departmeiit in the 
caily stages oldie programme, which 
both raised the pmfile of and the es-
teem for FMNR. 

The Significance of 
Fanner Managed Natural 
Regeneration 
The rapid acceptance and spread of fanner 
managednamegetionclesciibedabove 
represents a new type of viable, local-level, 
natural resourues management initiative with 
significant potential both in Niger and more 
Iickily across the West African Sahel. 

FMNR addresses several of the basic 
issues noted earlier (Taylor and Souinare, 
1984) as a key to the future of rural forestiy 
programmes in the Saud. These include: 
haniessing npses(poriiculariynatn-
ml regeneration) as well as social processes 
(the desires of kl populations), developing 
programmes that move beyond tree planting 
to active management and utilization, devel-
oping long-term expan.sion/replicndon sliate-
gies with minimal recurrent costs, and tying 
rural forestry closely to bioader pallerns of 
agricultural and rural development 

These examples of FMNR validate the 
fundamental importance of work currently 
underwayin Niger and eLsewberein the Sahel 
to remove disinemlives, to get the incentives 
right, and totsilid the preconditions necessary 
for successful private initiatives in local level 
natural resources management. These in-
clude: securing land, tree and broader natural 
resources tenure; reexamining foccstiy policy 
and legislation; formalizing the truisfonna-
(ion of forestry services from a police cxxps 
into an extension service; insisting that man-
agement of natural resournes is clecentralised, 
and, based on these elanents, developing 
coherent national plans and kcal-level pin-
grammes for natural resources management 
(sec. fcrexampicUSAlD 1990andRpubhque 
du Niger/LISAID 1990). 

The use or non-use of trees in [arming 
systems can provide instmctive insights into 
the dynamics of nimi pmduction systems. As 
Phul ftlissier has noted, "Par sa composition 
et par in role qul lui est a.ssignd, le peuplement 
arbor de l'espace agncole apparaltoomme Ic 
tvlaieur de Ia straidgie que charpie sodëid 
conduite a l'égard dii milieu nO cite ext 
insérrle" (Pélissier, 1980, p. 131). 

Fumier managed natural regeneration in 
the 'dirty fields" north of Maradi reveals a 
producuon system beginning toadjustin sev-
eral importantways: toconsti'amts such as the 
increasing scarcity of wood and, at the same 
time, to new opportunities brought about by 
the non-enlorcement of archaic regulations 
which gives farmers possibilities for mom 
active and effective management of the trees 
on their farmland. 

Is there a message for the rest of the Sahel 
in the "dirty fields" north of Marath? Several 
messages have been sketched above. More 
will be forthcoming once the biological and 
social parameters of farmer managed natural 
regeneration have been more closely exam-
ined and understood. The challenge ahead is 
to take these and other successes in local level 
natural resources management and multiply 
themmany timesacross the Sahelso thatfields 
become green and the people have hope once 
again for their own futuics. 
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A broad view of the central part of the floodplain  taken in winter. The vegetation is 
predominantly seasonal grasses and shrubs. Rainfall in this area averages around25 cm 
per year. Photo: R. Anderson 

Ray Anderson is a specialist in arid land 
revegetation and has formed his own com-
pany, Land Revegeration International, in 
Tucson, Arizona, USA. He previously 
worked for over ten years in developing 
countries, principally in South America, 
Africa andAsia. In thisarlicle he discusses 
the relationship between climate change 
and desenficwion and outlines how the 
land imprinting technology can help ifl 

revegetazion of degraded land, without ir-
rigation. 

Desertification has been around since the 
first concentration ofbuinajis in the ancient 
city civilizations of the Mid East. It is a 
human-induced phenomena brought about 
mainly by overgrazing of grassland, over-
or improper tillage of cropland, and the 
overcutting or burning of woodland. In 
recent years the rapid increase in human 
population has compounded these 
problems. 

Desettification leads directly to soil ero-
sion which makes it difficult for new veg-
etation to grow and leads to further soil 
erosion, in this way the process quickly 
becomes seW-accelerating and ultimately 
irreversible. Healthy land recovers quicidy 
from drought, but desertificadun leads to  

long-term, permanent damage. 
One of the potentially most insidious 

effects of reduced vegetative cover is its 
contribution to giobal warming. The main 
cause of global warming is the so-called 
greenhouse effect that stems from the mas-
sve combustion of fossil fuels which re-
lease vast quantities of gases, principally 
carbon-dioxide, into the atmosphere. 

So far, it has seemed that the only way 
to restoit the earth's biosphere is to slow the 
build up of these gases by reducing con-
sumption of fossil fuels and, ultimately,  

finding alternative sources ofenergy. Flow-
ever, one way of speeding up this restora-
tion process is actually to reverse it by 
revegetation. 

Vegetation has a high energy and car-
bon content, which is ingested from the 
atmosphere into the body structure of the 
plant during photosynthesis. This is the 
organic side of the carbon cycle. Fossil 
fuels are of vegetative origin and therefore 
arealsobighincarbonandenergy. The 
problems arise when man upsets the eco-
balance by burning fossil 'fuels and thereby 
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A variep ofgrasses and shrubs growing at the end of the first growing season. iwo weeds can he seen in the lower left corner. No tree 
seedlings are visible. Note that the vegetation isgrolving in the imprints on the sandy soil, which is a ntixture ofsubsoil and loam. Photo: 
R. Anderson 

transferring too much carbon back into the 
atmosphere to its gaseous form in the car-
bon cycle. Revegetation is the only way to 
reverse this process but if it is to have any 
impact. it must be done on a global scale. 

Revegetation, 
reforestation and 
afforestation 
Reforestation refers to the replanting of 
forests (Ic, large areas devoted solely to 
trees); afforestation refers to the creation of 
new forest areas; revegetation is the gener-
alized term referring to the planting of any 
type of vegetation, from grasslands to sa-
vannah lands vith scattered trees to tropical 
rain forests. 

It is widely accepted that reforestation 
and afforesiation can contribute signifi-
cantly toreversing Iheglobal warming trend. 
l3ut, in fact, any Idnd of plant growth, from 
weeds to savannah grasslands to jungle 
giants, absorbs greenhouse gases from the 
atinsphere and turns them back into their 
organic vegetative form. So planting any 
sort of vegetation will mean additionai pho-
tosynthetic activity and should be viewed 
as a step in the right direction. 

Forests offer the greatest ultimate 

biomass storage of the greenhouse gases 
per lieceire - butonly inthe long term. Itcan 
take anything from 25 to 100 years for trees 
to reach full maturity, depending on the 
species and growing conditions. Soft woods 
grow the fastest but store less carbon per 
cubic metre than hardwoods. 

At the other end of the scale, planting of 
perennial grasses will produce a usable 
crop of livestock forage after two years (the 
first years' crop should be reserved for seed 
purposes), and will keep on producing each 
year, except in times of severe drought. 
provided the land in not abused again. The 
annual crop will not be grain or vegetative 
hiomass but animals that eat the forage and 
produce high-value products such as meat, 
milk products, wool and hides. When the 
growing season ends in one hemisphere, it 
isjust beginning in the other so, on a global 
scale, plants photosynthesise all year round. 

Grass is already used in some tree plant-
iig projects to halt soil erosion while the 
new trees become established and have 
time 10 put down deep roots. Grass offers 
soil protection within just one month after 
germination. 

So there are two major objectives in 
revegetation: 1) to increase annually the 
global vegetative biomas.s, and 2) to in-
crease food production. 

Growing conditions 
Tropical rain-forest receives a large amount 
of rainfall - as much as 500mm per annum 
in some areas. One draw back is that the 
sheer quantity of rain leads to excessive 
nutrient leaching of the soil and corise-
quenuy tropical forest soilsare low in fertil-
ity. 

Grasslands, however, are generally in 
zones that have a fiBction of the tropical 
rain-forest rainfall so there is less nutrient 
leaching and consequently the soils are 
inherently more fertile. This is one reason 
that grains - all of which are grasses - grow 
so well on areas that were previously tall 
grass prairie. Grains play an important part 
both in terms of nourishment for livestock 
and human foodand, since the hurnanpopu-
lation is rising rapidly, expanding food 
needs must be taken into account. 

Inbis book, Reforestation inAridLands, 
Fred R. Weber* writes that "it is unrealistic 
to separate reforestation from overall 
revegetaLion and conservation programs. 
Range and farm management, sand stabili-
zation, agroforestry, and other similar ac-
tivities are undertaken - ideally - as 
interdependent parts of an integrated land 
use system. establishment of shrubs, 
bushes, grasses and other ground cover, as 
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Three year.r after planting: healthy tree seedlings are visible in the background with a 
forage shrub to the righl of the picture. The pencil show the approai mute size of the tree 
seedling in the foreground, to the right of perennial grasses with seed/icads. New 
germination Continues. Photo: R. Anderson 
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well as trees, is needed on many sites thatdo 
not have sufficient vegetative protection." 

Land imprinting 
Technology for and land revegetation has 
been developed at the US Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Arid lands Ecosys-
tems hnprovementCenter in Arizona, USA 
where research has concentrated on maxi-
mum utilization of sparse rainfall. Scien-
tists noted how foraging beasts and forage 
plan Is have evolved together and maintain 
a mutually beneficial interdependence. 
Consequently they designed the laud im-
printing system which uses a simple heavy 
metal rollerwith v-shaped steel irons welded 
to us surface to make anpriflLs in the soil. 
The v-shaped indentations imitate and 
exagerate the way, in nature, animal hoof-
prints prepare the ground [or seeds to ger-
minate. 

Desertified soil develops a crusted sur-
face with efficient surthce drainage pat-
iens that iimnediately turn rainwater into 
erosive runoff. The moisture is therefore 
lost to the site where it fell, along with the 
top soil. The imprints made by animal 
hooves and the man-male roller trap the 
rainwater in micro catciunents (puddles) 
and force it to infiltrate the soil. In essence 
iris asol-t of rain-fed irrigation technique b 
moisture concentration. 

The imprinting technology has been 
successfully used in revegetating about 
3,500 heciares of deserlified grassland in 
Arizona, USA. In 1986, in Arizona, a 240 
heetare floodplain had to be levelled to 

ess all the vegetation was removed. The 
WE/LI Seed company in Phoenix was called 
in to revegetate the land without introduc-
ing expensive and complicated irrigation 
techniques. They imprinted the land and, in 
the same process, replanted it with fourteen 
species of native and exotic grasses, shrubs 
and trees. The seeder was mounted on the 
tongue of the land imprinter and a more or 
less complete savannah flora was success-
fully established in one pass over the land. 
However, the way to sow this diverse seed 
mix initially posed problems since no me-
chanical seeder isdesigned to cope with this 
great diversity in seed shape and size. 
Mechanical vibration tends to cause the 
fuier seed to settle to the bottom of the seed 
hopper and flow out before any of the large 
seed can be planted. The problem was 

solved by using wheat bran as a bulk me- 
diumiomaintainamoreeven flow of seeds 

perfect but nonetheless worked reasonably 
weU. 

In developing countries the seed could 
be planted and harvested by hand, provid-
ing employment [or, and a means for par-
ticipation by local people. 

Annual weeds and seeded shrubs grew 
most rapidly and dominated the floodplain 
in the first year. But after this the annual 
weeds could not compete with native or 
introduced perennials. Fa.stgrowing shrubs 
became the most visible vegetation and 
remained dominant (up to July 1991). 

Despite what were thought to be major 
differences in the planting requirements of 
the various vegetative types, this Arizona 
prcct shows that they can all be planted 
together with a high degree of succs.sful 
germination and survival. This represents  

a breakthrough in and land revegetation 
with enormous potential for the multiple 
berieflis of food production, and reversal of 
both desertification and climate warming. 
The implications for agro-fiiresuy are self 
evident. 

The countries of the African Sahel re-
gion have few resources other than grass-
land in the noith and savannah in the south. 
The region is also subject to desertification 
by over-exploitation, and frequent drought. 
According to figures published by the UN 
High Commission for Refugees, each fam-
ily in the Sahcl needs 86 trees per year to 
meet its fuelwood and building needs. It 
may be that revegetalion based on mixed 
species planting, without litigation, maybe 
one way to satisfy these multiple demands. 

" Weber, Fred R. Reforestation in Arid 
Lands, Volunteers in TechnicalAssistance, 
Arlington. Virginia, USA. 

protect an urbanization project. Inthepmc- out of the hopper. The results were not 
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Fodder, Fuel, Shade 
and Shelter =  Some 
Irees and Shrubs for 
Arid Areas 

By Y. Orev 
18 Hoiga Streer 
Beer-Sheva, 84722 
Israel 

Introduction 
Scientists are wazy of introducing loreign 
planLs intorelativelyfavourablecnvimninenLs 
for fear that they may propagate too freely and 
endanger the established ecosystem. Witness 
the Opuntia (jiickly pear) invasion olQueens-
land, Australia, whicli'vasonIychecked after 
an important research effort that introduced a 
natural enemy. 

In unfavonrahie environments, a newly 
introduced plant can sotnetimes use the avail-
able resources mce re&Jily than native spe-
ciesandwW KdUinatize 10 such an extent that 
it self propagates. This can be useful, particu-
larly since many important native trees do not 
propagate well, such as Acacia radiana. 

A tree or shrub which in introduced sue-
ccssfully (ic, survives and develops well after 
being planted as a seedling) but ikxs not 
propagate on its own will sooner or later have 
tube replanted. A treeorshnh which projia-
gates freely thin itsown seed-fall runs nosuch 
risk; it can be exploited more intensively 
because an occasional dend plant can easily be 
replaced by anoO. 

ktakesalongtimeforanintroducedplant 
to self propagate. In general, people who 
introduce plants in and areas with a winier 
rainfall averaging 50-200mm consider them- 

. i 

selves lucky when these plants survive and 
develop but do not self propagate and they 
acpt the need forrnplantiiig. 

I lowever, plants that are able iosdllpropa-
gaiccan be used to great arivantage. These are 
the plants that are now being researched in the 
semi-arid (100-200 mm of annual rainfall) 
area of the Negcv in bucI. 

Results 
Since the 1920s, and maybe even earlier, 
trees have been intensively introduced into 
this area. Ihe main introduced species was 

Eucalyptus cai'naldu!ensis in areas with as 
little as 220 mm average yearly rainfall. 
This tree does not self-propagate Only one 
native tree species existed in this region - 
the TwnarLr tetragina, which was mostly 
confined to low-lying sites with a higher 
moisture level. Archaeological finds show 
this to be the main lirewood in the 6-7th 
centuries All). Many tamarix trees were 
planted along highways in the 1950sbutdid 
not spread. 01 late, several native and 
introduced species have begun to extend 
their territories in a conspicuous way, even 
though rainfall has not increased. The 

Ilaloxyton persicum growinginanarea with45-5Omniofanrnwl rainfall. Photo: Y. Orev 
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Capparis spinosa growing in an area with 45-5() mm of arinuü rainfall. Herders can 
harvesi' the unopenedflower buds and sell them to be usedforpickling capers. Photo: Y. 
Grey 

... 

lukiiisuiiia aculcat.a growing in on area with 200m,it q[aflfluci( rainjol!. Photo: Y. Grey 
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native trees were fomierly believed to be 
suitable only for the more rainy areas with 
annual rainfall of 20 mm and above. 

Zizyphus spinae-chrisli is a native tree 
reaching up to 5-6 metres in height. Until 
recently, scattered individual specimens 
could be found in regions with as little as 
200 mm of annual rainfall. New plants 
have begun to appear in the last ten years 
and their lainfail range has now extended 
down to about 150 mm. The most recent 
plant discovered is about 8 years old and it 
probably genninated during the last good 
rainy year which was in 1982/83. 

Zizyphus canopy creates a very dense 
shade, which is a much-needed amenity. 
Even before it reaches a size to provide 
shade (2-3 metrcs)its spiny branches can be 
used to build temporary enclosures in pas-
toral areas. There are reports that it cop-
pices well (Agrofore sty Today, 
July-September, 1991) and it is not known 
to have any soil preferences. The timber is 
hard and can be used for tools,and ftuits are 
edible and rich in vitamin C. 

Halo..ylon persicurn is a native shrub, 
occurring naturally in gravel and sands in 
areas with 35-100 mm of annual rainfall. It 
is one of the most dmught tolerant species 
in existence and has also been reported to 
grow in northern Saudi Arabia where rain-
fall averagesonly 30-70mm per year(iour-
nal of Range Management 42(1), January 
1989). The shrub reaches a height of 34 
metres and can serve as fodder, firewood 
and for shade. For the last 20 years it has 
been spreading in the area with 30-50 mm 
ofannual rainfall in the Rift Valley between 
the Red and Dead Seas. Ten years ago it 
wa.s also sown in areas with 100 mm of 
annual raint'alland is doing wellaithough is 
not yet self-propagating, in general, it 
seems that there roust be a substantial build 
up of seeds in the ground before this will 
occur. It is found chiefly in sands and 
gravel. Trees sown in locs (sandy barns) 
were not successful. 

Parkinsonia aculeata was introduced as 
an ornamental tree but xxmi began to self 
propagate everywhere in regions with 200 
mmor nueairnualrainfaU. Even in the wild 
it is ornamental with yellow pink flowers that 
last for up to two months in spring and sum-
mer. The multiple trunk poixiuces an abim-
thuicc of spiny tuicbes that can be used for 
budding temporary enclosures. When all 
these are removed the canopy provides useful  

shade. Ekspite thespines, the tree also is good 
forcattle fodder. ItcanaLsobeplantedasalive 
fence in pastriil areas, lxh for tntnshumancc 
and in areas that are predominantly inhabited 
bynomads. lntheNegcvitgrowswellinloess 
soil, but is also fouwl in heavy clays in other 
areas. 

Schinus lno((e is another introduced 
species that was originally used forplanting 
along streets but is now sell propagating. 
Its.shade is useful and itissaid to repel flies.  

.1 

So lar it has only appeared in bess soils. 
Do4onea viscosa is another self propa-

gating shrub that was initially introduced as 
an irrigated hedge plant. It now appears all 
over the 200 mm belt and mature shrubs 
reach a height of 3-4 metres. When the 
lower branches are removed for firewood it 
provides a good shade and itremains adeep 
green colour even when all other plants 
have turned yellow. It is found in bess soils 
and has even been seen to grow out of a 
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stony embankment in an areawithonly 100 
mm of annual rainfall. 

Acacia cyanophylla (or A. sahgna) has 
been introduced for sand dune fixation in 
moisterareas but grows well and scflpropa-
gates in bess soils in areas with up to 200 
ram of annual rainfall. Its timber is quite 
good for furniture and is used in particular 
for making the small stools often seen in 
Arab coffee houses. Its use asafodder crop 
had mixed success, but it provides useful 
shade and firewood. 

Acacia salicina seedlings have been 
planted in hood-irrigated soils (limans) in 
the 100mrnbcitandbegantospreadsome 
12 years ago. The oldest known specimen 
grows in a gravelly embankinentand is now 
about 8 metres high. A younger tree was 
discovered at the foot of a sand dune, near 
the bed of a wadi, and has since spread its 
seeds even up the adjacent dune. There are 
now a few young plants about 5 ineires 
above the wadi Iloor. These were found 
near the entrances to rodent burrows so it 
seems reasonable to think that the rodenis 
were instrumental in their spread. This 
particular area has been enjoying slightly 
more rainfall in the last four years - up to 
125 mm annually. Spread of this tree 
further aIield is probably due to birds. It can 
be used for timber, shade and fodder and 
grows well in bess soils. It has been 
reported that honeybees benefit much from 
its pollen and nectar, " ... large stands may 
provide ycar-kmg habitat for the bees, thus 
increasing the income of many people in 
the area." (Ahag Kansar, Deserficaiion 
Cn1rol Bulletin No. 19. 1991). 

Retama roetani grows in areas of 50-200 
mm annual rainfall and can reach a heighu of 
Smelms. Its roo4s are an excellent fuel and for 
this reasou it has been overused and is now 
scaree. In Isrl it has been piotected for the 
last 20 years and is now making a good 
coinebuck, with the assistance of the ihex 
whichreishtheseeds. Itismainlyasandand 
grnvelphtnibutbasaLsobeenfoundinshallow 
soiLs overlying limestone on a northern slope 
with 100 mm annual rainfall. 

Capparis spinosa is a low lying native 
shrub of which the unopened flower buds 
can be collected for pickling. The pickled 
capers are much in demand by gourmets 
and this can be an additional source of 
income forherders. The plants grow well in 
areas with 50-500mm of annual rainfall in 
all kinds of soil, even sheer rocks. 

The saitbush, A:nlex hali;nus, could be 
the fodder base for all areas with 50-200 mm 
of annual rainfall. Detailed instnictiorLs for its 
propagation can be fOund in a manual on 
Desert Ran ge hnprovement Techniques pub-
limed in 1986 by the Inter-Agency Commit-
tee on Bio-Meteorology, WMO, Geneva It 
grows well in all kinds of soiLs, even in Soil 
limestone (Eocene) and crks in haitI lime-
sione(Turonian) in areaswith anaverageof90 
mm annual rainfall. 

Recommendations 
It has been shown that nature has provided 
us with an assortment of shrubs and trees 

that can help us to use arid and semi-arid 
areas more efficiently, in brief these are: 

Very and (up to 50 mm annual rain-
fall): Relarna, Haloxylon, Atriplex. 
Capparis 

Arid (up to 100 mm annual rainfall): 
Acacia salicin a, 1-laloxylon, Retama, 
Atriplex, Capparis 

Semi-arid (up to 200mm annual rain-
fall): Parkinsonia, Schinus, Ziqphus, Aca-
cia cyanophylla, Dodonea, Atriplex, 
Capparis, Acacia salicina 

All of these species establish them-
selves from seed without human help. 
Therefore this raises possibilities for afl'or-
estation and range improvement thmugb 

Zizyphus spina-chiristi growing in an area with 150,nin oft innualrainfiul. Photo: Y. Orr.' 
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direct seeding without the need to raise and 
replant from nursery seedlings. This should 
be very much cheaper and faster. 

The changeover from planting nursery-
raised seedlings to direct sowing would 
require some development effort, includ-
ing: 

1 Collection of a large quantity of 
seeds - more than are currently 
needed for nurseries; 

2 Seed treaunent so thata geminaLion 
rate of at least 50% can be achieved 
within days of sowing; 

3 Adaptation of a suitable sowing 
machine for the task - perhaps acorn 
(maize) planter. 

The sowing can be done mechanically 
or manually, in conditions which ensure 
germination and rapid establishment. Low 
Contour dykes (bunds) constructed manu-
ally or mechanically would collect the run-
oil of the flrst rains of the season and create 
a 50-100 cm-wide strip of soil that is moist 
down 10 at least 50cm. When the seeds are 
sown in this strip they will have a good 
supply of moisture for gennination, and 
their establishment would be ensured by 
the store of moisture in the soil and any 
additional runoff that may occur during the 
season. 

The sown area would have to be pro-
tected from animals until the plants begin to 
produce seeds after 3-5 years. After this the 
protection can be removed and the area 
used. 

In order not to encroach on cultivated 
areas, only lields which are just barely 
capable of being prepared for sowing should 
be developed. When seeds begin to be 
produced the plants will spread to other 
rough area.s, even rocks, helped by proper 
grazing management. The initial density 
should be about 160 per hectare, or per 8 
metres x 8 metres plot, although eventually 
the planLc will spread and develop their own 
density, helped by proper tbrestry and graz-
ing management. 

In this way it is possible to create a tree-
,thnthsavannah which suppliesalithe needs 
of a pastoral population in fodder, fuel, 
shade and shelter, in areas with 50-200mm 
of winter niiiifall, along a belt stretching 
from the Atlantic Ocean to the west of 

Morocco, to the Persian Gulf and the Ara-
bian Plateau in the cast. 

All these conclusions have been arrived 
at by observing what has been happening 
naturally. A well-targeted research effort in 
future may well bring results beyond the 
most optimisic expectations. 
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Book Review 
Mainguet, Monique, 1991. Desert ifi  cation: 
Natural Background and Human Misman-
agement, Springer Verlag, pp305. 

The meaniiigof the tenn desertification 
is often disputed, discussed with passion 
and vchemencc and frequently used incor-
recdy. Fortlusreason, in the Iirstpanof this 
publication, the author examines the oii-
gins of the word, its different definitions 
and limits, not simply in the pursuit of lofty 
academic goals, but more toenahie pmgress 
to be made towards finding practical solu-
tions. In putting forward her own defini-
tion, she makes a point of distinguishing 
between the causes, mechanisms or ac-
tions, and consequences or impacts of this 
scourge which affects land in arid, semi-
ai-id and dry sub-humid zones -. precisely 
the areas most at risk. Rather than desert-
ification, which in this publication is re-
garded strictly as an extreme foi -m of 
degradation and is irreversible on a human 
time scale, the author prefers to think in 
terms of land degradation. 

Chapters2aiid 3 consider the size of the 
desertification problem in time and space 
and reveal the relationship between de-
graded areas and actual deserts themselves. 
Conscious of the complexity of this physi-
cal environment, and for a better approach, 
the author felt it imperative to carry out case 
studies in all continents and at all economic 
levels. Most notably: 

• Sub-Saharan Africa where, for the 
most pail, extensive, traditional ag-
ricultural practices are still carried 
out; 

• Egypt, where highly technological 
irrigation practices are leading to 
environmental degradation; 

• China - an example of traditional 
and intensive agriculture - where 
degradation is due to the over-ex-
ploitation of marginal land for agri-
cultural purposes, mainly due to the 
population explosion; 

• the krmer USSR, where thanks to 
the "command economy", agricul-
tural and industrial activities have 
resulted in arnajor ecological disas-
ter in the Aral Basin; 

• Australia, where capital-intensive, 
high technology stock rearing pro-
grammes are lending to ecological 
degradation; 

• South-west USA, which suffers 
from severe degradation - maybe 
even actual descilification in cer- 
tain areas- because of high-technol- 
ogy, high-financed agriculture. 

These case studies reveal all the differ-
ent levels of degradation, from moderate to 
irreversible desertification. What is su.r-
prising, however, is the noticeable similar-
ity between the causes and effects which 
are themselves closely linked to the mecha-
nisms. 

The author is conscious that the strate-
gies involved in dealing with the basic 
socia-economic causes of deseri.ilicalion 
are geared towards long-term solutions, but 
that results can be obtained in the short-
tenn if the physical mechanisms of the 
scourge are tackled. Consequcntiy, chapter 
4 is devoted to reviewing the physical proc -
esses of desertilkation in dry areas - both 
physico-chemical (soil leaching, saturation. 
salinization due to poor drainage) and me-
chanical (water and soil erosion due to 
partial or total destruction of plant cover). 

The last chapter emphasizes the com-
plex interaction between causes and proc-
esses, natural phenomena and 
human-induced occurrences, and preventa-
tive and remedial measures. It seems that 
although there may be sutIicient technical 
knowledge, it is in the practical irnplenien-
tation of this knowledge that successful 
results are hard toachieve. Failure iscom-
mon due to lack of perseverance and the 
many obstacles - be they legal (such as 
problems over land ownership), cultural 
and religious labxs, or demographic prob-
lems due in the ever-increasing demand for 
energy, food, fuel and materials (in other 
wonis, 'and) - and ultimately for lack of 
project follow-up. There aie also too many 
sector-based projects whereas the control 
of desertilication demands an integrated 
approach which includes controlling the 
destruction and rehabilitation of soil and 
plant cover, and takes into account, simul- 

taneously, all social and economic factors 
involved in the degradation process. 

Given that one cannot change the cli-
mate or its hazards, preventative measures 
are essential, ic, to preserve plant cover 
before it is damaged by overgrazing, intro-
duce drought- and salt-resistant plant spe-
cies, particularly to make better use of those 
with genetically- improved resistant capaci-
ties, to adopt simple harvesting and water 
conservation techniques, to warn and fight 
against chemical pollution and soil erosion 
(water and wind) as soon as the lirsi sighs 
appear, to improve all education systems at 
all levels without neglecting the very old 
traditional rural societies which still exist, 
to propose only those projects that take into 
account all the socio-economic factors in-
volved and to realise that all this can only 
succeed with the understanding, consent 
and active participation of land users, 
adapted teaching methods and that 
applicable results of scientific research 
should, by popularization, be put at the 
disposal of all. 

The collective experience of the last 
few centuries shows that the united good-
will of all, from the highest political ech-
etoiis down to the grass-roots level, is 
imperative it the struggle against desert-
ification is to succeed. 

To conclude, the author answers the 
questions she poses in the title - what is the 
role of natural causes and what is the effect 
of man's activities on desertifIcation and 
what exactly doe,s this term mean! She 
suggests that the effects of human activities 
are most to blame, particularly in over-
exploitation of land capacities in dry or 
seasonally-dry areas: drought acts as an 
accelerator or catalyst and fimially as an 
indication of anthropogenic wrong. 

From this study - which aimed to look at 
land degradationldesertification - the gray-
ityofthenatural,human-induccdaiidsocio-
demographic aspcctsolthe problem ismade 
clear. Man is both the creator and victim of 
descrtiticaiioii which is both revealed by 
climatic hazards, most notably drought cri-
ses, and simultaneously accelerates its 
impact 
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NEWS FROM DC1PAC 

New DC1PAC Director 
Mr W. Franklin G. Cardy has taken up his 
new duuesas Director of DC/PAC and has 
also been designated Deputy Assistant Di-
rector of Environment Management and 
Support Measures. MrCardy is a Canadian 
who came to Nairobi from Washington, 
D.C. where he had been working in the 
At ncan Region of the World Bank as Envi-
ronment Management Specialist. 

About half of Mr Cardy's career has 
been spent working on the Environment in 
Canada and half in overseas development. 
After graduating from Oxford he started 
work with the Ghana Government and then 
worked in Jaireiica. Iran, Thailand and sev-
eral countries in Africa as an Engineering 
Geologist and Hydrogeologist. 

In Canadaduring theseventics MrCardy 
helped establish the Environment Ministry 
in New Brunswick where he was first a 
hydrogeologist and then Director of Water 
Resources, lie chaired the Land Use Policy 
Task Force and was also Chainnan of Cana-
da's National Hydrology Committee from 
1982 to 1985. 

In 1986 he went to Cape Verde to lead 

New Senior Programme 
Officer 
Mr Moustapha Sar from Senegal joined 
DC/PAC as a senior programme officer in 
August 1992. He holds a PhD in applied 
(ography from the University of Siras-
bourg, France. 

Mr Sarsiarted his professional career as 
National Director of Land Management 
and Physical Planning and Development in 
Senegal until 1975. 

Subsequenily he was in charge of the 
National Office ofTown and Country Plan-
ning and then was appointed as Technical 
Advisor to the Minister for Planning and 
Cooperation on issues concerning rural de-
velopment, land management, iinplemen-
tatiun of land reform, drought, desert-
ilicalion control and natural resources 
management until 1982. 

He was the General Directorand Chair-
man of the Organization for Development 
of the Petite Côte until 1989.  

alA 
the preparation of a (,TNDP water project 
and in early 1988 he joined the Sahel De-
partment of the World Bank. He was the 
World Bank's Task Manager working with 
governments on the National Environment 
Action Plans in J3urkina Faso and The 
Gambia, which built on the plan ufaction to 
control desertification, and he carried out a 
number of other environment-related du-
ties for World Bank projects in several 
Airican countries. 

Mr Cardy is manied with two children. 

I 

Prior to joining UNEP Mr Sar was the 
Technical Advisor to the Minister for Plan-
ning and Cooperation for the Government 
of Senegal. 

Mr Sar is manied with five children.  

New Programme Officer 
Mr Jorge Flores 
from Mexico 
joined DC/PAC 
as Programme 
Officer in Octo- 
ber 1992. He 
holdsadegrecin 
Economics and 
a specialization 
in Social Statis- 
tics from the 
Institute of Carlo Gini at the University 
of Rome. 

Prior to joining DC/PAC he was the 
Administrative Officer of the CITES 
Secretariat inLausanne, Switzerland. From 
1986 to 1988 he was Fund Management 
Officer for tINE? Fund and Administra-
tion. 

Mr Flores, who started his career as a 
University teacher, has worked as a con- 
sultant for the Enie Nazionale Idrocarhuri 
and for the International Fund for Agricul- 
tural Development, Rome, in the field of 
Statistical Research related to agriculture. 

MrFlorcs is married with twuchildien. 

Farewell! 
it is with much regret that DC/PAC hid 
farewell to MrJiri Skoupy, Senior Pro-
grarnme Office, who retired at the end 
of April. Mr Skoupy has been working 
with UNEP since 1984 and wa.s par-
ticularly involved in African Miitislc-
rial Conference on the Euviromimncim 
and Northern African projcct.s. 

Mr Skoupy and his wife have re-
turned to live in their native Czccho-
slovakia. 

Farewell! 
DC/PAChassaidlarewefl toMrMauro 
Mendoza, Programme Officer from 
Peru. He has been working with DC! 
PAC since 1990 and coordinating ac-
tivities related to assessment of 
desertification and production of the 
World Atlas of Deserlificat ion. 
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Desertification is land degradation in arid, semi-arid and 
dry sub-humid areas resulting mainly from adverse 
human impact* 

Land in this context includes soil and local water 
resources, land suiface and natural vegetation or crops. 

Degradation implies reduction of resource potential by 
one or a combination of processes acting on the land. 
These processes include water erosion, wind erosion and 
sedimentation by those agents, long-term reduction in the 
amount or diversity of natural vegetation, or decrease of 
crop yield where relevant, and salinization and sodication 
of soils. 

The new defrnition recognizes that, although the main 
cause of desertificatiOn is adverse human impact, the 
impact of natural climatic conditions, particularly 
recurrent droughts, on desertification, could play a role 
under certain circumstances. 

* This definition was adopted by the Third Meeting of the 
Technical Advisory Group on Desertification Assessment and 
Mapping convened by UNEP 5-7 June 1991 
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